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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

VN' 2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
\

3 + ++++

4 ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

5 HEARING

6 -------------------------------X

7 In the matter of: :

8 GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF : 50-160-REN
,

9 TECHNOLOGY : Re: License Renewal

10 (Georgia Tech Research : ASLBP No.

11 Reactor Renewal of License : 95-704-01-REN

12 No. R-97) :

"

13 -------------------------------X

' 14 Thursday,.May 30, 1996

15 Hearing Room 1010
r

16 1718 Peachtree Street

17 Atlanta, Georgia

18 The above-entitled matter came on for hearing,

19 pursuant to notice, at 9:17 a.m.

20 BEFORE:

21 CHARLES BECHHOEFER Chairman"

22 DR. JERRY R. KLINE Administrative Judge

23 DR. PETER S. LAM Administrative Judge

24

O 25
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1 APPEARANCES:

3 On behalf of the NRC:

4 SHERWIN TURK, ESQ.

5 COLLEEN WOODHEAD, ESQ.

6 of: Office of the General Counsel

7 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

8 Washington, D.C. 20555

9 (301) 504-1589

10 ALSO PRESENT: MARVIN MENDONCA, Project Manager

11 ,

12 On behalf of the Intervenor: l

|

13 GLENN CARROLL

k_
'

14 139 Kings Highway

15 Decatur, Georgia 30030

16 (404) 378-9592

17 (404) 378-4263 (GANE)

18

19 On behalf of Licensee:

20 ALFRED L. EVANS, JR., ESQ.

21 Assistant Attorney General

i
22 Georgia Department of Law ]

|
23 Judicial Building |

|
24 Atlanta, Georgia 30334 !
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1 PROCEEDINGS
!

| (~s 2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: On the record. Good
k-),

| 3 morning, ladies and gentlemen.

4 Before we begin this morning, are there any

5 preliminary matters that anyone wishes to raise?

6 MR. EVANS: Yes, sir. We were discussing

7 organizational matters from the Georgia tech specs. We

8 also were discussing yesterday the authority of the MORS to

9 shut everything down. I have two documents on

10 organization, one is from -- well, I'd better go in order.

11 I've marked for identification Georgia Tech 28,

12 which is an excerpt from the Radiation Safety Manual,

13 Georgia Institute of Technology dated March 17, 1994, which73

(''') .

14 I'm told is still in effect today. In fact, there's a |

15 letter of introduction which is dated '96, April '96.

16 (The document referred to was marked

17 for identification as Georgia Tech |

18 Exhibit Number 28.)

19 MR. EVANS: The particular reason for the

20 tender of this into evidence is really on page 5, where it

21 is the authority and telling about -- saying the MORS has

22 the authority and responsibility to interrupt or suspend

23 any activity which involves the use of radiation if the

24 methods and/or procedures used in such experiments in7s

v)(

25 his/her professional opinion are deemed to be unsafe and/or

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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1- ' contrary to regulations. Such interruption / suspension

2 shall remain in effect until received by the' Nuclear
>Os -

3 Safeguards Committee.

4 HWe thought it was appropriate _to tender this

5 excerpt from the Radiation Safety Manual into evidence.

6 The testimony is already in the record orally. ,e thought

7 it would probably be a good idea to supplement it with the

8 official writing. So we would tender GT-28 into evidence.
-

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Any objection? l

10 MS. WOODHEAD. No objection.
~

11 MR. JOHNSON: No objection. |

12 CHAIRMAN.BECHHOEFER: Okay, GT-28 is entered

13 into evidence.'

O:
"

14 (The document,' heretofore' marked as

15 Georgia Tech Exhibit Number 28, was1

16 received in evidence.) <

17 MR. EVANS: The next item is GT-29, which'is
.

18 from the Georgia Tech SAR, it's an excerpt from Georgia

19 Tech SAR. And this has to do with the Georgia Tech

20 organization. There is one problem with it and that is
,

.

-21 this is dated from 1994, it was what was in effect at the

22 time the application was made. This was submitted with the-

23 application. Since that time, if you will look on page

i
24 157, the chart, there is a change in that the Office of the

O 25 Vice President far Interdisciplinary Programs, that is now

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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1 supposed to be the Dean of the College of Engineering.

r~s -2 That is the only change. You will see that on page 157.
l

N s? i

3 (The document referred to was marked |
|

4 for identification as Georgia Tech
!

5 Exhibit Number'29.) |

6 MR. EVANS: And again, what happened was, in
1

7 making a copy last night or early this morning, I'm not

8 sure which, the one picked up was_the one submitted with
1

9 the application. That's the reason for the change.

10 I would tender it into evidence, with that

11 clarification.

12 MS~ WOODHEAD: No objection.

13 MR. JOHNSON: No objection.

V
14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: GT-29 will be admitted.

15 (The document, heretofore marked as

16 Georgia Tech Exhibit Number 29, was

17 received in evidence.)

18 MR. EVANS: And with the understanding that the

19 position has changed from Interdisciplinary te Dean of the

20 College of Engineering, on page 158.

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I believe the Board and

22 parties last February or March --

23 MR. EVANS: It's been discussed an awful lot.

24 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: -- Vere served with

O
25 copies of the change by someone, I'm not sure who.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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1 MR. EVANS: The last is the GT-30, which is j

2 from -- let's see, GT-29 was -- I don't know what I called

.3 .GT-29, it's actually'from Tech SAR -- is that.what I said,

4 or did I say tech specs?,

l-

5 CHAIRMAN =BECHHOEFER: It's marked _SAR.
L 6 MR. EVANS: That's what it is.

7' GT-30 is an excerpt from the technical

8 ' specification, which is the same problem in essence as the

9 GT-29, it is taken from what was submitted with the

10 application and it has the same correction on page 41,
a

11 where the Office of the Vice President for

12 Interdisciplinary Programs is now -- that's been changed to j

13 -- the reporting chain has been changed to the Dean of i

14 Engineering, Dean of the College of Engineering.

15 '(The document referred to was marked I

16 for identification as Georgia Tech
1

17 Exhibit Number 30.) I

18 MR. EVANS: And that is the only change in this '

19 excerpt -- we cannot be absolutely sure that there are no

20 other changes. If anyone wants to object on that grounds,

21 it probably is a sustainable objection, but we would tender

22 it.

23 MS. WOODHEAD: I would like to ask counsel to

24 explain the handwritten markings in the tech specs.

O
25 MR. EVANS: What page?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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1 MS. WOODHEAD: 45, 46?

V{,s 2_ DR. KARAM: Can I explain them?

3 MR. EVANS: Yes.

4 DR. KARAM: The markings -- there was a

5 . meeting, I think, with Mr. Mendonca and we were going |

6 around the details in the application and there was some

7 suggested changes, whether it came from us or him, anyway

8 those are the markings on the application copy that I had.

9 MS. WOODHEAD: So the handwritten markings

10 would be a corrected version of your initial submittal?

11 DR. KARAM: Suggested corrections.

12 MS. WOODHEAD: Suggested corrections. But your

13 handwritten markings are being considered by or were,s

14 considered by the NRC staff as they are presented here?

15 DR. KARAM: We were discussing those.

16 MR. TURK: I guess, just for clarification

17 then, the handwritten markings are not part of the tech

18 specs, they're just Dr. Karam's markings on a copy of the

19 tech specs.

20 DR. KARAM: That is correct.

21 MR. TURK: And I don't have any problem with

22 that. And also in terms of whether there have been

23 subsequent changes to tech specs, it may be that subsequent

24 changes have been made but as long as we understand that

O 25 this was the copy of the tech spec, without handwritten

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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|

1 markings, that was submitted with the application, I have

,-~s 2 no objection to it being admitted with that clarification. |
k_)

3 MR. EVANS: With that understanding. !

4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Does GANE have any

5 objection to this, with the understanding that --

6 MR. JOHNSON: That the markings are not|

7 considered an official change to the tech specs, they're j

8 just notes. Am I hearing that correctly?

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That's my understanding.
|

10 MR. JOHNSON: No objection.

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: GT-30 will be admitted.

12 MR. EVANS: Thank you, sir.

13 (The document, heretofore marked as

O
14 Georgia Tech Exhibit Number 30, was

15 received in evidence.)

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Are there other

17 preliminary matters by other parties before we turn to

18 GANE's witness?

19 (No response.)

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: All right.

21 MR. JOHNSON: Mr. Boyd, would you please take

22 the table, as opposed to the stand?

23 Whereupon,

24 ROBERT M. BOYDg-
\j'

25 appeared as a witness herein, and having been first duly

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 -sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

(- 2 DIRECT EXAMINATION
(

3 BY MR. JOHNSON:

4 Q Thanks for coming in today, Mr. Boyd.
|

5 A Yes, sir,
l

l
6 Q For the record, Mr. Boyd, would you state your |

-7 name and address?

8 A My name is Robert Moore Boyd, 3993 Inca Court,

9 I-n-c-a, Stone Mountain, Georgia 30083.

10 Q What is your current employment?

11 A I am retired, but do a little consulting on the

12 side.

13 Q That would be in the nuclear field?

O
14 A Yes, sir.

15 MS. CARROLL: Sorry, nature called. We do have.
I

16 documents for everybody, including Mr. Boyd's resume is on
'

17 the top, you might find that handy to refer to.

18 Sorry for the interruption, Bob.

19 I need to borrow one for Mr. Boyd. You will

20 get it, we will keep track of it.

21 BY MR. JOHNSON:

22 Q Mr. Boyd, how long have you been working in the

23 health physics field -- or had you worked, I suppose, to be

24 correct.

O
25 A Since 1960.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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1 Q Are you familiar with a man named Carl Morgan?

rx 2 A Yes, sir.
i )
'%.J

3 Q Have you had the benefit of working with Dr.

4 Morgan?

5 A Yes, sir.

6 Q And experience with him in the past?

7 A Yes, sir.

8 Q It's been my understanding from what we've

9 already spoken about and heard during this hearing, that

10 Dr. Morgan helped design the health physics program at

11 Georgia Tech and is considered one of the fathers of the

12 whole health physics movement or discipline.

g 13 A I think that's a general statement. He may not

_

14 have been involved directly in designing the Georgia Tech
|

15 program, but he is what we in the health physics profession |
|

16 call the father of health physics. i

|
17 Q I see. And how long then did you work at the

18 Neely facility specifically in health physics?

19 A I went to work in the Neely facility on January

20 20, 1964 and I left there in the late spring of 1988 and

21 went over to Georgia State University where I had been the

22 RSO also, and then retired from Georgia Tech in 1991, I

23 believe it was, last day and then retired from Georgia

24 State September of '95, as their RSO. So that's 30 somef3
! 1

%.)
25 years.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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1 Q So for a matter of clarification then, Mr. f
l

n 2 Boyd, you were at one point the RSO for both Georgia State |

|3 and Georgia Tech?
]
i

4 A Correct. j

5 Q I think it's also a good idea for the record if
|

6 you would indicate what your association was with Georgia

7 Tech after the time you left the Neely facility until '91

8 when you say you retired from Georgia Tech.

9 A Very little, as far as operational health

10 physics. Georgia Tech continued to pay my salary until I

11 could retire from Georgia Tech, which was about the last

12 month of '91. So I didn't have very much connection from i

13 ' 8 8 to ' 91. Actually I didn't have much connection fromgS

U
14 '88 to the current.

15 Q So then, Mr. Boyd, is it safe to say that no

16 one had worked at the Neely facility longer than you did? |

17 A Probably, unless it's Bob Zimmerman or Lyle

18 Roberts. Bob Zimmerman was the RSO before I was. Although

19 he didn't work there longer than I did, he's still around,

20 if that's your question.

21 Q Yes. Some of this is on your resume, but just

22 for purposes of clarity, would you enlighten us with any

23 professional societies that you've been a member of?

24 A I'm a member -- still a member of the Nationalp
(

25 Health Physics Society, the National Meteorological

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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Robert M. Boyd |
Health Physicist

Q 3993 Inca Court, Stone Mountain, GA. | 30083
'

Home: (404)284-2658 Business: (404)651-2282
,

HIGHLIGHTS OF QUALIFICATIONS.
!

l

*
Over 30 years ofsupervisory and operational experience in Health Physics including 17 years
as head of the Office of Radiological Safety at two major universities.

4

i *
Extensive experience at nuclear reactors including the first nuclear reactor in Georgia, the
second largest university reactor in the United Stater and several nuclear power plants.

Directed large scale facility decontamination operations both on the job and as a special
4 *

consultant.4

Special consultant on radiation safety matters for private industry including Coca-Cola,
*

AT&T, Dames and Moore, Law Engineering and the Georgia Kaolin Industry.

' - Expert in hot cell, glove box and isotope uses, including supervising the safe encapsulatior.
*

of 2,500,000 curies of Cobalt-60, the largest activity ofits kind on a university campus.

! Twenty years experience developing and conoacting specialized health physics courses for
*

-

both the public and private sector in more than 100 Radiation Safety Training Courses with
over 1500 participants.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Georgia Institute of Technology 1964 - 1992 (Retired)
4

Georgia State Univenity (GSU) 1973 - Present
Qirector of Occuoational Safety and Risk Management and 1990 - 1992 M*
Radiological Safety Officer I.fTg-/W(f///9h

, A
Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT) 1973 - 1987
Radiolonical Safety Officer

Radiological Safety Officer for both Georgia Tech and Georgia State (under contract with GIT)
campus-wide radiation safety programs concurrently through 1987, and solely for GSU's program
from 1987 to- d995 as required by the State of Georgia under their respective broad scope by-
product materials licenses Also, Director ofOccupational Safety and Risk Management at GSL and
was responsible for the following safety programs: Chemical, Radiation, Fire, Workers' '

Compensation, Industrial, Biological and Risk Management. Supervise all university radiation

O waste disposal. conduct training programs, calibrate instruments and implement microwave, UV, x-
measurements, maintain exposure records, conduct surveys, maintain isotope inventories, handle

4

ray and laser safety programs Consult with and maintain excellent rapport with the faculty, staff andv

,

'

b o 'T
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;

~ students in order to assist them in performing their research in;

a safe manner. Maintain an ALARA commitment (keep radiation dose
|- to personnel as low as is reasonably achievable) . Prepara license

applications and correspond with the State on all issues concerning'the licenses, amendments and inspections. Report (ed) to the
presidents of the respective universities on matters pertaining to
radiation safety.

Additionally, the Georgia Tech program supervised . included a 5 MW
research reactor, a 600,000 curie Cobalt-60 hot cell / pool complex,
a 450 curie Cobalt-60 biological irradiation facility (provided all
specifications for the design of this facility), a 12,000 curie
Cesium-137 irradiation facility, 50 X-ray machines and glove boxoperations. Responsible for preparation of license applications
and corresponding with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) onall issues concerning the licenses, amendments and inspections.
Supervised a six person staff. Was an ex-officio member of theRadiation Protection Committee (campus-wide) and the Nuclear |

,

Safeguards Committee (specific to the reactor) . |

Directed numerous, very large scale health physics activities such
as: 1) the encapsulation of 2,500,000 curies of Cobalt- 60, a
project which took three years to complete; 2) the encapsulation
of 25 curies of Cesium-137 to be used for medical applications; 3) |
the production of over 100 curies of Yttrium-90 microspheres for
medical applications requiring glovebox operations using up to 50
curies of Strontium-90 oxide; 4) decontamination of the hot cell,

-

gloveboxes and laboratories following the above projects; 5)
conversion of a 1 MW research reactor to a 5 MW research reactor

,

requiring many fuel element transfers (over 100,000 curies of mixed
fission products in each element) with the primary loop heavy water
containing over 1,000 curies of Tritium; 6) received andtransferred over 1,500 isotope shipments in accordance with DOT
rules and regulations (CFR 49) and good health physics procedures
(the largest shipment contained 360,000 curies of Cobalt-60 in an
NRC approved Type B container) ; 7) made 20 nuclear waste shipments
to approved burial vasta sites with up to 700 cubic feet of waste
per shipment.

MANAGER. OFFICE OF RADIATION SAFETY 1987 - 1988

Reporting to the Director of the Neeley Nuclear Research Center,
managed a radiological safety program for the facilities described
above as required by the Director and the State of Georgia under
two broad scope by-product materials licenses and a Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) research reactor license. Provided
radiological safety support to GIT campus while continuing as GSU
Radiation Safety Officer under a contract between GSU and GIT.

O
2
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;% SENIOR HEALTH PHYSICIST 1964 - 1973

Assisted.the. Radiation Safety Officer in providing health physics 1
'

services for a major university research program- that included a
newly constructed 1 MW ' research reactor, neutron generators, X-ray machines and-a variety of isotopes. Made routine and specialradiation surveys and monitored for personnel in radiation fields
using a variety of health physics instrumentation. Installed and Icalibrated a complex stack monitoring system for the reactor

!containment building. Developed a unique method for analyziagwater samples for radiation. Taught radiation safety courses to Inew principal investigators and students.

LOCKEEED GEORGIA NUCLEAR LABORATORIES
'

1958 - 1964
SENIOR HEALTH PHYSICIST. REACTOR OPERATOR
AND METEOROLOGIST 1963 - 1964

Responsible for the safety of up to 300 personnel who worked around
a 10 MW research reactor and a large scale hot cell operation.
Made micro-meteorological weather forecasts and conducted climatic
studies in connection with the operation of an open air shielded
nuclear reactor. (Argon 41 was produced by neutron activation
around the reactor in the confines of a mountain valley whereatmospheric diffusion was poor. ) Operated the research reactor

eO
while studying to become a licensed reactor operator.
HEALTH PHYSICIST. METEOROLOGIST 1959 - 1963

Conducted routine and special radiation surveys, monitored reactor
and hot cell operations personnel, calculated radiation exposure
levels and performed seal source leak tests. -Made weatherforecasts and performed studies of drainage winds in mountainous
terrains, diffusion of effluents under various stability conditions
and temperature and wind profiles of the first 320 feet above the
ground. Member of emergency response team. |

MICRO-ME*EOROLOGIST 1958 - 1959

Worked closely with the health physics personnel in making weather
forecasts of various atmospheric diffusion stability conditions in iconjunction with the operation of the research reactor. Assisted
in writing the preliminary safety analysis report for the Georgia
Institute of Technology research reactor under a contract with GIT.

!

U. s. MAVY 1956 - 195s

ASSISTANT HEAD OF UPPER AIR CLIMATOLOGY
AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 1956 - 1958

Planned and prepared classified publications which interpreted
( meteorological and climatological information from all oceans and

3
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i i seas of the world for U. S. Navy projects.

U. 8. AIR FORCE
1952 - 1956

; WEATHER OFFICER
1952 - 1956

Supervised the overall operation of Air Force Weather Stations. '

Made short and
jet and couventional aircraft flights.long range weather predictions for cross countryMade weather briefings for
most area.s of the world to all staff levels in the Air Force, Armyi and State Department. Honorably discharged with the rank of4 Captain.

BLAW KNOZ CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
'

| SUMMER 1952

SURVEYING PARTY CHIEF
SUMMER 1952 |

Instrument man with a surveying crew. Read blueprints and laidout buildings and roads. '

ALASKA RAILROAD
SUMMER 1950

SECTION HAND
SUMMER 1950

Performed routine physical tasks such as laying rail and replacingcrossties.

CONSULTING CLIENTS

AT & T, Inc.
Applied Biology, Inc.
Applied Radiation Control, Inc. ;

Atlanta Gas Company |

IThe Audichron Company
Coca Cola, Inc.
Computer Research and Technology, Inc.
Constangy & Prowell, Attornies at Law
Dames & Moore, Inc.
Diversified Nuclear Pharmacy
The Georgia Kaolin Industry
Grover Dunn, P.E.
Law Engineering
Star, Inc.

i
8PECIFIC KNOWLEDGE RELATED TO wu ETH PHYSICS

Environmental monitoring of air, water, soil, plants, land,
animals, and aquatic life.

Direct and immersion cloud radiation doce evaluations.,

4
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't

Thermoluminescant dosimetry, liquid scintillation counting, gas"

proportional flow counting and gamma spectrometry, with both sodium
j iodide and solid state detectors.

1

Calibration and use of all health physics instrumentation for
Alpha, Beta, Gamma, X-Ray and Neutron Measurement.

Layout of nuclear power plants. |

Meteorology, as it applies to atmospheric diffusion.

Instruction techniques for nuclear power plant health physicists
and reactor operators. (Have taught Flo'rida Power, Georgia Power,
Alabama Power & Light, Phillipine National Electric, Brazil Power,
Mexico Power, and Tennessee Valley Authority personnel.)

Nuclear Regulatory Commission and State of Georgia rules and |

regulations, including regulatory guides (10 CFR, Parts 19, 20,
30, 40, 50, 70, 100, 150 and others).;

DOT rules and. regulations governing the shipment of radioactive
i materials.

Reactor operations for both PWR and BWR reactors.

O
EDUCATION

1953 Completed one year Graduate Program in Meteorology.
Florida State University

1952 B. S. Mathematics ,

University of Arkansas '

FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING
,

Health Physics Course, 242 hours, Lockheed Georgia NuclearLaboratories - 1959

Technical Writing Course, 140 hours, Lockheed Georgia Nuclear
Laboratories - 1961

! Health Physics Course, 120 hours, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
- 1962

Health Physics and Reactor Operator Course, 3 days, Georgia
,

Institute of Technology - 1964

'O
FORTRAN Course, 40 hours, Georgia Institute of Technology -

1974
.

5
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() DOT Rules and Regulations on Transporting Radioactive MaterialsCourse, 8 hours, Georgia Institute of Technology - 1975
Special Nuclear Materials Transactions Documents, and Status| Reports Course, 16 hours, Martin Marietta - 1984
First Responder's Emergency Response Course, 8 hours, DOE /Westinghouse - 1989

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
!

! National Health Physics Society, 1964 - Present'

!

American Meteorological Society, 1952 - Present1

National Radon Association, 1988 - Present (Charter Member)
,

ACHIEVEMENTS AND HONORS

Adjunct Professor Mercer University

National Registry of Radiation Protection Technologists
() Past President of the Atlanta Chapter of the Health PhysicsSociety (2 Terms)

|

Past Secretary and Treasurer of the Metropolitan Atlanta Chapter.
,of'the American Meteorological Society
|

Who's Who in Young Men of the South

President, College Senior Class

President, Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity

Achieved Rank of Eagle Scout
'

|

COMMUNITY SERVICE AND ACTIVITIES

Active in Lutheran Church

Member of Masonic Order

Frequent public speaker for Lion's Club, Kiwanis Club, RotaryClubs, and schools on topics in Health Physics, NuclearEnergy and Air Pollution Meteorology
' () Boy Scout Atomic Energy and Meteorology Merit Badge Counselor

6
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SPECIAL REPORTS AND MANUALS
,

-

1. R. Boyd, et. al.; Contributed to over 50 classified climatic.

manuals for the U. S. Navy Hydrographic office. 1957 - 1958;
~ climatic Studies in the North and South Atlantic, SouthPacific, Mediterranean Sea, Persian Gulf, Antarctic, Arctic,Sulu Sea, the Equator, Hudson Bay, the Caribbean and theentire U. S. coastline.

2. R. Boyd; Air Trace Experiments at Lockheed
Laboratories; February 1960. Georgia Nuclear

.

#

3. R. Boyd; The Use of Throw Away Cartridges to contain ' TritiumReleased in Neutron Generators; April 1968; Patent

*,

; application submitted.
,

4. R. Boyd; Georgia Institute of Technology and Georgia State
4

University Radiation Safety Manuals; 1970.
5. R. Boyd; 40 Hour Radiation Safety Officer's Training Manual;i 1986.

!

6. R. Boyd; Radiation Safety Awareness Manual; 1988.

( 7. R. Boyd; Background Radiation Measurements with TLDs; 1969.

!

:

I ;-

,

7
*

.

9
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1 Society, the. local-Atlanta Chapter of both of these
4

4
2 organizations.

_.
3' Q I see in your resume that you were actually a

4 'two-term president of the - Atlanta Chapter of the Health

5 Physics Society."

4

6 A That's true.

{ 7 MR. JOHNSON: Based on Mr. Boyd's testimony and

8 on this resume and qualifications which the Board has

9 copies of, GANE would wish.to enter Mr. Boyd as an expert'
-

10 witness on the subject of health _ physics and reactor.

11 safety.
f

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Do-you wish to have the l

?

13 statement of qualifications bound into the record as if
,

14 would?
|

15 MR. JOHNSON: Yes, we would. I suppose we-

16 should at this point get exhibit numbers --

17 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, it wouldn't be an

18 exhibit, it would be like testimony.
,

19 MR. JOHNSON: I see.
4

i

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: If it gets bound into the-

21 record. !

22 MR. JOHNSON: That sounds like the most
1"

23 expeditious way to do it.

*4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: At this stage, wherever2

O
25 the record is.

1

Neal R, Gross & Co., Inc.*

(202)234-4433
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.1 MR. JOHNSON: I think that:that would probably
- -2 serve us' fine, would-be a. good way to do.it.

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Any objection to that?

4 MR. EVANS: May I do a little voir dire on the

5 area of expertise?

|
6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Of course. I

'7 VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. EVANS:
,

'

9 Q Mr. Boyd, I believe I'm correct that your

10- college education, you majored in math at the University of

11 Arkansas,. is that correct?

12 A Right.

13 Q And that had nothing particular to do with-

)
14 health physics, or radiation safety, correct?

15 A Other than the math part, which was

16 considerable.

17 Q You had a bachelor's degree in math.

18 A Right.

19 Q Is it your understanding that it is possible

20 for a person to get a bachelor's degree in health physics?

21 A Yes.

22 Q And can a persva get a master's degree in

23 health physics?

24 A Yes.

O 25 Q Can a person get a Ph.D. in health physics?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433-
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1 A -Yes, sir.

rj 2 Q And it is fair to say that you do not.h' ave any.
b

3 degree in. health physics.

4 A That's correct.

5 0 Is it accurate to say that your.next education,

6 formal' education after receiving your bachelor's' degree was

7 in meteorology?

8 A I didn't get a degree, but my education was 40

9 hours of graduate work in meteorology.

10 Q Yes, sir, that's what I was referring to.

11 A Right.

12 Q And what was your employment after you got your

13 -- give me the background of your employment when you --
0

14 from the time you received your bachelor's degree.

15 A 1952 I received'my bachelor's degree during the

16 Korean War and I joined the Air Force Reserves. The Air

i

17 Force sent me to Florida State University to study I

i

18 meteorology so I could forecast for the jet pilots in '

19 Korea.

20 Q Yes, sir.

21 A And then after one year, one 12-month period in

22 the graduate program, which was only -- the only reason I

23 could get in that was because of my math background, and

24 then I stayed three years in Alexandria, Louisiana and was

O
25 discharged honorably in 1956 as a Captain.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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1 Q What did you do after your discharge, where did

73 2 you work?
N]-

13 A I worked at the Navy Hydrographic Office in

4 Washington, D.C.
|

5 Q Did that involve meteorology?

6 A That was meteorology and climatology. My j ob |
1

7 there was to write climatic summaries the Navy ship
1

8 captains for the entire planet earth. |
|

9 Q Am I correct it did not involve either

10 radiation safety or health physics? I

l
11 A Up until 1957, I didn't have any health physics I

|
12 background.

l

7- 13 Q What did you do in 1957 which you contend gives
|;

%.)
14 you a background in radiation safety or health physics?

15 A Well, even in 1957, I didn't have any. I got

16 married, which ultimately led me into the health physics
i

17 profession, by default more than anything I guess you might

18 say, i

19 (Laughter.)

20 A I married a southern girl and we lived in

21 Washington, D.C. and I was from Arkansas and we wanted to
.

1

22 move south. And one of the fellows whom I graduated with |

23 or got our Air Force diploma from Florida State in

1

24 meteorology before they let us go forecast, was Bob Allen,73
U

25 and Bob Allen had taken employment when he was discharged
|

|

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 with Lockheed Aircraft Company in Dawsonville, Georgia,
i

r~T 2 where they were building the first nuclear reactor in the

b
3 state of Georgia, in order to hopefully use that facility

4 as a test facility to design an aircraft that would fly

5 with a nuclear reactor.

6 Q Not meaning to cut you off on the flying of the

7 airplane, which is important, of course, but what I would

8 like to get at is when you went to Dawsonville, am I

9 correct that your employment was meteorology?

10 A That is correct, I was there as a micro -- Bob

11 asked me if I would come down there and be a micro-

12 meteorologist with him. At that facility, they had four or

13 five micro-meteorologists and our job was to work with the
( )
\y/

14 health physicists, reactor operators and so forth in trying

15 to help predict in the event of an accident where the argon

16 plume or effluent might go, meteorologically. And this was

17 1959, I believe is when I went to work for Lockheed there.

18 Q Well, to try and --

19 A But it was meteorology, as I was hired. |

20 Q And what happened -- when did you first have

21 any involvement at all with radiation safety or what is

22 generically known as health physics?

23 A I would say 1959 '60.
|
'

24 Q Tell us what you did?
,f -

(_)
25 A Well, I was primarily doing micro-

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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I1 meteorological work, drawing weather maps and analyzing j
i

,x 2 them and predicting and working on the emergency team. But-

' ()
3 I was exposed to the health physicists at the facility,

4 which there were about 30. And the first course is an

5 awareness course I took in health physics, as soon as I
j

6 went to work there.
4

7 Q An awareness course?
)

8 A Yes.

9 Q Who ran the awareness course? )
-

i
'

10 A The health physicists at Lockheed.
!
1

11 Q At Lockheed. And did that consist primarily of ;

i

12 survey work?
|

13 A No, all that did was to advise me what health,-

tJ :'' 14 physics was all about and why we have health physicists at !

15 this facility and so forth. The basic concepts of nuclear j

|
16 physics and energy. '

i

17 Q Did it involve any degree? !

18 A Actual degree work?

19 Q Yes, sir.

20 A No, sir.

21 Q Have you ever had any -- at any university or |

22 college, have you had any formal education in radiation
!

23 safety or health physics?

24 A Yes, sir, a few classes here and there, yes.
,7,-

- 25 Q Would you describe here and there?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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,

1 A Well, while at Lockheed, Lockheed sent me to

2 the Oak Ridge Training Institute and I studied health-~

x
3 physics there. This was about 1961..

4- Q First of all, let's talk about that. Oak Ridge,

5 Institute, is that a college or a university?4

.

6 A Well, it works with colleges and universities,

) 7 but it's not a university, no.
a.

8 Q Okay.

| 9 A And I've taken some courses at Georgia Tech
'

..

10 actually and I've help teach courses at Georgia Tech in

; 11 health physics.
.

12 Q When you helped teach radiation --=

13' A But to answer your question'have I taken any()
14 formal courses at a university in health physics where I |

|15 completed the entire course, the answer is no, other than a
{
l

16 computer class. '

17 Q Okay, thank you. When did you start ag Georgia j

18 Tech?

19 A 1964.

!

20 Q And when did you become the manager of the

21 radiation safety or health physics staff?

22 A As such, by name, manager of radiation safety |

23 or --
.

!

24 Q Well, I don't care about names, no, I mean when

25 you're the boss running the show.

1

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 A Running the show, I think it was 1973 is when I

2 first started in that business.O
3 (End of voir dire examination.)
4 MR. EVANS: May it please the panel. We would

5 not object to Mr. Boyd being an expert as a radiation

6 safety technician, based upon his long experience. We do,

7 in all candor,. feel that he does not have the depth of

8 academic education to be a health physicist. We have no

9 objection to his expertise in radiation safety as a
10 technician, what that embraces, but we do object to him

11 being a health physicists. He has no degree in health

12 physics or radiation safety or any really affiliated area.

13 It's been mainly on-the-job training and we believe that

14 qualifies him as an expert as a technician, but not as a

15 health physicist.

16 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: Is Mr. Boyd a 1

17 certified health physicist?
1

18 THE WITNESS: No, sir. I am certified as a

19 radiation technologist.
;

20 MR. EVANS: We have no objection to him being

21 qualified as an expert in radiation technology.

22 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: We're having

23 trouble understanding the implication and distinction

24 between technologist and health physicist. Maybe I can
( -

.25 just ask the witness. Is there a distinction in your mind

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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;

;

1 between a health' physicist and a health physics or

| r~s 2 radiation technician, in terms of the duties they perform? |
y

V
! 3 THE WITNESS: There are probably degrees of
i

j 4 that. If I may, Your Honor, read from the application
1

]
I

1j 5 draft, which is really the application for a broad specific i

j 6 license -- a broad scope, for any broad scope, it says the-
.

{ 7 radiation safety officer should have -- this is page 16 --
,

8 the RSO should have an academic degree in physical.or.

: \

9 -biological sciences but out by the NRC, or engineering,,

.
.

,

|
: 10 specific training in radiation science and considerable l

!
!

11 professional experience, generally about five years, with a,

12 broad spectrum of radioactive materir.l. The RSO |,

i i

4 13 professional's experience should include the application of-

14 his training and so forth and so on. |
+

|

15 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: That's for a j
,

; 16 radiation safety officer.

17 THE WITNESS: For a radiation safety officer,
j

18 that's what I was at Georgia Tech.
,

1

19 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: And is that j

20 coincident with the title health physics?

21 THE WITNESS: In general, I think the state has

22 the same requirement, that if you have a bachelor's degree

23 in a physical science and a certain amount of experience in

24 the field, that you are qualified as a radiation safety

.O.
25 officer, for a broad specific license, is what we had at

Neal R. Gross & Co.,'Iac.
(202)234-4433
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1 Georgia Tech.
|

s 2 MR. EVANS: If-I.could define my discipline

3 more, I think there is a difference between a technician |

4 and a person who has a Ph.D., such is Dr. Revsin or Dr.

5 Ice. One involves obviously you go through -- you can-get
,

6 your bachelor's degree, your master's, it involves seven-or-

7 eight years of formal interdiscipl:. nary education where
,

8 you're dealing with concepts, and frankly things fairly

9 deep, going into the very concepts of safety. There's a

10 very big difference.between -- we had one person on the

.11 staff had no college degree at all and the other one had a

.12 mail order degree. They were competent to perform routine

13 surveys. The problem comes in more'on interpreting,

O(''\ ,

14 particularly with NRC regulations becoming more complex all

15 the time, the problem comes in in analyzing and properly

16 applying more complex standards. That's where you~get into
~

17 the difference between health physics and what I would call

18 a competent radiation safety technician. Or I think the

19 gentleman's own words were -- he used 'che word technology.

20 And we would agree with his expertise in this area.

- 21 MR. JOHNSON: Your Honor, I would make I guess

22 two points in Mr. Boyd's defense. One being that at the

23 time that've were just hearing about, when Mr. Boyd was

24 actending school, health physics was a very embryonic

(
25 discipline where it would probably have been virtually

' Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433
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1 impossible for him to have a health physics degree at most

f-~ 2 major universities. And second, during the time that

k.
3 health physics became a full blown discipline with graduate

.

) 4 programs in major universities, Mr. Boyd was doing things
i

2
5 such as conducting specialized health physics courses for

6 both the public and private sector and more than 100.

7 radiation safety training courses with over 1500

8 participants.

9 And I feel to clarify our. position that -- I

10 guess our claim is that his experience in the field, not

11 necessarily his education, makes him qualified to be a

12 health physicists and that he has been practicing it. And

13 he has, if nothing else, definite expertise in terms of(3'-)\
14 managing radiation safety programs, perhaps we can agree to

15 that.

16 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Mr. Boyd, would

17 you indicate how long you attended the Oak Ridge Institute

l
18 school? |

19 THE WITNESS: I'll have to refer to my notes.

20 MS. WOODHEAD: Page 5 of your resume.

21 THE WITNESS: I believe it was -- I don't want
,

1

|

22 to say something incorrect here -- I believe, if I'm not

23 mistaken, it was about two weeks at the Oak Ridge course,

24 maybe three. And there were other courses I've taken also.-,

' 25 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: Mr. Boyd, what is

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 your personal feeling about being called a radiation safety

2 technologist instead of a health physicist?

3 THE WITNESS: There's really none because the

4 Health Physics Society considers a radiation technologist

5 the same thing. You're all in the general category as a

6 health physicist. Different ones of us have different
7 backgrounds and so forth. Some have lots of experience,

8 like I do, and some have high degrees like a Ph.D. with

1
9 little experience. And there's a judgment call somewhere '

10 in there, somebody makes a judgment as to whether you're

11 qualified as a health physicist.

12 Generally, there's about 16,000 people in the

13 world considered as health physicists. Some have Ph.D.s,73
('")

14 some have master's, some have bachelor's, some have two

15' year college, technologist type positions. But Al is

16 correct in saying there are degrees of education in this

17 field, but there's also degrees of experience.
i

18 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: So you are not

19 personally offended by being called a radiation safety

20 technologist.

21 THE WITNESS: No , that doesn't bother me at

22 all. I'm a health physicist regardless of what I'm called.

23 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Does it make any

24 difference to your understanding of what -- your

25 understanding of what you're going to be called upon to

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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.

{ 1 testify.today?

: 2 THE WITNESS: It doesn't matter. I'll try toi &
1

; 3~ answer any questions as honestly as I can. Any questions

' 4 you can dig into me any way you want to.

5 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: But whether you'rej.

6 called a health physicist or radiation technologist won't I

7 affect how you answer.
i

I

8 THE WITNESS: I don't think so. I know my

{ 9 qualifications, I know my weaknesses.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I.think we will grant
1

11 Georgia Tech's motion to refer to Mr. Boyd as a radiation

12 technologist, but I'm not sure what difference it'll make, "

13 .if any. In fact, maybe none, but we will --

0
14 MR. EVANS: I can only give my own impression-

|
15 sir. As I understand it, there is something -- some value

'

:
16 in a long, formal education. I don't know that it would

17 have to be in health physics, if it was in radiation -- you i

18 know, nuclear engineering, but I think you have to have --

19 there's a difference between doing technical work and

20 understanding deeper concepts and particularly on things

21 like procedures, understanding the procedures, how to write

22 procedures. I think a lot of times that gets into a

23 conceptual background which the more profound education

24 gives you. So I do think it is important. On the other

O
25 hand, I-certainly do not dispute Mr. Boyd's experience, and

Neal R. Gross & Co , Inc.
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1 the practical experience, but I think it's more as a,

! - 2 technologist than it is as a health physician (sic), from
3 my understanding.

l

; 4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, we'll grant your

5 motion to refer to Mr. Boyd --

6 MR. EVANS: And we have no objection to him

7 being an expert in -- as a radiation safety technician or
l

8 technology, however -- we have no objection to that.
1

9 MS. WOODHEAD: May I ask one question of GANE's

I10 representative? It may be that they misspoke, because I |

|

11 believe I heard you say you offered him as an expert in |

12 reactor safety?
l

13 MR. JOHNSON: I made it a compounds statement

14 on health physics and reactor safety and we have been I
1

15 discussing mainly health physics. |

16 MS. WOODHEAD: Well, I would question his

17 experience in reactor safety.

18 MR. JOHNSON: Well,- judging from the

19 conversation we've just had concerning his expertise as a

20 health physicist, that does not surprise us.

21 MS. WOODHEAD: So, would you correct you --

22 MR. JOHNSON: I was actually going to try and

23 rephrase the matter somewhat.

24 MS. WOODHEAD: All right, thank you.

25 MR. JOHNSON: Can we all agree that Mr. Boyd is

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 an expert at the implementation and management of radiation

~2 safety programs?

3 MS. WOODHEAD: No objection.

I
4 MR. EVANS: I would prefer the way I had it,

5 that he is an expert in the area of -- he is an expert in i

6 the area of radiation technology or as a radiation

7 technician. I'm not at all certain -- this is one of the j

8 problems with a health physicist -- I'm not at all-sure

9 about his ability without more formal education to come up

10 with a program which would frankly we acceptable to NRC
i
1

11 today.

1

12 MR. JOHNSON: Your Honor, he has. With Your l

. 13 Honors' indulgence, he already has. He operated two

'%
14 different university -- was the RSO for two different

i
l

i

15 universities for a total of about 17 years, he's written '

16 safety manuals for some of these reactors, and we have some

17 exhibits we were planning.to offer, including some of the
|

18 glowing inspection reports and commendations that Mr. Boyd j

19 received for his work in that regard.

20 MR. EVANS: Again, I would point, there's a big

i

21 difference in executing a program and designing a program

22 of radiation safety or for the HP staff.

23 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The court believes that

24 Mr. Boyd's experience shows that he has engaged in both

25 types of activity and his expertise, at least legally,

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

e- 2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Back on the record.j

q
3 MS. CARROLL: Ready, Mr. Boyd?

. 4 THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am.;

5 MS. CARROLL: I have just a very few more

6 questions.

7 Whereupon,

~8 ROBERT BOYD

9 RESUME his status as a witness herein and was examined and

10 testified further as follows:

'11 DIRECT EXAMINATION (cont)

12 BY MS. CARROLL:

13- Q Did Georgia Tech use the thermoluminescent

14 dosimeter, the TLD, system for environmental monitoring.

15 when you were there?

16 A Yes.
,

17 Q Are these TLDs affected by heat and rain?

18 A Not as much as film.

19 Q But they are affected a little bit?

20 A A little bit but not near as much as film. The

21 temperature has to be pretty high. So moisture doesn't
J

22 affect them too much unless they are wet when you read

23 them, but temperature affects them if you heat them. Maybe

24 over 140 degrees centigrade or something you could knock

_O- 25 out some little ole traps or something, but most of the

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 not be numbered. They'll be on the record.

'

('' 2 MS. CARROLL: Actually it occurs to me that(_)gI

3 part of what is in here is notes that Mr. Boyd took at the
4 time that dramatic changes were taking place at Georgia

i 5 Tech and that might be more properly bound in as testimony
]

6 that he recorded at the time than as an exhibit. We were
.

7 planning to use it as an exhibit. I don't know whose --
,

*

8 some experience that somebody wants to throw into this. |

9 MR. EVANS: Are-we going to mark the exhibits?,

10 MS. CARROLL: Yes, I was just wondering about -

11 - I was realizing that the inclusion and some notes that he

12 took at the time might be considered testimony rather than
V ,

5 I

14 MS. WOODHEAD: Can you identify which document

15 you are talking about?

16 MS. CARROLL: The Wrong Way to Handle Radiation I
l

17 Safety which is at the bottom of the stack. And there's

18 some handwritten notes that are also near the bottom of the

19 stack which I think would be the same way. I mean, in

20 essence he was writing his testimony down, you know, back
1

21 then.

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think this is more
|

23 appropriate as exhibits.

24 MS. CARROLL: Okay,g~g
b

25 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Particularly since

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 prepared testimony should be given somewhat in advance so

2 that it can be looked at.

O
3 MS, CARROLL: Right. What number were we on?

4 MR. JOHNSON: We are on number 36. We are up

! 5 through 35, aren't we?

6 THE REPORTER: 37 is the next one.

7 MS. CARROLL: I think we had one that got

8 withdrawn or something.

9 MR. JOHNSON: I only have 35.

10 MR. EVANS: I have up through 35.

11 THE REPORTER: 36 was withdrawn.

12 MR. EVANS: Okay. That's why I don't have 36.

13 MS. CARROLL: If you will number what I believe,_

14 is on the top of your stack, Broad Scope Licenses, from

15 Georgia License Material as GANE number 37, there is an

16 excerpt from the Board of Directors. We will identify this

17 further and tell you why-we have included it. If you will

18 call that GANE Number 38.

19 (The documents referred to were

20 marked for identification as GANE

21 Exhibit Nos. 37 & 38.)

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: So far we have two

23 documents marked for identification.

24 MS. CARROLL: You'll see -- It's one sheet.

O 25 It's titled Typical Health Physics. That would be GANE

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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!

1 Number 39. (The document referred to was marked j

2' for identification as GANE Exhibit jO
3 No. 39.) |

|

4 MS. CARROLL: Okay. We have a letter on- !

5 Georgia Tech letterhead dated July 23, 1986. It's from

6 President Pettit to Robert M. Boyd, and this would be GANE
,

7 Number.40.

8 THE REPORTER: July 23?

9 MS. CARROLL: Yes.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We don't have that. !

i

11 MR. JOHNSON: Wait, no.

i

12 MS. CARROLL: I'm sorry. 'There's July 17th and

13 it's a memo from Bob Boyd and that should be GANE Number

14 40.

15 (The document referred to was marked

16 for identification as GANE Exhibit

17 No. 40.)

18 MS. CARROLL: Okay, now, we come to the July

19 23rd letter from President Pettit to Robert Boyd and that

20 would be GANE Number 41.

21 (The document referred to was marked

22 for identification as GANE Exhibit

23 No. 41.)

24 MS. CARROLL: You have a flow chart and

O 25 organizational chart. It says before 7/1/87, two

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 committees. That would bo GANE Number 42.
12 (The document referred to was marked i

3 for identification as GANE Exhibit '

4 No. 42.)
|

5 MS. CARROLL: Then you have a flow chart that

6 says Georgia Tech after 7/1/87, one committee. That would

7 be GANE Number 43. |

8 (The document referred to was marked
,

l
9 for identification as GANE Exhibit

i

i
10 No. 43.) |

|

11 MS. CARROLL: Now, we already have a really |

12 hefty special document that I wanted to give the special
J
l

13 number of 44. So we will skip 44 and the next item which,. .

-

t
\- 14 will be'GANE Number 45 is --

|
15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, why don't you mark

16 it for identification just so we don't get things

17 confused -- If you are going to introduce it at all.

18 MS. CARROLL: Well, I'm just saying I'm

19 skipping 44 because I already gave that number to another

20 document we haven't introduced yet.

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Oh , I'm sorry.

22 MS. CARROLL: Okay. Now, the next one says to

23 file from Bob Boyd, date 2/18/88 and that would be GANE

24 number 45.

('s% 25 MR. EVANS: Wait a minute. Where is that? The

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 February 19 letter, is that what we are talking about?

2 MS. CARROLL: February 18, '88 to File from Bob--

'~'
3 Boyd, subject: Meeting with President Crecine on 2/18/88.

4 MR. EVANS: What number is that? i

5 MS. CARROLL: GANE number 45.

6 (The document referred to was marked |
7 for identification as GANE Exhibit

8 No. 45.)

9 MS. CARROLL: Our next exhibit is on Georgia

10 Tech letterhead. It's dated February 19, 1988. It's to

11 Interested Parties, the Nuclear Safeguards Committee from

12 President Crecine, and that would be GANE Number 46.

13 (The document referred to was marked
f~h :

O 14 for identification as GANE Exhibit

15 No. 46.) |

16 MS. CARROLL: The next exhibit is President

17 Crecine's address to the general faculty on 2/26/88 at 1:00

18 p.m., and that would be GANE Number 47,

19 (The document referred to was marked

20 for identification as GANE Exhibit

21 No. 47.)

22 MS. CARROLL: The next exhibit is dated .

23 February 29, '88. It's on Georgia Tech letterhead. It's a

24 memo from Bob Boyd to the Nuclear Safeguards Committee and

O 25 that is GANE Number 48.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 (The document referred to was marked

2' for identification as GANE ExhibitO
3 No. 48.)

4 MS. CARROLL: The next one -- and I want you to

5 note it has a note on the back of it that's March 25, 1988.

6 It's a memo from acting President Stelson to VP's -- No, |
I

7 Stelson was not acting president. I misspoke. Anyway it's !

8 from Stelson to VPs, Deans, Directors, March 25th. That's

9 GANE Number 49.

10 (The document referred to was marked

11 for identification as GANE Exhibit

12 No. 49.)

13 MS. CARROLL: The next exhibic is in Mr. Boyd's,s

14 handwriting. It says pattern of his presidency at the top |

15 and that would be GANE Number 50.

16 (The document referred to was marked

17 for identification as GANE Exhibit

18 No. 50.)

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Which one is that?

20 MS. CARROLL: You know, I've got -- Somebody

21 might be missing it because I just found an extra one.

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't have one.

23 MS. CARROLL: That's GANE Number 50.

24 And the our last exhibit I'm lying, I have--

O(3 25 another one. I will introduce it later. The Wrong Way to

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 Handle Radiation Safety, and this would be GANE Number 51.
1

. 2 (The document referred to was marked
I' ( )
. 3 for identification as GANE Exhibit4

J

j 4 No. 51.)
.

i

5 MS. CARROLL: Here is-one numbered set for you,

6 Mr. Court Reporter. Now, that that chore is out of the way
7 --

i

I- 8 BY MR. JOHNSON:

9 Q I thought we would start today, Mr. Boyd, by
j- 10 talking about something we had discussed that you.were
$ L

11 unsatisfied with the commitment -- I suppose is a good way

12 to put it -- of the licensee, of Georgia Tech, to a safe

13. reactor program before even the current management was in

- O'N'-- 14 place. For background and historical purposes I think it's

15 very interesting. Would you tell us when you first started

16 becoming concerned about the quality of the program?

17 MR. EVANS: I believe I have to object to a

18 very, very leading. question on a matter which is somewhat .

19 prejudicial. He's putting words in a witness's mouth as to

20 what he believed. He's on direct exam. My experience is

21 that Mr. Boyd is quite competent to speak for himself.

22 BY MR. JOHNSON:
.

23 Q. Mr. Boyd, when did you first -- Have you always

24 been satisfied with the quality of the radiation safety i
r"% !

(j.'

25 program and the general reactor program at Georgia Tech?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 A No.

g- 2 Q When did you first start becoming dissatisfied
(3/

3 that the program was being run --

4 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. Leading the witness.

5 If you would ask who, what, why, explain, deceribe.

6 BY MR. JOHNSON:

7 Q Why did you first become dissatisfied with the

8 way that the program at Georgia Tech was being conducted?

9 A Because of the survey I made on December 31,

10 1963, almost at midnight when the Georgia Tech nuclear

11 reactor first went critical.

12 Q What results of that survey made you

13 uncomfortable?

'
14 A I was the lead surveyor on that to see if the

15 biological shielding was properly made and the power level

16 was to go up in increments a few watts at a time and then

17 the health physics staff would make a survey around the

18 biological shield to see if there was some unusual problems

19 that might show now that they thing has been completed. Up

20 until this time we had never tested to see if there were

21 any radiation leaks or anything. But it was obvious when
,

^

22 they were just at a few watts, five to fifteen, not very

23 many watts, that we had major construction problems of that

24 nuclear reactor from the very start. That's --

* '
25 Q My question is more on programmatic level. We

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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-1 had heard Dr. Ice testifying-yesterday that he felt there~

/~~ 2 were budget problems in terms of the safety issues of-the
1

| 3 plant being resolved satisfactorily because of funding and

4 that discussion was in the context of changes that have,

L

| 5 been made in the management structure and that that may

6 have contributed to that. I

7 MR. EVANS: I think again I have to object ~to i|

8 the witness testifying again as to what some other person

9 testified. This is supposed to be question and answer. I'

.

10 don't think it's relevant particularly to this person's
11 opinion what Dr. -- you know, with all due respect to Dr.

12 Ice -- what he testified is of no relevance to this
13 person's testimony. I

|
14 MR. TURK: And further it is totally incorrect |

I

-

| 15' as a characterization of Dr. Ice's testimony. If I recall
!

16 Dr. Ice's testimony he said.there was no impact on safety.

17 He had the equipment he needed, although some of it is

18 aging. So it's a totally incorrect characterization.

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Why don't you try again.

l~ 20 Rephrase the question so you don't lead the witness.

21 BY MR. JOHNSON:

22 Q Among your concerns with the program at Georgia

23 Tech were budgetary concerns among those concerns?

24 A Yes.

-

25 Q Would you please, for the record, state what

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 you felt those problems were and why~you felt it was of

2 concern to you?

O
3 A The government of Georgia was at the opening

4 ceremony of that nuclear reactor in 1963, and he promised

5 that Georgia Tech would be given $600,000 a year over and-

6 above any money they might bring in just to operate that

7 nuclear facility. He wanted it to be a superior run

8 facility, and every year they were supposed to get a

9 certain amount of state funds regardless of what happened..

10 That never happened. We went through five or six directors
<

11 before Dr. Karam came onboard and I was present with all of

12 them and they all had the same problem. Even 20 years ago

13 they threatened to shut the reactor down because nobody.

(,_
14 ever funded it the way it was supposed to be funded -- at

i
15 least the way they promised to fund it. A certain amount

|
16 of money, whether you bring in any money or not, was

17 supposed to be funded by the state, and as far as I know --

18 I.know while I was there, it was never done in the
,

19 magnitude that I was lead to believe that it was going to

20 be.'

21 Q Well, then --

22 A So I don't think it has ever been funded

23 properly. Budgetary is definitely a concern.

24 Q What do you feel in your mind suffers the most

O 25 from this lack of funding of the program? What aspect of.

k

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 the program do you feel suffers the most from this lack of

2 funding?7,

' i

3 A Well, by the NRC's own judgment of how,

4 facilities are run, first you have a superior safety i

1

; 5 program and a superiorly operated facility or a licensee,

6 then you have good and then you have adequate and I'm not

7 sure, maybe there is a poor category. Somebody might I

8 correct _me on this. I always subscribed to the philosophy I
.

9 that when you have this type of magnitude of radiation

I
i 10 safety on a university campus or anywhere that you ought to I

a i

11 always plan for a superior program My philosophy has been,.

,

12 over the years that I was there, that we never did quite

1

13 get to anything other than adequate, and as of later years,,

14 after the 1987 reorganization I felt like safety was

15 compromised and was possibly slightly less than adequate.

16 There are a lot of reasons for that adequate determination,

17 based on a lot of things.

18 MR. EVANS: I would object to the addition of

19 the word "now" when I believe the witness has not been at

20 the conter since I think 1988 now implies today -- There is

21 no foundation that the witness has any knowledge, any

22 direct knowledge, as to what has been going on at the

23 reactor since approximately 1988, '89, that time frame.

24 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Boyd, when you went,

O 25 "now" did you mean today or did you mean the last time you

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 had a professional experience with Georgia Tech which I

eg 2 guess is the end of 1991?

J
3 THE WITNESS: I meant --

4 MR. EVANS: '89, I think.

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: '91. I'm reading this

6 from the --

7 THE WITNESS: I meant now, as of today.

8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I see.

|

9 THE WITNESS: As best I understand it. As best

30 I understand it.

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Right. Can you give us

12 the source of that understanding?

13 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. It is based on what I

O 14 perceive and still believe -- and somebody could correct me

15 if this is not correct -- The organizational structure is

16 less than adequate for radiation safety at Georgia Tech,

17 and the organizational structure, as I understand it, Dr.

18 Ice reports to Dr. Karam, the director of the Nuclear

19 Research Center and I consider that to be less than )
i

20 adequate as far as radiation safety. Therefore, that's why

21 I say that now. If that is not correct, I would like to be

22 corrected. |

23 MR. EVANS: Your Honor, if his answer is I

24 directed to the organization, I would withdraw -- If that's

25 what we're talking about, if that's the scope, I would

,

'
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1 withdraw my objection as to his opinion.

2 CRAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I think he has-s

[ )
~

3 explained. Is that correct?

4 THE WITNESS: Well, that, and also I don't

5 believe that they are financially funded as they originally
|

6 were promised by the governor. And if somebody could

7 correct me on that, I would like to hear that too.

8 MR. EVANS: I think that is supposition.

9 Unless there is some foundation. You know, if he can be

10 shown that he knows what the budget is or sources of income

11 from grants, foundations, for the total package, I don't

12 really believe he's in a position to talk about funding

13 today.
(,_)
'~' 14 (Ms. Carroll and Mr. Evans confer.)

15 MS. CARROLL: Something came to us in answer to

16 a discovery request. We think it is the income and outgo

17 for the last ten years --

18 MR. EVANS: I think we are in an irregular

19 posture. MS. CARROLL: I don't know, he wanted

20 to base this -- Perhaps if he counted on these figures that

21 were given to us by Georgia Tech --

22 MR. EVANS: Well, I think an analysis -- We've

23 had no demonstration of expertise in analysis of financial

24 reports. I don't know what that shows because I'm not anp_.

!' ') 25 expert and with all due respect, I don't know that Mr. Boyd*

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 is an expert on financial reports. Also, if he hasn't been

(~' 2 there since May of -- I think it was May of '88 when he
C

3 physically left the center, although still on the payroll,
4 if there has been no indication that he has any direct

|
5 knowledge of anything going on at the reactor. He said he

6 thinks that they organization is in place, and I would in
7 my place say he's correct, it is in place. The one he does j

|
8 not like. That's why I have no problem on his expression

9 of opinion on the reorganization. I don't have a problem !

10 with that, but I do have a problem in his going into

11 funding when he hasn't been there since 1988. With the
i

12 understanding that I have never yet discovered a state l

I<s 13 agency.that has enough funding.
(

;
!

'

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, too polite to say
'

15 federal funding. ;

|

16 MS. CARROLL: He might not be qualified to |
|

l

17 speak to that. )
18 This was given to us by Georgia Tech as part of

i

19 their discovery response.

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Has Mr. Boyd looked at

21 times?

22 MS. CARROLL: I've shown them to everybody but

23 him. I thought we could get his opinion perhaps based on

24 this and he could move on.

O
25 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE KLINE: We want to

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 know if he has any independent knowledge. Has he reviewed

(" 2 documents before now?
N_)T .

3 MS. CARROLL: I don't know.

*

4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: As the funding. These
'

5 are published records, but you have to be there to read

6 them.

7 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE KLINE: Mr. Boyd, have
4

8 you reviewed published financial records of the university

,

up through -- I mean, beyond the time that you left the9
4

; 10 university?
]

11 THE WITNESS: No, what I was saying was my

12 opinion or what I'd heard or read little bits and pieces
,

fs 13 and so on.
,

('

14 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE KLINE: You have not,

.

15 made a focused inquiry into the funding of the reactor

16 after you left, is that correct?

17 THE WITNESS: No, but Your Honor, my comment

18 was based on state funding. And I would like somebody to.

! 19 correct me if the state funds it equivalent to $600,000 its
a

20 promised.

21 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE KLINE: We're not

22 trying to correct you. We want to know what you know.

23 Would you characterize --*

24 THE WITNESS: Well, I don't know for sure if
(-~.

''
25 the state gives them $600,000 or more than that.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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'

1 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE KLINE: Would you
.

i,s 2 characterize your own concern as generic?
'

3 THE WITNESS: Yes, I would characterize it that

4 way.

5 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE KLINE: And it's not.

;

6 based on a focused study of budgets?

] 7 THE WITNESS: No, no, no, no.

8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Have you had specific

9 conversations with anybody in a position who would know?
,

10 THE WITNESS: Yes, I've had conversations with'

11 people and so forth that indicated to me that there is no

12 state funds of the magnitude that the governor promised in
"

13 1963 coming into that center, but I don't have any direct,

\~ 14 evidence of that and I've never made a study of that. If.

15 I'm wrong, I'd like somebody to tell me.
1

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think we'd have to
a

17 agree that we would strike the reference to now.-

18 MR. EVANS: Yes, sir.
.

19 BY MR. JOHNSON:
.

20 Q Well, then for purposes of clarification, let's-

21 step back a bit and say, as your understanding was at the
.

22 time you left the facility in May of 1988, was it your

23 understanding that there was no state funding as you had
.

i 24 heard promised some 25 years ago and it still had not come
(~%,

1 ''- 25 through to your knowledge?
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t 1. A Right.

'

2 Q I would like to ask everyone to move to -- I

) ~3 believe we numbered this GANE Number 41, which is a letter
?
1

from'the-president of Georgia Tech to Mr. Boyd. I had a4

L5 couple of questions.about this. I'll go ahead and read it.
i

^ 16 It's short. "I see by your memorandum of July 17, 1986, '

;

4

7 to your. staff that you have passed another inspection with
18 no items of non-compliance. Congratulations are in order |

9 both to you and your staff for this outstanding record. We

10 are most pleased by.our safety standards and by our' safety
|.

11 record with regard to both the reactor and our handling of {

12 radioactive materials as well as other radiation sources on

13 campus." And the memo of July 17, 1986, is referred to in3

#

14 that and that is enclosed as GANE Number 40.

15 One of the questions I had for you, Mr. Boyd,

16 is of this mention of passing another inspection with no
;

17 items of non-compliance. That implies that there were I
'

18 other inspections that you, I guess, passed with flying

19 colors, without any violations or-lack of' compliance. Is

20 that true?

21 A That's true, but I can't say that we didn't

22 have our problems with inspections over the years. We

23 .weren't perfect, but in this particular case we were.

U 24 Q And apparently more than once?

25 A Yes. Very true. Especially at Georgia State

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 University and some periods of time at Georgia Tech we did

I ,e" -

2 pretty well with the regulatory people. As a matter of i( l

; 3 fact, at Georgia State from 1969 until September of '95, we
14 had a total of seven or eight inspections and only one non- |

l 5 compliance item in the radiation safety program in that
i

6 entire period of time.

I
7 Q Thank you. '

t

8 A That's documented.

9 Q Back on GANE Number 40, on the memo of July |

10 17th.from you, a couple of things of interest here as well.

11 In the middle paragraph of this document, we have the

12 statement, "As you know, this is one of the most thorough

13 health physics inspections that we have ever had by the

14 Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Literally hundreds of :

l
15 records were reviewed by two very competent NRC inspectors.

16 However, several suggestions for improving our program were |

I
17 made." What were some of those suggestions, Mr. Boyd, if

18 you recall? |
|
'

19 A As I recall those suggestions were to improve

-20 the procedures, make them a little easier for people to

21 follow, improve our procedure writing, improve the -- the -

22 the -- Well, that was mostly it. The procedures and so-

23 forth, more detailed analysis of the procedures, review and

f- 24 audit programs a little bit better than we had been doing,
(

25 or have them audited. Computerize our inventory, which we

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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i

i didn't have a computer at the time -- I had a Tandy

2 computer from Radio Shack -- and to try inventory things

3 and keep up.with them a little bit better than our current,

t

| 4 way of doing it in those days, which I thought was, quote,

5 adequate. I hate to use that word adequate, but that's what

6 I thought was done, and as a matter of fact Dr. Stelson,

7 when he hired me as a radiation safety officer said he

8 didn't want a superior program, he wanted an adequate

9 program, and later I found out that the NRC has a

10 definition of superior, good and adequate and adequate

11 wasn't very well thought of. So I tried to have an

12 adequate program without going too crazy with buying fancy

/-~ . 13 computers and trying to get money and all that. So, those
\

14 were two things. Improve our procedures and try to

15 inventory the isotopes maybe we a comput r program better,

16 which I understand they've done very well now. This was

17 about the time computers were coming in and everybody was

18 getting computer literate and so forth.

19 Q I have another question about something else in

20 here. "Another couple of questions. Also your professional

21 health physics support in receiving approximately <30,000

22 curies of Cobalt-60 from the Savannah River Plant was

23 outstanding." I notice on the list of people that you've

24 sent this to are Misters Millspaugh and Sharpe who weregg<

d
25 later dismissed'for various allegations of incompetence and
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1 wrongdoing.

| '2 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. That's testimony not-

3 in tae record.
,

1

| 4 BY MR. JOHNSON:

| 5 Q So Mr. Millspaugh and Mr. Sharpe helped you --
|

6 MS. WOODHEAD: Could you wait for the ruling?

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Why don't you just

|

8 rephrase it in terms of not describing who Mr. Millspaugh
1
' 9 and Mr. Sharpe are and ask him.

10 BY MR. JOHNSON:

11 Q Did Mr. Millspaugh and Mr. Sharpe work for you?

| 12 A Yes, sir.

13 Q And judging by the fact that you passed this

O
| 14 inspection with such good marks, I suppose that -- Well,

1

15 let me back up. Would you say they were performing their

.
16 jobs well at this time?

!

!- 17 A If I answer incorrectly, correct me so that I

18 don't stray in my wandering, but if I might say that my

19 philosophy, when you are working with that magnitude of

20 Cobalt-60, you want the most experienced people that have

21 done this kind of work before, regardless of their

22 educational background, and those two people, while they

23 had their faults, like everyone else, were in my judgment

24 experts at maintaining radiation safety of the workers

25 there and of the environment. Mr. 11spaugh was given to
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,

1 me.as an.~ employee by Dr. Stelson. I didn't hire him. Paul

2 Sharpe'was hired by me, actually. But both of'them had.,

1*
.

!
. 3 many man years,-hours of. experience monitoring around the

;
.

.

which by.the way, Your Honor, d
\;

4 use of that much Cobalt-60,
7

S' is one of the largest amounts of radioactivity in that
i

; 6' category on any. university campus in the United. States.,-

4

'

7 And even -- had more experience with two and a half million
:

i 8 curies of cobalt in the past. So, I wanted somebody who
i

| 9 really knew how to do practical health physics and
i

10 monitoring and evaluating and critiquing and questioning

; 11 themselves, questioning others, and I wanted to make them

.

12 feel a little bit proud of passing an inspection. Probably*

!
i 13 the previous inspection we got a few cites, I don't

|
| x )J |

14 remember, and I wanted to flower it up a little bit and I

I'

15 make them feel a little.proud of'themselves, and also to |,

4 '

-

|

|.- 16 inform'the president and others. Dr. Carter was the j

17 chairman of the Radiation Protection Committee. Dr.

18 Mahaffey was the chairman of the Nuclear Safeguards

19 Committee and Dr. Stelson was my boss, vice president for

20 research.

21 Q And at this point you were the RSO at Georgia
|

22 Tech?

23 A Yes.

24 Q So, this material, although not under NRCOv 25 jurisdiction, technically, was under your jurisdiction and
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1' -you had responsibility for it?

2 'A .The radiation safety part.O
3' Q Yes. 'Were you involved in encapsulation of,

4- this cobalt?
|

5 A Yes.

6 Q We have noticed that the encapsulation was not
.

.

7 A-N-S-I certified, or' ANSI. certified. Do you know why'that

' 8 was the case?

9 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. That fact'is not on

10 the record.

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We will sustain'that

12 objection, improper foundation.
i

I13 MR. JOHNSON: Okay.

O 14 BY MR. JOHNSON:

15 Q Mr. Boyd, are you familiar'with ANSI

16 regulations,'A-N-S-I regulations?

17 A Not very well.

18 Q Let me back up a step. Was there any special

19 care or handling required for this material?

20 A Definitely, extra special care.

21 Q Could you state for the record some of the

22 precautions that were needed and required?

23 A Well, I developed the procedures for utilizing

24 the cobalt in and out of the pool into the hot cell, which

O 25 I thought were even better than adequate in this case. I

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 wanted them to be superior, above and beyond just running
'

r~j- 2 an adequate program. This was where I concentrated my
V^

3 worries and all, was that cobalt 60, more so than the

4 reactor frankly, because that's where we could kill
,

5 somebody that worked there, for Dr. Karam and others, if we
'

6 didn't do it right. You didn't have a second chance. It's

' 7 not like a lot of radiation safety at universities, you've

8 got second, third, 50 chances and nobody gets hurt. But
,

9 here was a case where if you did the wrong thing, a person

10 dies from the exposure, and it didn't take but seconds to

11 get a lethal dose.

12 So I worried a lot about that and maybe I

13 concentrated too much of my worries in radiation safety-s

V
14 there. I was very concerned that somebody might get hurt

15 if we dropped a source or didn't adequately follow our

16 procedures for checking before we entered the hot cell.
i

17 You know, we were in and out of this cell as many as ter.

18 times a day, and you had to have pretty strict procedures |

19 and if anything went wrong, you wanted somebody to have the

20 final say, to say you can't do this, we've got to go back
!

21 and think about it, or somebody might get hurt.

22 Fortunately, I don't believe anybody was ever

23 hurt, but there were some times when we did things a little

24 less than what I would classify as adequate for safety.

iO
25 Q Mr. Boyd, is there an aspect of the cobalt or

,

i
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1 the hot cell that is under NRC regulations, in your

g- 2 understanding?
U]

3 A That's kind of a unique licensing situation in

4 the_ United States, _in that the cobalt is licensed by the

5 state of Georgia under the agreement state of 1967, and '60
.

6 was when they started. The special nuclear material used

7 in the running of the reactor is under the NRC. All of

8 that is in what is known, or was known -- I assume it's

9 still the same way -- as the reactor control zone, where

10 the hot cell, the pool, the reactor containment building

11 all was.part of the nuclear safeguards area there. And

12 this is specified in the technical specifications and so

13- forth, and so both licensees have responsibility in this
[

~'
14 area. The state has no responsibility once you_ enter the

.15 containment shell, but they have responsibility in the

16 other area adjacent to the containment shell where the pool

17 is and the hot cell, because the cobalt is licensed under

18 the state of Georgia broad license.

19 But every now and then, the fuel from the |

20 reactor has to be brought and put in that pool and switched

i

21 around and things done with it. So then at that point, the j
!

22 NRC has an interest. So it's kind of a joint interest

23 there in that interim zone between the containment ouilding

24 and the outside world.
t
''

25 Once the reactor made radioactive materials

i
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'

1
1~ artificially and brought them out to that high bay area for !

1

rm 2 packaging and shipping to some approved licensee, then it j
'

~

3 became the state's responsibility until it left the Georgia
e

i

4 Tech premise. And then wherever we sent it, it had to be

5 under either an NRC license or an agreement state license.

6 I don't know if I answered what you were

7 driving at or not.

8 Q Well, let me ask this question for
'

9 clarification and perhaps this would help. Is the hot cell
i

10 and storage pool area still under NRC jurisdiction even

11 when there is not fuel, reactor fuel, present?

12 A I think that's correct, because they have to

7_ use the pool for emergency. cooling unless that's changed,13

14 they have to use that pool water. Plus, they have to use [

15 it sometimes when they put fuel elements in there for

16 transfer. So I'd say the NRC still has quite a concern

17 there.

l

18 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Johnson, at some j

!
119 point -- I don't know what a good breaking point is -- we !
1

20 ought to have a mid-morning break.

21 MR. JOHNSON: Now would be fine.

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Okay, let's take a 15-

23 minute break.
l

24 (A short recess was taken.) !

'' 25 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Back on the record. I

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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3:
1 1 BY MR. JOHNSON:
i
!

2 Q Mr. Boyd, Dr. Karam became director of the-
,

$ 3 facility in 1984, is that correct?
!

; 4. A That's about right, as I recall. |
.J

.

5 Q At the time, what was yourLimpression of the

! 6 . financial situation of the reactor? ;
!

7 ~A Same as it is today, poor to none, from the

8 state support and somewhat poor otherwise as well, too. A -

.

lot of promises but not much' money coming in. .The hot cell! -' 9
|'

[ 10 'made most'of the money. .

I

) 11 Q Do you-feel that one of Dr. Karam's mandates, 1:-
!

i 12 .for lack of a better word, when he came.in, was to try and
; '

I

1 13 encourage more -funded research -- 1

-

1 14 MR. EVANS: Objection unless there's some
J-

I 15 foundation as to how he would know what the mandates were.
!
p
|' 16 BY MR. JOHNSON: ;

i
. !

j 17 Q What do you feel was Dr. Karam's primary

.

18 mandate from Georgia Tech management at the time he was- l
'

| |

19 hired on as director of the reactor?
.

| 20 A To try to make enough money to make it an
1

1
| 21 adequate program -- that's about it, adequate, just to hang
,

22 on there and try to make enough money. They were having a
,

i 23 hard time scratching up enough to just pay for salaries,
i
i

; 24 for that matter. I think that was part of the main reason,

I'^

25 was money, which is.a logical concern.

,
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1 Q You testified that you felt that Mr. Sharpe and

7s 2 Mr. Millspaugh were at least adequate in their job
t

3 performance. Was there anyone, during those few years that |
|

4 you were there working with Dr. Karam, that you felt was

5 not performing adequately?

6 A Yes.

7 Q For the record, would you please elaborate and
,

8 tell the Court who that was and why and give a basis,
)
'

9 foundation for your feeling that way?

10 A Bill Downs, one of the reactor ope: ators.

11 Q What leads you to that conclusion, what would,

:
I 12 you offer in support of that?

.

~

13 A For lack of a better expression, I would say he7-

U
14 had an attitude problem toward health physics, toward;

,

:

15 anybody suggesting or telling him what to do. I have seen,

16 him throw some tantrum fits while you're trying to control

'
17 radiation safety and I was always surprised that some

18 action wasn't taken earlier against that gentleman.
.

19 Q Well, I guess just to clarify, you know, was-

20 there any specific behavior that Mr. Downs engaged in that

21 you felt was endangering safety at the reactor or --

22 A Total neglect for existing procedures and just
,

23 wanted to do it like a senior reactor operator or reactor,

24 ' operator that he was, felt like he could do it on his own,
[h,

%)<

25 he didn't need health physics. And he did have the wrong

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 personality, in my view, to be a competent worker with that
|

-2 magnitude of radioactive material. You need somebody
O.

3 that's slow to anger, easy to get along, doesn't mind a 1

4 little criticism. But Bill'was not exactly that type of |

5 person. He was subject to doing things his way and his way
|

6 only.

7 The boy was a relatively large person, and so |

8 he did have a physical problem as far as our being able to

9 fit him into protective clothing and so forth, 400 pounds,

10 6 foot, ten or whatever, and he did have a physical problem

11 there. So we had to kind of compromise a little' bit on the

12 protective clothing that he could wear because there was

13 none to fit him hardly.

'' 14 But he did have kind of an attitude problem4

15 against, not only health physics, but anybody.

16 Q Well, I guess just to elucidate or clarify

17 somewhat, what you mean by attitude problem, in the actual

18 reactor control room or in the -- on the actual Neely

19 facility, can you cite any examples of behavior that you

20 observed of his that was inappropriate or that you felt was

21 compromising safety or just should not have been done?

22 A I don't remember the date, but I can recall we

23 were working around H-1. He was the reactor operator in

24 the control room, and I believe they had some students in

O 25 there, he was talking to these students and trying to run

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 the reactor. And we were trying to use H-1, neutron
'
.

| <s 2 . radiography, and somehow or other, the reactor went in a
k_

3 super-critical state, I think it went on a period of maybe
|

4 .300 seconds, and it terminated the reactor I think, and I
I

5 recall there was only one operator in the control room. I I
I

6 always over the years thought they ought to have two

7 operators in the control room at all times, one senior

8 reactor operator and one reactor operator. As time went

9 on, they kind of changed that and said okay, one reactor
|10 operator, as long as the senior reactor operator was in the
{
l11 vicinity of the building, you could have a reactor operator 1

12 operating the reactor.

13 Well, Bill was operating the reactor and trying
''

14 to lecture to these students at the same time when we were

15 making entrance in and out of the beam and all, and kind of

16 lost touch with what was going on. So that's one example

17 of trying to educate and use the reactor that way, and then

18 when you brought it up to him about that, he kind of

19 shunned it off as oh, well, that's just one of those things

20 that happened.

21 Other instance where he got mad when I was

22 monitoring, I think, as he was using a step-off pad and of

23 course, his feet were large and we had the largest shoes

24 you could get and he was walking out across the reactor

25 top, which was supposed to be a protective clothing area,

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 in his bare shoes. And I critiqued him and told him come

gS 2 over here and put some protective shoes on, if you don'c
| \)~

3 put anything but plastic bags on your shoes. When he got

| 4 through with what he was doing, he came out to use the
!

5 step-off pad and remove his shoe covers and he just slung
|

6 the shoe cover -- contaminated shoe cover just across the
|

7 containment building and hit the wall. I was glad I wasn't

8 in the way, just in a fit of temper. l

9 Another time when somebody corrected him in

10 front of the hot cell when they were having -- I don't
i

11 remember -- 100,000 curies of cobalt just on the other side |

12 of the window, he got mad and hit the thing with a wrench
|
|

13 or a screwdriver and kind of actually cracked it a little,s

i \
'"

14 bit, the window of the hot cell.

|
'15 So he had a temper, and he just didn't have the

16 right temperament for working around it. There were others j

17 over the years that had this kind of temperament problem I

18 too that I would say at times was that way too, but not to

19 the extent of Bill Downs. He should really have been

20 chided long before, but there are others if you want me to

21 mention others that I considered a little less than

22 adequate at times, and some people have even accused me of

23 that, but I tried not to be.

24 Q Well, I guess my question then next would be do

--)'
25 you feel -- was Dr. Karam aware of this behavior or was the

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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I 1 management of the Georgia Tech facility aware of Mr. Downs'
!

2 behavior? |(q) i
2 A Well, I think it became evident eventually to '

4 Dr. Karam. I tried to inform him of things like this.

5 Q Well, let's follow up on that. When you tried4

'6 to inform Dr. Karam of what you felt were Mr. Downs'

7 inadequacies, how did he react to you?;

8 A Well, I think he agreed with me to some degree,

; 9 but since they only had, I think, two reactor operators and

{ 10 the license tech specs required them to have two, one

11 senior and one licensed operator, to be able to operate

12 that thing, or you couldn't bring in any money or you

- 13 couldn't do any operations, you couldn't operate the.

) ;

k 14 reactor. It was kind of hard for him to take any action.

|
15 If he took action against Bill, he had to wait another six i

I
16 months or however to train another person to be a senior

17 reactor operator.

18 MR. EVANS: I object to the response. There
,

19 has been again no evidence that the witness has any

20 knowledge as to what action Dr. Karam did or did not take.

i
'

21 He's going on supposition, but he hasn't there's no--

22 indication that he ever talked to Dr. Karam, what did you ;

23 do, or what action was taken. How does he know what action !

24 was taken?
O l

25 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Why don't you rephrase

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1: the-question?'

2 MR. EVANS: I think the motion should be to.

/3 strike-the. response because there?is absolutely no

4 foundation for it and it is pure something'from out in left

5 field,L or mayb'e right field,-I don't know which. But

6 there's no foundation for it. How does he know what action '

7 'the. director took with respect to Mr. Downs? Now that's an
1

8 appropriate question to ask Dr. Karam during cross
j

9 examination, what action he took. And for that matter,'I

i
10 think the record already shows it was the-subject of_an~NRC -

11'- investigation.

|
12- CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Boyd, if you were "

13 present, you might have some knowledge of any official
O 14 actior. trat was taken, or action that was'taken against Mr.

15 Downs. Do you know that -- not what Dr. Karam thought,,butL
1

-l
16 whether any action was taken as.a result of these various-

17 incidents?

18 THE WITNESS: I_gauuer from the implication

19 here, you're talking about something that happened after

20 '88. I'm talking about things that happened before '88,

21 I'm not referring -- because I don't know what actually he

22 did after '88.

23 MR. EVANS: I think that answers my objection

24 fully -- he does not know what action he took.

O 25 THE WITNESS: But before '88, I do know

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 somewhat of what he did, and the lack of what he did. The

f- 2 reason I know is because he kept doing the same thing, and! (
) 3 it's obvious that he wasn't made to correct --

|

4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: This is Mr. Downs?

5 THE WITNESS: I'm talking about Downs. You.

6 could tell Downs that this was inappropriate and improper

7 and I'd tell Dr. Karam and I presume Dr. Karam told him, I

8 don't know, or talked to him. But he still did it, and so

9 I get the impression that no serious action was taken to

10 curtail Bill Downs from continuing doing what he was doing.

11 And so I'm not talking about after '88 because

12 I don't know what went on after that.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Proceed.
-I ~)

\- ' ' 14 MS. CARROLL: 'His testimony stands?

15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, that last answer

16 does.

17 MS. CARROLL: Thank you.

18 MR. JOHNSON: Are you going to strike the

19 original version then, like Mr. Evans said?

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think he corrected his

21 answer.

22 MS. WOODHEAD: Judge Bechhoefer, I'd like --

23 MR. EVANS: I'm not sure what the answer is.

24 MS. WOODHEAD: -- I'd like to point out thatO
'' 25 it's already on the record that Mr. Downs left the facility
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|

| 1 in 1994 and that his actions were the subject of an
l

0s
enforcement conference which is on the record, from the2

~

1

3 testimony of panel A and the exhibits of the NRC. And so I

1
4' would say that this additional testimony about Mr. Downs is |

| 5 just cumulative, adds nothing to the record.

6 CHAIRMAN-BECRHOEFER: I would disagree

7 personally with that because whether any action was taken

8 at the time in reaction to some of these instances of

9 misconduct might be important.

10 MR. EVANS: I guess the basis of my objection I

11 is that this witness cannot possibly know what Dr. Karam

12 said as far as any oral admonishments,_unless he was with

13 Dr. Karam every second, how -- there's no way he can know i

)
14 what Dr. Karam threatened, told, reprimanded -- there's no

15 way he can know that.

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: He's answered the

17 question to the extent of his knowledge and I think that

18 answer should stand.

19 You may continue.

20 BY MR. JOHNSON:

21 Q First, for clarification reasons, I want to ask

22 you, Mr. Boyd; during the period that you were at Georgia

23 Tech, did you notice any positive change in Mr. Downs'

24 performance or attitude?

25 A No.
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|

1 Q Moving on, what procedures, what process would-,

t

w ,

2 one'have to follow in order to train a new reactor operator
: ' O
; 3 at a facility such as.the one at' Georgia Tech?
4-

4 A It's a rather lengthy process. Usually the:
,

: .'

~5- -person has -- doesn't have to have a college degree.but

: .6 usually has to have some kind' of background in nuclear
,

7 reactors, maybe the Navy program or some nuclear power
e

8 plant background where'he was a reactor operator or
:

[. 9 something like that. And it usually takes a period of
i

| 10: studying that particular reactor,.the plumbing and
i-

_

11- electronics and everything-else. I would guess.the minimum
1

12 time if you were pretty sharp at this subject,- you might

13 could pass the test within six weeks, but probably it might>

;

j 14 take as much as three months to six months in preparation

| 15 for-taking the test. The senior test'was harder than the
i-

16 regular test. I used to help train these people to better
>

'

17 prepare themselves for the test, which 15 or so. percent of

118 it was health physics, and I used to help them try to

19 prepare themselves for taking the health physics portion of

20 that. For years I did this. So it's a complicated

21 procedure and the person has to be pretty sharp.

22 And one of the things I think the NRC should

23 evaluate, and I assume they do, is the person's temperament

i
24 and how he gets along with people and so forth, as well as

O 25 his educational ability to pass that test and understand
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; 1 the. practical things. More of a practical type person. And

fg '2 I agree, these people ought to be chosen very closely, it
(/ '

3 ought to be done like I think they're done in France, they

4 ought to be the cream of the crop, really sharp people. So
'

5 it's a task getting ready for that.

6 Q And what would your testimony be to -- strike

7 that. What was your opinion, Mr. Boyd, of the structural

8 reorganization of the management at the Georgia Tech

9 reactor in 1987?

10 A May I digress to the previous question just one

11 moment?

12 Q If you have anything to add.

13 A The reason I feel like I am somewhat of an
'

14 expert in the test that~these reactor operators have to

15 take and the seriousness with which I think that person

16 aught to take his job, is that I actually'had to study at

17 Lockheed when I was working there -- not only was I doing

18 the meteorological part of it, but I eventually got into

19 health physics and eventually got into reactor operation.

20 And I studied for three months in preparation for taking

21 the license for that 10 megawatt research reactor, sat at

22 the console and shimmied the rods and worked with that for

23 days and days and days and had the skull sessions with the

24 reactor operators and was ready to take the test when I-

V 25 took the job at Georgia Tech, but I just never did take the
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1- test. So I know the kind of questions and I.know the

1

'fs 2 detail which the NRC expects these people to pass. )s

3 'Now excuse me - ask that other question.

4 Q I was just going to ask what your opinion was

5 of the structural reorganization of the management at

i 6 Georgia Tech in 1987.

1

i- 7 A Another mistake, in my view.
|

' 8' MS. WOODHEAD: He said 1987.
|

9 MR. JOHNSON: Yeah, did everybody get that? I

10 MS. CARROLL: Would you please repeat your j

11 answer for the court reporter?

12 THE WITNESS: I think it was a mistake -- it

13 was a mistake in my view, improper.

14 BY MR.-JOHNSON:

15 Q And would you, for the record, tell the Court

16 why you feel that that was in error. And if.anybody wants

17 to look at'GANE number 42 and 43, these are the charts

la included in the packet we just gave you, which I believe

19 this one that's after 7/1/87 is not necessarily current and

20 I will be willing to concede that if necessary, but these

21 apparently represent the immediate before and after of the

22 reorganization.

23 A Well, I hate to use the phrase that gets used

24 so often, but it does express it pretty well, and that is

O 25 you've got the fox guarding the hen house. In this case,
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the director of the nuclear research center now effectively1

/~~ 2 became the RSO. In other words, he was given the authority
b

3 over the new named manager of radiation safety and created

4 an RSO who was also at the time the chairman of'the Nuclear

5 Safeguards Committee, which is again contrary to what the

6 NRC suggests, that the radiation safety officer not be the

7 same as the chairman -- I understand from hearsay that

8 .that's been changed.

9 But nevertheless, you've got a situation where,

10 in my view, of studying all these things over the years,

11 that the radiation safety officer, whether you call him

12 manager of radiation safety or technical advisor or

13 whatever, should be the guy in charge of the day-to-day
(#'

14 operations. He should be responsible for radiation safety

15 all the time, 24 hours a day, that's him primary job. And

16 if you put him under somebody who is trying his best to

17 make money for a reactor and also manage a nuclear reactor

18 and he has nothing to do with nuclear stuff on the rest of

19 the campus, that's an improper thing. That radiation

20 safety officer should definitely work with the director of

21 the nuclear research center, just like he should work with

22 the people who use x-ray machines or isotopes anywhere else

23 on campus. But to put him directly under the person that

7- has responsibility for the worse potential safety hazard24

()
25 and budgetary constraints on that person and put the
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1 radiation safety officer or the manager of radiation safety

''\ 2 in1the same line as Bill Downs, reactor operations, hot
(G

3 cell operations, janitors, everybody else, reporting

I
4. directly to the director of that center, who doesn't report

5 directly to the president, is improper. And I think that's

6 ' substantiated among most health physicists that I know of.

7 Although I understand organizational structures can vary

8 all over the place. But this -- whether Dr. Karam was
,

9 there or not -- is improper, I think. That's just my view

10 but I think that's the view of a lot of people really.

11 Q Again, because you were at the facility and had

12 first-hand knowledge, what was your impression -- let me

13 rephrase it this way. How do you feel the reorganization(-
\_-

14 affected morale among employees at the facility?

15 A Temporarily I think it made morale good. As

16 time went on, I suspect that the morale went down, but

17 temporarily for awhile, I suspect it made the people feel

18 good that the health physicists -- the old gang was gone,

19 because we did have confrontations with these people and it

20 was frustrating to the health physicists when we couldn't

21 get them to play the game what we considered safe, you

22 know, or adequate. As time went on, I think the

23 frustration got to the point where they probably didn't

24 like us too much, and they probably felt pretty great aboutq
k>

25 the fact that all these guys are gone now and we can kind
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1 of do -- start over_again, maybe we can continue to do what |

2 we've been doing wrong all along.
[ ~) |

'~'
3 But I think eventually it got back to a point

4 where maybe the good thinking people that were there --
1

5 this is again conjecture -- probably felt the same way I'do

6 now, that the organization is improper or was improper.

7 It's quite obvious that it's confusion. Suddenly as of

8 July 1, 1987, you've got a radiation safety officer who is

9 the chairman or the now one committee, Nuclear Safeguards

10 Committee. He's also appointed as the radiation safety

|
11 officer, which is improper. Then you've got a manager of

1

12 radiation safety, which was me until I finally got ahold of

13 this letter from Dr. Stelson, which he never did bother to_

''- 14 tell me that I was being replaced by Mr. Puckett, so we at

15 one time had two managers of radiation safety right there
1

16 on the site, nobody knew who had what authority except Dr.

17 Karam had the prime authority for all radiation safety at

18 Georgia Tech, which it's at the reactor, the hot cell,
|

19 anywhere, which I felt was considerably incorrect.

20 Q Since you just mentioned this, let me ask you

21 when did you first meet Mr. Puckett?

22 A Well, I presume it was sometime in February. I

23 was on vacation when my two people got fired -- no, I was

24 not on vacation, I was on a job for Coca-Cola. Coca-Cola

\ 25 had called the president, Dr. Boren, and asked if we could
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1 have Mel Carter take a look at a problem Coca-Cola was
c

r~'s 2 having around the country, a radiation safety problem in
V

3 the production of Coca-Cola. And I was making a talk to

4 the Lions Club at the time,.I got beeped by Mel and said

5 can you meet me at the Coca-Cola plant at 5:00, we've got

6 to fly to Phoenix, Arizona, the president has authorized

7 you to go.

8 So I went and after I was in Tallahassee, we

9 went down there to correct a problem they had there and I

10 had to go to Tallahassee to talk to the licensing people

11 there and while I was in Tallahassee, my daughter called me

12 and said that your two guys have been fired, and it's all

g, 13 in the newspaper and all over the country and you are to be
('

14 reassigned. Well, that was the first time I ever heard of

15 it. However, it was quite a shock and everything went down

16 hill from there really.

17 Q The letter that you referred to, is that GANE

18 Number 49?

19 A What is 49?

20 Q It has the Georgia Institute of Technology seal

21 at the top, it's a memo from Mr. Stelson.

22 A Yeah, that was quite a shock to me. I had to

!

23 ask for that memo, I never did -- I wasn't on the mailing [

24 list
7- _

for that even though I worked for Dr. Stelson at the

25 time. I hadn't been reassigned, the president said I was
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1 to be reassigned but Dr. Stelson had never sent me a copy I

' r~g 2 of this thing. He sent Dr. Crecine a copy but I didn't,

b
3 know about this. So, as I say, confusion at best exists.

4 Q When -- you said your people, I'm assuming
,

5 you're talking about Mr. Sharpe and Mr. Millspaugh? l

6 A Yes, the only two people we had in the health

; 7 physics program outside of a few students.

8 Q I was just clarifying. What was your feeling

9 in the fact that Mr. Sharpe and Mr. Millspaugh had been
,

10 dismissed but that Mr. Downs was still kept on?
,

11 A Well, I thought that was improper, but I never
I

: 12 did recommend that anything like this happen. If anybody |

; 7-sy had felt that Mr. Sharpe and Mr. Millspaugh were causing a13

(m):

14 rift between reactor operations and health physics, I did

|15 suggest to Dr. Karam at one time we put Mr. Millspaugh up |

|

16 on the campus and out of the physical presence of that

17 reactor people, because they didn't like Millspaugh

18 frankly. But Millspaugh had a lot of good qualities when i,

19 it came to serious health physics, you can't deny that. I

i 20 can't deny that.

| 21 But, you know, the reason we were down there to

22 start with, operating the overall radiation program, was

23 because that's where we had the most serious health

H2-4 physics, and Dr. Stelson had told me he wanted an adequatef3

k._
25 program, not a superior program. If we'd had a superior<
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)1 program, we'd have had health physicists |away from that
;

i
2 . facility.taking care of the byproduct materials stateO

-

|license ~all over the campus and.had a health physicist3

4- ' assigned to Dr. Karam, but;still managed under one-
]

5 radiation' safety officer, the way it ought to be done,~in -

.i
6 my view. But that isn't how it turned out.
7 .There was probably, in my view, vindictiveness

8 on the part of Dr. Stelson when an incident happenedLin the

9 spring of '87 when.I had to shut the-hot cell down because
H

l
10 of lack of money or lack of will to correct a' safety
11 problem in the hot cell. I had to terminate the hot cell,

12 with the blessing of the committee, with the blessing of-
,

13 the state people. As a matter of-fact,.I was ordered to do

O
14 it. I should have done it on my own earlier. And they

15 lost a $4000' contract. And from that point on, T knew that-

16- the radiation safety program at. Georgia Tech was' going down |

17 hill, as it was then because it was very obvious, Dr.

18 Stelson made that very obvious and this letter points out

19 his vindictiveness and wrath that took place to a group
;

20 that i thought had done a pretty good job of maintaining

21 safety to the people 7nd also to the environment.

22 Q What was Dr. Stelson's position at this time?

23 A He was vice president for research, kind of a

'24 very important person at Georgia Tech, right next to the

_o- 25 president. And I reported directly to Dr. Stelson before
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1 the reorganization. And he had direct access to the

~ 2 . president, which I also'had a| dotted line to'the president.; f-sg.g
'

~

13' Q- 'Well, as a follow ~up to that, what was your

,
perception of the general relationship or interaction4

,

5 between the. president and'the vice president with the-
,

1'6 reactor program, in terms of their management or oversight.
a

; 7 of the1 reactor program?
a

8- A Well, a lot of. things was happening at this |
.

. 9 particular time, following Dr. Karam coming in. One was
.

10 that the money was still a problem. The other was that Dr.

11 Pettit, who had been there for 10 or 11 years, had cancer

| 12 and was not expected to live long, and he did die in '06 or

13 ' 87 and they put' Dr. Boron in as an- interim. president until |
.

O
14 the~ search committee could find Dr. Crecine. Dr. Boron was

,

15 the interim president and I don't think-either Dr. Boron or
,

i 16 Dr. Crecine had much. knowledge of health physics and what j

|
17 they were trying to do for the school or what-their

18 L responsibility to the regulatory agencies and keeping you
,

19 out of trouble and trying to do this and how you're |
|

20 supposed to do and how you're not supposed to take reprisal
,

21 against individuals that whistleblow or even talk. I never

22 did that, I never did that in_my work. Anybody that worked,

23 for me, Millspaugh, Sharpe, could go over my head any time

24 they wanted to without fear of reprisal, because that's the

O
25 way I think the NRC wants it. Although sometimes I
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1 question their ability to enforce that philosophy.
2 But I think Dr. Pettit may have understood

O
3 -that. Dr. Stelson didn't understand it, Dr. Baron didn't

4 understand it-and Dr. Crecine definitely didn't understand

5 it, he was a disaster for Georgia Tech in my opinion.

6 Now the new president they've got there now, I

7 don't know much about. I was really insulted when'I went

8 to Dr. Crecine's office following the firing of my people

9 and listening to his asking -- he told me that he was going

10 to lecture to me for awhile and tell me things -- he hadn't

11. .know me before, he'd only been president three months --

12 and then I'm going to let you talk for 45 minutes and

13 lecture to me and tell me,
f

14 Well, I listened very patiently, didn't say a

15 word for 45 minutes while he blasted me and all this stuff ;

16 as to why Bill Downs did this and why I had let them do

17 this and this -- I was blamed for everything. Well, this
1

18 was quite a shock, you know.

19 Then when it came my turn to talk, he left the

20 room. So I never talked to him but about a minute and I

21 had to talk to Dr. Stevenson, who was the vice president or

22 something at the time. So I never could even talk to

23 Crecine even though he told me I could. So I don't like

24 people like that particularly well when they just get up
.

25 and leave.
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i 1 Q <Would you --

2' A So I' don't think-that some of these people ins
'

;

- 3' shigher authority really had much knowledge of what was

[ 4' -going on and the importance that I place on radiation

|- 5 , safety.<

1
,

| 6' But now the new guy, I don't know about, I
;

| 7 ~ think he might.
F

8 Q We have a couple of documents that we have

9 marked GANE Number 50 and GANE Number 51, which are

10 expressing your opinion on these issues. One'of them is in

11 your handwriting.

12 A Can you read it?

13 (The' documents referred to were
)

14 marked for identification as GANE
,

15 Exhibits Number 50 and 51.)

16 Q And it says the pattern of his presidency, I

17 believe -- thisEis spring 1987, it has a spring 1987 date

18 up in the upper left corner. And then there's one that is

19 titled the wrong way to handle radiation safety.

20 For what purpose did you draft these documents,

21 for what purpose did you write these, Mr. Boyd?

22 A Well, this whole scenario and whole thing that

23 happened to me in my life was after I had thought for years

24 I had done a magnificent job of helping people do a very

.O' 25 serious health physics work without anybody getting hurt,
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1 and all of a sudden I'm not appreciated.

<s 2 And so.I thought well, golly, since it's
|'

1

3 happening, I'm going to start documenting things and-start |
.1

4 writing -- everything that happens to me, I'm going to '

I

5 start writing it.down in my own little scribble, you know,
I

6 because some day, it's such a-fantastic thing, that I
]
|

7- couldn't believe that the regulatory authorities would '

8 allow this to happen the way it did, and I even still have

9 problems in the fact that they are still allowing that

10 organizational structure to be somewhat like it is -- like

11 it was, that I decided well maybe some day I'll write a

12 book or there may be a movie about this stuff. This.is a

13 scenario that I can't believe.
-

14 I talked to just about every radiation safety

15 officer on a university campus in the nation and I doubt if

16 there's a handful of them that agree with this

17 organizational structure, then and now, as I understand it

18 is now.

19 And so I said well gosh, this is so -- and the

20 harassment and the intimidation that I went through, you

21 would not believe what me and my family went through from

22 1987 until about the time I retired.from Georgia Tech --

23 threats. To the point where Bob Mcdonald who was at one

24 time the assistant director for Dr. Karam, why don't you

O 25 resign, you're just in the way. Well, maybe I was when
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1 Stelson hired another guy to replace me, who by the way had

2 a degree in psychology. And I am there too and finally I7g

O
3 find this letter and I said oh, gosh, they don't want me

4 any more, the president has said I'm going to be reassigned

5 and yet nobody is reassigning me. I get letters from Dr.
|

| 6 Fuller saying we don' t have any position for you af ter July

7 1, so I went to the higher authority, I knew the president

| 8 of Georgia State, who liked me, to see if I could get some

9 help there, and apparently they got some help.

10 I just told them I wanted'to retire from

11 Georgia Tech, I only lacked three, four, five more years,

12 and that I could buy my military time. Georgia Tech tried

13 to bribe me and buy my military time, but they never did do

O 14 it, they never did anything like that. So I spent $15,000

15 and bought'my military time so I coald get out of their

16 hair as quickly as possible.

17 And the Georgia State program was run excellent

18 and the president wanted to keep me over there, so he

19 negotiated I guess with Dr. Crecine and them to let my

20 check come from Georgia Tech while I was physically over at

21 Georgia State.

22 So anybody that says I voluntarily left Georgia

23 Tech, a place I love so much, I volunteered because I saw

24 the handwriting on the wall that if I didn't, I was going
,,

25 to get kicked out. I knew they didn't want to lose their
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1 program that I thought was excellent at Georgia State, we

r- 2 hadn't ever been cited but one time and that was because a
_/ 1

3 professor moved the source without moving the sign with it |
;

I4 and corrected it right in front of the inspector.

5 So I started writing all this stuff down 1

6 because it looked like it might make a good book.

7 Subsequently, I decided that maybe I'd had enough of this

8 stuff, I was getting tired of it.

9 It's just a constant battle going on here that i

10 I don't think we're going to get it solved right away --

11 doesn't look like they're going to change anything.

12 Q Do you still agree with what you've written in

13 these documents? Do you still stand behind it?-

U
14 A Most of it, yeah.

15 Q You recently --

16 A It was a frustrating time for the health

17 physicists personally and regulatory-wise, we had a hard I

18 time convincing the reactor operators that they couldn't

19 smoke in the reactor control room. When that was brought

20 up to upper management, it never seemed to get corrected.

21 Upper management may have chided them for this and probably

22 did, but it c:ill happened. And when they made coffee on

23 top of the reactor. We wrote notes, I used to write notes
|
i

24 to the then director saying that you need to shut this
U,c3

25 place down if you're not going to operate it superior. And
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1 those notes are somewhere in the files over there, I don't
.

7-~ 2 have copies of those things. And I used to make comments
s

3 like you shouldn't' operate this reactor if you're going to
4 do things like that and allow them to just continue.

i

5 I had the authority to terminate work, but I

'
6 didn't terminate it until it was very, very potentially
7 serious, and that's when I did terminate it. They lost a

: 8 source and couldn't account for it and a big argument

9 ensued, we need to get in this hot cell and all that. I

10 said this place is terminated because your instrumentation |
4

11 is bad in there, it won't work right. We've been trying |

12 for nearly a year to get that corrected, nobody's got any

13 money to do it, didn't do it. I just terminated the job.-

' ''
14 Q Mr. Boyd --

'

15 A Maybe I should have been a little more

16 forthright in terminating work a lot earlier on some
4

17 things. I had to terminate jobs in the past many times, as

18 many as 25 times a day on some cases I can recall. So it
.

19 wasn't anything unusual for me to terminate a job because I

20 thought it was unsafe or violated the law.

21 Q Have you been or were you ever justified in.

# 22 that decision to shut down the hot cell at that time?

23 A In my own view, I was. I've never been

24 justified by anyone else in saying -- well, the then

25 radiation protection committee has said that I did the
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1 proper thing because they ordered me to do it. But no one l

2 else has ever said that.

3 Q You mentioned a few minutes ago that you had

4 had and continue to have contact with RSOs from all around

5- the country from various college campuses and so forth.

6 A' That's true.

7 -Q Did you attend a conference'recently where a

8 gentleman --

9 A Yes, I was involved'in 1967 when this

10 . conference first began at Georgia Tech. ' Georgia Tech

11 started this conference of RSOs right on the' campus of

12_ Georgia Tech on the third floor of the Swan Building, I was

13 there. Today, they meet every other year at some

O 14- . university in Canada or the United States and discuss

15 campus radiation safety officers problems and concerns and

16 numerous things that happen and so forth.

17 And a few years after that,'two or three years i

18 after that, we had the first southeastern university

19 radiation safety officers' meeting at Georgia Tech

20 sponsored by me and Bob Zimmerman. And that'was restricted

21 to anybody in the United States but mostly to the

22 universities in the southeast -- Duke University,

23 University of Virginia, University of Miami, Florida State,

24 Mississippi, Tennessee, you name it, Puerto Rico. Anybody

O
25 that wanted to come. And that was done very year.
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1 And ever since about '69, that has happened on

2 a university campus every year. The university RSO7-
's ,/t m

j 3 nationwide meeting is every other year now, but both these

4 conferences were started at Georgia Tech for interface

5 between radiation safety officers.

6 And I did attend the last one, which was at the

7 Medical College of Georgia in Augusta just two weeks ago.

8 Q While you were at that conference, did you

9 receive a phone call concerning Georgia Tech's operations?

10 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection, leading the witness.

11 BY MR. JOHNSON:

12 Q At these conferences, this is a good way for

13 you to keep in touch with what's going on with other campus_

k- 14 programs, this is a way'for you to get new information --

15 MS WOODHEAD: Objection, leading the witness.

16 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Just ask what goes on at

17 the conferences or what association, that type of thing.

18 BY MR. JOHNSON:

19 Q Did anything unusual or out of the ordinary

20 happen at this most recent conference?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Would you state for the record and for the

23 benefit of the Court what that was?

24 A Well, to digress a little bit, I guess that I'm

''- 25 the old guy at the conference and I'm just kind of an
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11 emeritus RSO, I'm no longer an RSO at a university, so why
.

2 should I go'to these conferences in the first place, you
b 3 know. Well, they invited me to give the-after-dinner
4

j 4 speech and so forth and I turned it down on.the grounds
i
4

5 that it was a conflict of interest. I was an RSO and here
!

[ 6 I'm talking to RSOs, you need to get somebody that's not an
1

; RSO to have an after-dinner-speech.. So I got out of that,7

8 but they still invited me anyway. So maybe next year-I

f 9 won't get to go to Destin Beach where Florida State is
:-

! .10 going to do it, but they've'still invited me to come. So-

}
11 if I can find enough money, I'll go..

f 12' But what was your question? I've forgotten.
|

: 13 (Laughter.)

{o 14 A I ramble so much.

15- Q The question was did anything unusual or out of;

i

j 16 the ordinary happen at the most recent one.

h. 17 A Oh, yeah, that's right. I was shocked when I
:

18 received a little hand. note from one of the hotel people

19 while we were sitting at the 43-member round table

20 discussing things in kind of an impromptu way, and I read

21 the note and it said call Les Petherick's office

22 immediately concerning cobalt 60. I forgot what else the

23 note said. Steve Millspaugh was there also, he represented

24 Georgia Tech, not the nuclear part but the other safety

O 25 function.
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1 Q For clarification reasoning, does Mr. Petherick

2 work for Georgia Tech?

3 A Yes, Mr. Petherick is the other safety officer

4 at Georgia Tech, all the rest of the safety, environmental,

5 chemical, asbestos, right-to-know coordinator, fire marshal

6 reports to him and that kind of thing.

7 And I was to call his secretary immediately, so

8 we went out and called and Mr. Petherick's secretary said

9 Les needs to talk to you immediately, the president wants

10 cobalt 60 at the underground irradiator, Crenshaw Mountain,

11 moved to the reactor immediately for security purposes

12 during the Olympics and all this stuff, you know, and we

.
13 can't get ahold of Dr. Ice, he's on military leave and we

14 didn't know who else to call, so we called you.

15 So that's why I say I was astonished because

16 nobody -- except Dr. Ice and I have worked together very

17 good over the years. Any time Dr. Ice asks me any

18 questions about what I knew about the facility, I've tried

19 to cooperate with him and I think we have a good working

20 relationship with Dr. Ice.

21 But I was astonished that somebody would ask

22 me, little ole me, that didn't know anything about that

23 place, a question like that.

24 I was there when we brought that cobalt from--

|-

25 Canada. i

|
I
!
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1 Q Yes.

r 2 A I designed the facility that it was used in
k4

3 down by Rose. Bowl Field and I don't know who the principal |
.

-
1

4 investigator is now, Dr. Crenshaw, head of the biology

5 department wanted that source, 450 curies, is what it was
'

6 originally with a 5.3 year half-life, to irradiate worms to
4

i 7 do some kind of research on worms.
1

8 So we went through the proper channels of the
4

9 radiation protection committee and the Canadians and it was

10 a type B container, the Canadians actually brought it to'

|

11 the reactor. We moved it down, with the Canadians present,

12 to the existing facility, covered it up properly and

13 shielded it. The Canadians were there as we tested all the-

~'
14 interlocks and so forth.

15 But anyway, he said they want to move this

16 stuff and he wanted to know my opinion, can they just move

17 it? Dr. Karam wanted to move it with physical plant people

18 and wanted to know if I would -- wanted to know what my

19 opinion on that was, and I told him, I said well I don't

20 believe that's appropriate, I don't believe that's right to

21 do that. I don't know the details of what's going on, but

22 I don't believe it's appropriate. And he said well, could

23 you look into that for me, it's very important, the

24 president wants to get this done because the Olympic

O
1 25 Committee wante that stuff down there at the reactor so
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1 they can watch it better with all the rest -- the first

| 2 thing I said was well, why would they worry about a few
I

3 little curies like that when they've got 300,000 curies

|

| 4 right there in the pool. Its probably safer where it is '

5 than to try to move it down there with the rest of the

stuff.o

|7 Because I had been an advocate since 1993, that

1

8 that cobalt ought to be moved before the Olympics. If they-

9 want to bring it back afterwards, that's fine, but it ought j

10 to be removed. And I wrote the NRC on that subject.

11 MR. EVANS: Your Honor, I don't know how far --
j

. 1

12 I've been I think very indulgent but I don't know how far I

13 we ought to be going into the cobalt matter because that is,s

14 again outside the scope of the hearing. Maybe I've been-

15 too -- not insistent enough, but I didn't mind some

16 background information, but I think this is not proper.

17 MR. JOHNSON: I'll attempt to refocus on

18 management and so forth, if that would help.

19 BY MR. JOHNSON:

20 Q Mr. Boyd, do you -- what is -- Mr. Boyd, are

21 you aware of_any DOT regulations concerning moving of a

22 radioactive source such as the one that you were consulted

23 at two weeks ago?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Did the plan that was elucidated to you for~
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1- moving the source meet those standards, meet these

2 regulations?

3 A I personally didn't think so but Les Petherick

4 asked me if I would inquire, since I'm at the conference of

5 radiation safety officers, what they thought, as best I

6 could tell from what was wanted to be done. And to the |
|

7 man, 43 of them said don't let physical plant move it or

8 don't move that source without getting proper authority

9 from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and so forth, !

10 because it is a type B container. Type A containers and

11 waste can be moved around on city streets and there's no j

i12 big fanfare, as long as you've got a license. If Georgia

i
13 Tech had owned the streets and everything, there's no

,

problem to move that there, but you need to go through a14
i

15 certain protocol in accordance with 49 CFR 173.473 in order

16 to do it properly.

17 And furthermore, he asked me would you check

18 with your contacts -- I've always had contacts with the
i
1

19 Department of Transportation in Washington -- and so I
'

20 called and asked for Mr. Koracky, who writes these rules j

21 and does a great job for the fact that he's blind, and he's !

|
22 done a magnificent job. But I couldn't get ahold of him

23 but I got ahold of Jack Albright and I explained -- this is
,

t

24 after I had talked to Les and he asked me to do this -- and,_

25 he explained to me that 173.473 was you had to get the NRC
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1 approval for using that cask to move it on city streets

'gg 2 because it was a foreign built cask. Now it was approved
U

3 when it was moved down there and he knew that it had been

4 there for ten years, but he said you've got to get it
5 approved again. And this was why everyone said you need to

i

; 6 get back with the Canadian Limited or Nordex or something,
;
"

; 7 to get that moved properly,

t
1 8 We had the same thing happen at Georgia State. j

9 Fernbank Science Center has an 1800 curie cesium irradiator
|

'

10 over there in Driving Miss Daisy's home on Ponce de Leon in

11 the basement, that the kids use for irradiating grass seeds

12 and so forth, it's in a type B container. And the physics

1

13 department at Georgia State had the bright idea, well our

14 cesium source is down to about 200 curies now and Fernbank
|

15 wants to get rid of theirs, so our committee met and all

16 this stuff and we went through all the gyrations of getting

17 proper authority to move this and it was going to cost

18 about $7000 -- they first wanted to let physical plant move

19 it. And they vetoed that on the grounds -- I talked to the

20 Canadian Limited people and they said no, you can't do

21 that, you need to have people that know how to get the cask

22 moved in accordance with regulations, to do it, it's going

23 to cost $7000. So they didn't move it, it's still there.

24 But when we designed that facility, I designed~s

'O 25 that facility at Georgia Tech so you could move it out the
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'

1 front door. We put it in the back door and then covered it
;

''S 2 up with dirt and welded it shut, but you could move it out
,-u)
'

3 the front. We experimented with that to be sure it could

4 be moved, if necessary. It just was moved improperly and
|

5 not according to the regulations on the grounds of trying |

6 to save money and get something done from the mandate of

7 the president, immediately.
,

l
8 This guy Jack Albright and the DOT said it i

1

9 would take three months or more to get all the proper

10 approval, even though it's on your premises, to move it on

11. city streets from one place to the other. And so I would

12 say that if it has been moved, then unless they got NRC's

13 approval of that, certification of that type B container,7
(

i14 then it was done improperly. I frankly think it was a very '

15 safe thing to do. I mean it's in a safe container and

16 there was nothing unsafe about that particularly except

17 somebody might drop it on their foot, a 4000 pound cask --

18 but I think it was done a little bit contrary to the

19 regulations in a hurry.

20 Q Well, then, Mr. Boyd, my next question for you

21 would be do you feel that this kind of disregard for proper

22 procedures or regulations is consistent with the kind of

23 management that is necessary to run a safe nuclear

24 operation?

O
25 A I don't think that's good for safe nuclear'
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1 operations, to run a management like that. You want to try

s 2 to comply with regulations too. In my view, there are

3 three kinds of health physics -- PR, regulatory and

4 serious. Georgia Tech has all of them. And this was a

5 situation of regulatory health physics. And you cannot be

6 a dictatorial type leader and not listen to other people's
7 views or written regulations, and just make changes without

8 informing anybody properly.

9 I think it is consistent with the management

10 style that dictates and then responds later to correct what

11 they've dictated. And when I was director of the safety

12 program, I tried to always keep everybody informed before

13 we did anything. As a matter of fact, before July 1987,

14 any little incident that happened on Georgia Tech,

15 regardless of whether the law required you to notify the

16 Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the state, I would call a

17 representative of that, whichever license it applied to,

18 and tell them that this happened. I didn't have to get

19 permission from anybody to do that, I just did it, and let

20 them tell me, well, Bob, it sounds like you've got it under

21 control and so forth.

22 The Bill Downs incident on top of the reactor,

23 I didn't consider a terrible -- well, it was bad enough for

24 violating what I considered rules and regulations and could-

25 have been worse, but I don't think anybody's health was
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1 affected, maybe Bill Downs a little bit, but it should have |

2 been reported .to the regulatory people that this happened.

3 And I advised Dr. Karam that he should have reported this,

4 on the very grounds that got them in trouble, the very

5 grounds that all this stuff came about. 1

6 When George Kuzo found that out in December, it

7 looked like this was a Watergate situation, somebody trying

8 to cover up. And it started a tremendous inspection that

9 got out of hand, news press -- we used to try to get out

10 the back door before the news press got around to ask us ,

11 questions about all this and all this stuff.

1

12 So I do think it's a management style that's !

i
1

13 very much affected by things like this and you've got to j
[~.' ')' |, ,

14 have a pretty strong management, not dictatorial, but do it i
I

15 according to regulations or you can get yourself in |

16 trouble.
W

17 MS. WOODHEAD: Judge Bechhoefer, could I ask

18 the Board to request GANE's counsel to ask the witness to |
!

19 respond simply to the questions as briefly as possible and ]
20 not give so much additional testimony which was not asked !

21 for?

22 MR. JOHNSON: If it please the Court, that is |

23 not adverse to us. Mr. Boyd -- !

24 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You can ask your witness.O
25 BY MR. JOHNSON:

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 Q Mr. Boyd, let's go ahead and restate that last

~x 2 question as a firm starting point, and if you would, try
3 and answer the questions more directly.

4 Do you feel that the kind of disregard for

5 procedures and regulations exhibited by this incident is
i

6 consistent with maintaining good reactor safety? Yes or

7 no?
i

; 8 A Yes.
.

9 MS. CARROLL: I don't think he understood the
10 question.

11 A I think it is a safety problem if you do that.

12 0 Well, then it would not be --

! 13 A Okay, no, to your question then.7s

14 MR. JOHNSON: Do we know what time it is?

15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Twelve o' clock.

16 MS. CARROLL: Are you through?
i.

] 17 MR. JOHNSON: I am through.
;

18 MS. CARROLL: I have some questions, if Mr.

19 Boyd is comfortable with that.,

20 THE WITNESS: I am comfortable as long as you

21 all are.

22 MS. CARROLL: And the room has so far let us

23 work this way. I believe I might could complete with this

/ before lunch, however this might be a good breaking point.24
,

'~

25 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think it would be'
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1 preferable to complete before lunch because then we'd have
l

'

f-w 2 all the complete testimony together and the parties during
V.

3 3 the lunch break could decide on what their cross
:
,

4 examination would be, it would give them a little more;

l,

5 time.

: 6 THE REPORTER: I'm sorry, Judge, I can't hear

:.

7 what you're saying. l
+

1
8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I'm saying it would be 1

1

9 better to complete the direct testimony before lunch so l

10 that the parties would have a chance'to consider their
i

11 cross examination at the start of the afternoon session.

12 MS. CARROLL: Let me start by telling everybody

13 that during the break, an exhibit marked 52 -- I've lot my,

'_ 14 copy already -- but before it gets too far, I want you to

15 acknowledge that Exhibit Number 52 appeared on your desk

16 magically during the break. I put it there, it wasn't ,

l

17 magic, my esteemed colleague has reminded me.

18 Okay, so I just want everybody to know this

19 because we forgot to mention it when we came back from the

20 break.

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We should mark for

22 identification at this time,
j

|23 MS. CARROLL: Which is marked for

24 identification at this time, you too, sir, received three

25 copies of Exhibit 52.
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1 (The document referred to was marked

. 2 for identification as GANE Exhibit
i \

i 3 Number 52.)
,

|

4 MS. WOODHEAD: I don't seem to have it. Did

5 you mark it?

|
6 MS. CARROLL: Yes, I did mark it GANE 52, it's

!
7 a letter from Nelson Grace -- excuse me, from Georgia Tech

8 to Nelson Grace. And we've been working for a couple of
|

9 hours so it might have gotten buried. Has everyone located i
;

10 it? Okay. I

11 BY MS. CARROLL:

12 Q You said that you were hired as a -- for your

13 meteorological background at the Dawsonvi'le reactor. Why-s

d 14 was this important for that facility?

15 A In the event of an accident or in the event of

16 strong temperature inversions where the concentration of

17 argon 41 could build up in the valley of the Etowah River

18 and drift downwind and give people unnecessary exposure

19 from the radioactive cloud. That's why they had that there.

20 This reactor was unshielded, it operated out in

21 the open between two mountains and you had to evacuate

22 everybody within a five-mile range and run this 10 megawatt

23 research reactor. It killed all the pine trees around

24 there and so forth,-

t )'- 25 Q Now argon 41 --

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 A Serious health physics.

2 Q Serious health physics.

3 A Serious health physics.

4 Q Now argon 41 is emitted at some amount from the

5 Georgia Tech reactor.

6 A It is.

7 Q And is meteorological mons.tcring important for
J

8 that facility?-

9 A I always thought it was. That was one of the

10 reasons why . I got the j ob down there, because I had a-

11 meteorology background and they wanted somebody that knew,

12 something about atmospheric fusion and meteorology and

13 health physics. I had had a couple years of health physics-

14 background, reactor operations. As a matter of fact, I

15 helped write the preliminary safety analysis report for the

16 Georgia Tech reactor, the meteorology part of it,.that had

17 to go to NRC before.

18 Lockheed had a contract with Georgia Tech to do

19 that part and our micro-meteorological organization did

20 that part for Georgia Tech. Other parts of Lockheed did

21 some more help in the reactor analysis and that kind of

22 thing, nuclear physics, for that reactor.

23 Q Thank you. I want to come back to something

24 that you said that was surprising to me, I hadn't know this

. O
25 and I don't understand the significance of it, and I ask
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1 you to answer the question with a' mind to safety

2 significance aspects of it.

3 You said that when the reactor first went

4 critical in 1963, that you were bringing it up

5 incrementally and that you found a problem with the

6 biological shielding -- I'm paraphrasing previous.

7 testimony, so please don't let me be inaccurate in what you

8 were stating. And I would like you to tell us the

9 significance and the importance to you and your

10 professional role of this finding.

11 A Well, at that time, I' assumed that the state
l

12 was going to fund them properly to make that place

13 superior, as far as radiation safety and all. But to my )
i

14 shock, the beam leaks around that biological shielding were j
.

15 just absolutely phenomenal, serious health physics at the

16 low power levels. The plus, horizontal plugs, had not been

17 stepped properly in the construction and you had tremendous

18 beams coming out of that dadgummed thing at low power, 150

19 rem per hour corrected beams clear across the room. And

20 all the way around the biological shielding. We started

21 working at the biomed facility and worked gradually and

22 everywhere we went, it was bad news, I mean it was

23 terrible. We had -- we recommended it be shut down, it was

24 shut down and some of these things were corrected.

O
.,

25 But as time went on, no money to fix these
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"I things properly, they started putting bad bricks and,.

2 stuffing in lead wool and kind of-a makeshift arrangements, |
<

i. \

!- 3 but it was obvious to me that the right amount of money was
i :

{ 4- not going to be put in to make.this a' superior situation,

k 5 And that was just the beginning because argon

jg 6 41 started oozing'into the building and you'd get 20 to 30 {
1

; 7 millirem per hour emerging fields of argon 41 in the
{

}-
8 containment building while you're operating, it was_even

)- 9 worse when you tried to go over.one megawatt. 5md when
i
n 10- they hired me, they thought tritium was going to be the big
;

j' 11 thing. Tritium does come out that stack, but it is not the-
1

12 big issue, argon 41 is.-

.

| 13 In neither case am I implying, trying to imply-

iO
~ hat the safety of people as far as their real health was14 t

.f 15 concerned, it's just that it was kind of a makeshift'

16 operation, second-class operation. And'I felt _-like that is

17 a serious enough thing that it ought to have been. corrected

18 before they ever operated it. And it was obvious because j

19 of a lack of_ money or something, they didn't do that. And

2(T that to me is a management situation, definitely.

21 Q Well, that reminds --

'22 A That was the beginning ---

23 Q That reminds me --

24 A -- a lot of beam leaks.

(::) ,

25 Q I don't want to limit you to what you feel will

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 ~be significant in the Judge's ability to decide this case.

2 So do you have more comments?
O l

3 A As time went on, the biomedical facility, water ^

4 leaks started taking place. I don't know if that leak

5 still is there or not. They may have corrected it, but if

6 they did, it must have taken some correction. They've

7 tried everything from radiator stop leak and anything else

8 to stop this thing and it leaks down in the basement of the

9 containment building.

10 Q Is that the same as the bismuth block

11 shielding?

12 A Biomuth block shielding, yes.

13 Argon 41 was a major problem for us to try to,_s

k') 14 do radiation safety ALARA as low as is reasonably
I15 achievable. Argon 41 going out the stack, we would

!16 occasionally isolate the building because it got close to

17 the set point, the technical specification so many micro-

18 curies per second going out the stack. It was just one of
i

19 those things, the biological shielding was supposed to have

20 been made so it would hold an inert gas so the argon-41
:!

21 couldn't be made in there. It never did work, so they just i

22 finally purged -- but it still was major. It's a good !
!

23 thing they had some kind of purge or it would be real bad. |

24 So a lot of these little things like this and iOV 25 you go there today I suspect and you'll find lead bricks
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;

| 1- blocking shield beam things and kind of gosh' awful rigs
1

2 that'just don't look professional.

3' O. Is the bismuth block shield leak -- is it-

4 linked to a growing area of contamination in the basement
;

| 5 of the facility?-
|'

| 6 A When I left there, there was contamination in

7 the basement from water leaking down that shutter from the ;

8 activation product, mostly cobalt 60 and shavings and that

9 kind of thing. It'd drain down into'that hydraulic lift

10 that shuts the biomed~ shutter door. Whether that's still

11 there today, I don't know, but I know it was there then and

12 it persisted and persisted. And even I wrote in my

13 memorandum if you can't correct that, you shouldn't_ operate

O
14 this facility.

15- Q Can you say for the record how the radiation --

16- because I understand that the bismuth block leak doesn't

17 actually leak radiation, but how is it facilitating

18 radiation getting to the basement?

19- A It leaks radiation too, though it's somewhat

20 confined to that general area down.there. Oh, yeah, there

21 are beam leaks coming down there. And the higher power

22 level you are, you get higher fields down there. We had to

23 mark it a radiation area in a zone around in the basement

24 there, yes.

O
25 Q Well, this testimony makes me think of the
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i boron neutron capture therapy for the future. Was this !
1

|

f. project a goal of the facility when you were working there? l
2

3 A I think that's correct, that was one of the l

!

4 reasons why that facility was made that way, so you could

5 bring a patient in there and hopefully you could cure him
1

6 of brain tumor with the boron capture technique. i

|
,

7 This is a 50-year old research project that's i

8 been going on and they did research when I first came

9 there. One of the first jobs we ever did once we got those

10 beams blocks with lead bricks and stuffed right so we could

11 operate in some kind of an adequate fashion, was to start |
|

12 on that project. |

13 The way the thing is built, the radiation level |

14 in there now, as I understand it if it hasn't been'' --

15 changed, I don't know -- but at least when I left, the

16 radiation level in there would the patient, you couldn't

17 use it to treat a person, the neutrons the way it is now.

'

18 From what I've heard, they want to correct that situation

19 but it's going to take lots of money, lots of time and

20 probably lots of dose to people to do this. I have been

21 locked up in that room purposely at low power just to see

22 what the gamma dose rates were and kind of get an idea of

23 how the radiation level is in there and how it was going to

24 be protected if you went to one or five megawatts while a
t0
\/ 25 patient was in there, and there's no way the way it is now.
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!' 1 It would be a major task, major expense, to make that thing
.

j rs 2 proper.

!1
i 3 Q well, you said that this therapy is --

4 A In my view.
|

t .
'

5 Q -- of course, actually I don't remember what

i

.
6 you said, you said 50 years of boron neutron capture

|'
7 therapy research?

1 8 A It was worked on at MIT and on.Long Island,
:
4

j' 9 Brookhaven' National Laboratory long before Georgia Tech had
i

i 10 their reactor.

', 11 Q Is it your professional opinion that --
J

; 12 A And I'think it's a great idea, it's_a great )
a

i 13 idea.

14 Q -- it's a worth course of study for cancer.

15- research?

16 A I'm sorry, I was talking.

17 Q I'm sorry, I interrupted you, please continue.
i
.

- 18 A No, no, I was just blabbing. Go ahead.
4

,
19 Q Is boron neutron capture therapy -- I mean, you

|

-20 .say it's a 50-year old research -- it's not.a new thing.
,

21 A No, no.
,

!

22 Q Do you think that it merits expensive orj
;

} 23 concentrated research at this point, in your professional

- 24 opinion?

- - \- 25 A Yes, but it needs to be done at a facility

:

,
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1 where the thing has got ALARA commitment, as low as

2 reasonably achievable, and that place is definitely not

3 that way, as it stands -- as it stood when I left.

'4 Q Is that because of management?
|

5 A And I don't know if they've done anything or

6 not.

7 Q Are you basing that view on management

8 considerations or mechanical considerations?

9 A Well, the management consideration is money,

10 who's got the *.noney to do - this . Amd I feel like it can be

11 done other places better.

12 Q Thank you.

13 A Unless a tremendous amount of money was put in
O

14 there. I think it's a lot more than most people think it's
~

15 going to have to be. That's just my opinion.

16 Q Would these upgrades -- can you give a

17 professional opinion as to how much time it would take to

18 do the upgrades if the money were there?

19 A I don't think I could, probably at least six

20 months, maybe a year. Probably have -- I'm sure that it

21 has been studied a lot, it was studied a lot while I was

22 there, how to correct it. The last I've heard, you're

23 going to have to get the fuel out and put something inside

24 the core to help shield all that gamma and everything. If

O
25 you do that, somebody is going to have to go down in there
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and you're going to be in a pretty high field because I've i1

i- . i

| 2 measured the dose rates in that hole when there was no fuel I

l
1

I3 in'it, five, six months after all the fuel had gone and

. 4' after some of the short-lived isotopes on the reactor had

1
5 died off, and there was still 125 gamma r per hour down in

.

l-
] 6- the middle of that core with nothing in there, but just i
,

' 7 activation of the walls and so forth.
!'
j- 8 And so, not only is it going to cost a lot of

9 money, but it's going to cost a lot of management of the-

10 people's man millirem to do that properly. That place was

{
~

not built properly. And one of the reasons it wasn't build11
.

.

. properly is the state has -- I don't know if they still do,12
i.
^

13 but they had a policy that nuclear physicists like Dr...

*

'

14 Karam or others, could not come in there and audit as they

15 were building. You couldn't do it until after all the
.

.f 16 concrete set up. And so there was a lot of things that
!.
6 17 they.-- I've been in the construction business and helped

18 carpenters, I know how they camouflage things, you can

19 camouflage things around.the house and put sheetrock over

20 it, but sheetrock doesn't stop gamma rays. And voids in a-

21 reactor biological shielding don't stop gamma rays and.

22 neutrons. And that is what happened,Enot only in the

23 reactor,-but-the hot cell too was made that way.

24 And if you look at the hot cell when I left --

O 25 and I don't know if it's that way now, probably is --
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1 thoro's some gosh awful bricks and blocks in front of those
! 2 windows. That shouldn't be that way. Those hot cells were

3 designed originally for 50,000 curies. Well, we used

4 180,000 curies in there, which wasn't right.
|

5 Q Thank you. I'd like to ask you a little bit --

6 a couple of questions about the hot cell.

7 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. I've been wondering
1

8 where this line of questioning about boron neutron

9 capture -- previous questions about that -- are leading,

10 waiting for GANE to develop a connection with the issue
i

11 before the Board, which is the present management of

12 Georgia Tech concerning the license renewal. And it seems

113 to me we long ago, about an hour ago, got far away from the j,

v
N- 14 issue before the Board, which is the present day management

15 of Georgia Tech and their adequacy to safely operate the |

16 reactor.

17 The whole subject of their future intent to

18 perhaps do research in boron neutron capture is totally

19 irrelevant to_whether this license should be renewed, if it

20 is shown that the present management structure can't

21 operate it safely -- their future intent for use of the

22 reactor really is totally irrelevant to the issue before

23 the Board. And I would ask GANE to drop that line of

24 questioning --

\~ 25 MS. CARROLL: I've finished -- would that help
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1 you? I've finished. I'm not asking any more about boron

2 neutron capture therapy.

O
3 MS. WOODHEAD: But your next question was also.

i

4 irrelevant to the issue of Georgia Tech management. I,

5 MS. CARROLL: I'm basically doing a little mopi

f 6 up to clarify Mr. Johnson's line of questioning. Maybe the

7 word mop up is a little colloquial, I'm picking up a few
;
'

8 points that were missed.

9 MS. WOODHEAD: Could I ask you to restate your I
'

\
l

10 last question? 1,

1

11 MS. CARROLL: I probably can't. I don't even

12 remember it actually. I know the topic, but --

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You said you were
*

4
.

14 returning to the hot cell.
i

15 MS. CARROLL: I'm returning to Mr. Johnson's
4

| 16 questions.

17 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't think you had

18 asked a question.

19 MS. CARROLL: Pardon me?

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't think you have'

21 asked a question yet,
s

22 MS. CARROLL: That's right. No , I have not.

23 So I'm sorry if that confused everyone.<

;

24 MS. WOODHEAD: No , I'm objecting to any more

25 questions that are irrelevant to the issue before the Board
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1 which the management of the Georgia Tech reactor. And the

2 use of the hot _ cell is not relevant.O !
3 MS. CARROLL: Well, we went there with Dr.

4- Copeutt to establish a managerial style and it's relevant -

5 - however much weight you give it, it's relevant in that

6 ' regard.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: If it's only brief, let's

8 see where you go.

9 MS. CARROLL: And since the train of thought --

10 I mean, you mentioned the hot cell, so I decided to skip

11 ahead a couple of questions. I'll just keep following my

12 laundry list here.

13 .BY MS. CARROLL:

14 Q You mentioned Bob Zimmerman as your predecessor

15 and.I've done a little math, if you started working for the

16 . reactor in '63 and you left-in '88, you were there 25

17 years. And in'25 years, how many radiation safety' officers i

18 were there?

19 A Two.
1

20 Q How long did -- do you know how long Dr.
'i

,

21 Puckett held the position after you.left?
3

1 22 A Mr. Puckett?
,

23 Q Mr. Puckett.

24 A I don't know. I've heard two or three months.~

25 Q You're involved in your societies and you go to-
,
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1 th so m etings of radiation safety officers. Can you share
!

2 with us your perception, your opinion -- not having been at I
-~

7
i !
'"'

3 Georgia Tech -- of how many people have occupied that

4 position since you left in 1988?

5 A Well, it's a rather confusing organizational

6 structure to say the least, as to who has what

7 responsibility -- I'm still confused. But if I were to

8 evaluate who all has responsibility for' radiation safety,

9 who is the primary radiation safety officer at Georgia

10 Tech, whether you call him that or not, is Dr. Karam. He

11 is the radiation safety officer. |

|12 However, when all of this reorganization took

13 place in '87, Dr. Vern Kahn was made the radiation officer,p_

' ');

14 I was demoted and Dr. Vern Kahn was made the radiation |

|

15 safety officer. He was also the chairman of the Nuclear

|

16 Safeguards Committee after they did away with the other
|

17 committee.

18 So you've got Dr. Karam is kind of in charge of

19 everything for radiation safety, you've got Dr. Kahn who is

20 a figurehead and has ncthing to do with the day-to-day

21 operation of the radiac. ion safety program at Georgia Tech,

22 including the reactor and everywhere else on campus. Then

23 you've got Bob Boyd hanging around there not knowing what

24 to do as a MORS, manager of radiation safety, that theyp._
! !'' 25 came up with the name. And then you bring i" this guy

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 Puckett, he was there when I finally got back from

i 2 Tallahassee, wondering when I was going to move out so he,ss
i 1

L)
3 could move in the office I guess. He'd fool around in

4 there.

5 So there's four people. Then he was removed

6 for whatever reason, I don't know. Betty Revsin was

7 brought in, who just worked for the NRC as an inspector, as

8 a matter of fact she had inspected me. I had questions

9 about that, whether that was kind of an improper thing to

10 do , to have a previous NRC inspector become the RSO of the

11 place where she inspected so soon after her last

12 inspection.

13 Then she left, for whatever reason, I'll just,,,

\ )'' 14 speculate, and you brought in a guy named O'Hara who's a

15 retired fellow that we all know, we all knew. He stayed

16 there six months or so as the manager of radiation safety -

17 - no, I take it back, they brought in this guy Brian

18 Copeutt before O'Hara.

19 There's seven now. Then you've got Dr. Ice
!

20 whom I think the world of. I think he's the best one
i

21 L'ay've had since me -- no, I take it back -- !

22 (Laughter.) |
|

23 A So I think there's been about eight people !
i

24 involved one way or the other. And I think I've heard that i

!,_D
'~' 25 the radiation safety officer title for Dr. Kahn got canned

1

1

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 somewhere down the line, and now they just have a MORS, who
,

l

e~ 2 reports to Dr. Karam. Rodney Ice reports to~-- Dr. Ice
k. |'

3 reports to Dr. Karam, which is closer to being more perfect

4 but still I don't think that's proper. |

5 Q 'Well, now --

6 A- I think Dr. Ice ought to report to someone

i

7 else.

'
8 Q Actually he testified to that yesterday also.

9 Now I've been_trying to piece this together and

10 I suppose we'll ask Dr. Karam and maybe he can remember, I

11 think it would be a challenge for anyone -- so you

12 concurred pretty closely with what I've constructed except

13 that Jim Mahaffey was acting RSO for some period. j

14 MS WOODHEAD: Objection.

15 MS. CARROLL: Well, we'll just let that go.

16 Thank you for your help with that.

17 BY MS. CARROLL:

18 Q Do you have a take on two for 25 years and

19 seven or eight for eight years?

20 A Well, I like Dr. Karam, don't get me wrong,

21 he's got good qualities and he's well knowledgeable in

22 nuclear physics and so forth and I don't have any problem

23 with that.

24 But his style of operating a radiation safety

25 program and my style, we have serious differences and I'm

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 afraid that if I were to judge two versus three or eight --

1,~s 2 two in 20 years or whatever ic was you said versus as many !
f

3 as eight maybe in eight years, there's something wrong with-

4 Dr. Karam's style of getting along with people and

5 especially radiation safety folks that counter his

6 philosophy, you know, running radiation safety.

7 I don't know whether they were fired or they

8 just left on their own or whatever, but it does seem

9 strange that that many people have had to come and go in

10 eight years when we were two people --

11 MR. EVANS: I think I'll object and move to

12 strike that. He has no idea, he just said, why the people

13 left. We know at least one left because he had a -- at-

~''
14- least in part because he could double his salary. There's

15 no indication --

16 MS. CARROLL: What?

17 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that was

18 stretching the record, I do not believe that's accurate.

19 MR. EVANS: Well, what I'm suggesting is that

20 he has no knowledge as to why people left. I think it

21 should be stricken.

22 MS. CARROLL: That would be fine. He

23 speculated, he said he didn't know, he didn't say anything,

24 I don't know what you'd strike. |

25 CRAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the statement

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 about why these peoplo left, which he said he didn't know, 1

2 should be stricken. So that part-is stricken.
) '

3 MR. EVANS: Thank you.

4 BY MS. CARROLL:

5 Q Mr. Johnson asked you -- I think you answered

6 this question, I'll move beyond that. And again, a lot of

7 my questions are things that would have disrupted Mr.

8 Johnson's train of thought, so I just made a note to come

1

9 back and ask you about them.

10 You testified something in the neighborhood of

. i

11 that your years at Georgia State, which actually includes !

j 12 your years at Georgia Tech as RSO, you were responsible for
:

| ,_ 13 the Georgia State program, you said that you' received
'

'

14 something like seven or eight violations over the entire

15 period.

16 A Only one at Georgia State over that period from

! 17 '69.

:

18 Q And I thought you put your hand on a sheaf of

| 19 papers I see in front of you, as if you had documentation

20 to that effect.j

21 A I do somewhere in this pile, I think I gave it

22 to Mr. Turk, I can't remember. '

23 Q Well, I'll ask you would like for GANE to enter

24 this into the record. It seems important to me to

O 25 substantiate --

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 A Well, if you want1 1t, I'll be glad to -- I

~2 think it's in that pile.

O
3 MS.-WOODHEAD: Objection. Georgia State had

4 nothing to do with Georgia Tech.

5 MS. CARR7LL: Except that in his position as

6 RSO for his history, his time that he was RSO at Georgia

7 Tech, he was responsible for the Georgia State program and

8 I think it's somewhat extra, but it does support.the

9 credentials that this man did a good job as radiation

10 safety. officer.

11 MR. EVANS: I would point out, among other

12 things, Georgia State does not have a reactor.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think Mr. Boyd's

14 statements are on the record. I don't think we need

15 documentation.

16 MS. CARROLL: Okay. So you believe him, you
.

17 don't need the documentation to believe him.

18 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I'm saying it's on the

I
19 record. I don't think the documentation would be, per se,

20 relevant to this proceeding.

21 BY MS. CARROLL:

22 Q When the cobalt arrived from Savannah River

23 Plant -- and you testified that it did require special ]

24 handling, you testified that it was an extremely large

25 amount, in fact you testified it was the largest amount on
|
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1 a college campus -- did you have to do anything to how it

2 was being contained?
p\ J.

3 A Yes.

!

4 Q What was that?

5 A Well, it had to be remotely handled through

6 lowering the cask into the pool and removing the cobalt

7 under water so you could stay shielded at all times. And

8 then bring the cask out in a safe manner and be sure you

9 hadn't.left a source in it as you bring it out, and prepare
10 it for shipping back for somebody else's use as a type B

11 container. That was just part of it.

12 THE REPORTER: I'm sorry, I couldn't hear all

13 of your answer, you got lower and lower. Something about

14 somebody else's container.

!
'

15 THE WITNESS: The cobalt had to be removed from

16 a type B container under water and then removed empty in a

17 safe manner and prepared for shipping back to somebody else

18 to use it as a type B container. Prior to all that, you

19 had to get NRC approval to use this type B container. Any

20 time you use more than a certain amount of radioactive

21 material, it has to go in a type B container and that's

22 different for every radionuclide. At the time, it was

23 seven curies for cobalt, I think it's 10.5 now or

24 something.OV
25 BY MS. CARROLL:

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 Q Well, that gives me the impression then that

2 not all the cobalt was retained on the Georgia Tech campus.(-}-\_./
3 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. We have gone into

4 boron neutron study, now we're into the transport of

5 cobalt. I ask the Board for a ruling to restrict questions

6 directly related to the management at Georgia Tech and not

7 into the technicalities of movement of cobalt and future

8 research.

9 MS. CARROLL: I have one more question.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that question is

11 not relevant -- the answer would not be relevant to

12 anything we can rule on, so we will sustain that objection.

13 BY MS. CARROLL:

O
14 Q Mr. Boyd, you were answering Mr. Johnson's

15 question about - I don't really remember the question now,

16 but in your answer, you commented on shutting down a hot

17 cell operation and you said that -- in effect, the

18 impression I was left with was you couldn't rely on the

19 monitoring equipment and you had another reason to suspect

20 something was amiss. I inferred from that, you commented

21 that you didn't rely on the monitoring equipment.

22 A Well, as I recall, one of the sources was

23 dropped. You'd have to see that arrangement to see how

24 difficult it is in the circumstances of that hot cell to

25 bring cobalt up into the cell safely and put it back into

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 the pool safely and all. It takes about seven minutes,

!

2 which is a long time in case of an emergency like the j
! x_/
; 3 window breaks, it's a bad situation because it all.has to

4 be done by hand, it's not an automatic situation where'the

5 cobalt immediately goes down if.the radiation level gets,

! 6 too high outside the hot cell. j

; 7 But there's a detector or was a detector in the
,

'

8 hot cell that was made out of a sodium iodide crystal and~

{ 9 the radiation was so high in there it blackened the photo-

10 multiplier tube so badly that photons of light couldn't get
4

11 in there and cause radiation detection. And so we had

12 tried for two years to get them to change to an ionization

i

13 type detector that wouldn't be affected by radiation damages

'' 14 so badly. And it never got done.

15 But nevertheless, a source was dropped and one

16 of the procedures is to count sources before you allow

17 somebody to go in because any one of those sources could

18 give you a lethal dose. And it didn't count, there was one

19 missing visually in the pool and so the health physicist

20 who was monitoring said no, we can't enter.

21 Well, an argument ensued that I know good and

22 well that all of them are gone. Well, this got to be a

23 problem with health physics and the operation of the hot

24 cell arguing and he wouldn't let them in. So finally, they,-s

'' 25 found that source on the floor and if he had let them in,

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1- 'somebody might have got an over-exposure. This happened<

2 .more than once, this kind of thing.

3 And that's another situation where money and'

:

; 4 management go along together. If the thing had-been

5' corrected properly, you'd have had a superior operation and

6 you wouldn't have had to have health physicists constantly
I

.7 battling to get things improved. That's shouldn't have i
I

: .8 been-the health physicist's responsibility.
:

. |
~9 Q Do you know why the monitor wasn't changed ).

.I

f 10 according to your recommendations?

i11 A Money, lack of money most likely, has been the
1

! 12 answer I always heard.
!
,

j 13 Q You've made several comments, they aren't very
4 (.
{. 14 precise. ..If you can make a more precise characterization

,

15 of how much cobalt and how much time causes a lethal dose

16 to somebody --

17 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection, irrelevant.

18 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yeah, cobalt 60 in and of

19 itself, and its characteristics are not the subject of this

20 proceeding. Management is and so we will sustain that

21 objection.

22 BY MS. CARROLL:

23 Q You described -- you stated that cobalt 60 is

12 4 very deadly. You made the comment just now that it's a

O 25 seven minute process to move the sources back since there's

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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,

1 no cutomatic device-for that. So I guess the other - .as a 1

2 lay' person, the other option for coping with radiat' ion
40

3- exposure outside.of the hot cell is-to run_like hell, if I |
1

4 'can be-colloquial. ;j

5 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. 'There's no question
'

6 here, there's testimony and it. concerns cobalt 60, as the
_

7 previous-question did.

8 MS. CARROLL: We're'trying to establish

9 management at the facility and styles, by using some

10' incidences that occurred with'other radiation materials.

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We will sustain the

12 _ objection, but basically you were leading the witness
1

13 there. and that you shouldn't be doing. In terms of

O 14- .asking about management controls in various matters,'that's

15 -- as long as it is not exclusively' Cobalt-60,-but has:some '

16 broader relationship. That line will be.okay. .The way you- 6

1' 7 asked that was ---Well, first if was leading, but' pretty

18 'much it was exclusively tied to' Cobalt-60, and we can't

19- look into it.

20 BY MS. CARROLL:

21 Q Is there a contingency plan if the hot cell is

22 breached, presuming it would be employees that would be in

23 the first line there, is there a contingency plan for them

24 if the mechanical systems fail.

O 25 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. The question deals
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1 with irrelevant material,

2 MS, CARROLL: I objected when Dr. Copcutt was |
,

4
.

.

3 being_ asked about Jerry Emerson and Cobalt-60 and all those

4 things and that objection was overruled. Maybe I didn't

5 state it well. And their excuse was they were

6 establishing managerial style.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We will overrule that

8 objection. You may ask.that question, but please try to

9 keep it to management consideration. |

10 BY MS. CARROLL:

11 Q Do you remember the question?

12 A I think you could have asked it with

- 13 radioactive sources like nuclear fuel elements. They have !()
14 to be brought in there the same way,'instead of cobalt. If

15 you didn't want to talk about cobalt, you could talk about
i

16 hot-fuel elements that have to be brought in there and !

17 prepared for shipment, but it all revolves around money or

18 lack of money to superiorly operate an operation like that,

19 the way I look at it. Anywhere you can cut money -- safety

20 suffers a lot of times.

21 Q My question is, if the hot cell -- the

22 integrity of the hot cell failed for any reason, for

23 instance, an operator breaking the window with a wrench --

24 A There is a contingency plan, but it is a little

O 25 less than adequate and always has been. I don't know what
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1 it is now, but I know what it was. I always feared that,

.g~ 2 that suddenly the windows broke, like Bill Downs broke a
,

3 window in a mad fit.or something, and I've seen the

4 operator of the hot cell get so mad at himself he would

5 sling those manipulators right at the dang window. Just
.

'

6 another temper' fit. That was not Bill Downs. Somebody

7 else. And that worried me and the best thing I could do to |

!
8 tell these_ guys that were operating the window, any time

9 the cobalt was moved, you had a health physics monitor, is

10 move off at right angles immediately, and let the beam of

11 gamma rays going on out to.10th Street if you want to, but'

12 I don't know what has been done since that time, but that

13 was kind of the contingency if this happened because you,g_
~U 14 couldn't just get.the cobalt back down in the pool right

15 quick. It's not like an ordinary radiator where if

16 something goes wrong it automatically disappears to a

17 shielded position, which I think it ought to be, but it ;

18 isn't that way. They can crank it up with a cable and have

19 to crank it back down with a cable and it takes a lot of

20 time to manipulate it over across the room and that's lack

21 of money, lack of high management providing money or lack

22 of somebody supporting a situation where you could do that.

23 Q You did feel that --

24 A Whether it is cobalt or fuel elements or

25 whatever. It's still part of the NRC's thing. If the fuel

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 is removed. And that's why the hot cell was really put

r- 2 there, not to do cobalt, to radiate.
(
' ~ ~ '

3 Q You did feel that employees would be able to
)

4 move out of the way quickly enough --

5 A They'd get a big dose, but they'd have to

6 hustle.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Did you seek to have that

8 situation corrected while you were there?

9 THE WITNESS: Well, we tried by building some

10 shadow shields that you could roll in and out, but they

11 would have to be tremendous in thickness as opposed to --

12 what is it? Five feet of zinc bromide or four feet of zinc

, _ 13 bromide thickness. It'd take that much lead and it would-

U 14 take a pile of energy to move that and suddenly enough-in

15 front of that hot cell. So...

16 BY MS. CARROLL:
|

17 Q Would you get a dose while you were moving it?

18 A That's a very important situation and those

19 kind of situations always worried me because it is in

20 downtown Atlanta. If it were a remote situation, about the

21 only person that might be involved would be the operator or

22 the health physicist monitor or somebody, but here we are

23 in the middle of town, and you could have a whole shadow of

24 dose going out of that building. Yeah, they built a wall~3
'']
'

25 there to help minimize that, but that wall is not dense
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1

1 enough to do a lot of shielding if the real thing happened i
1

! fw 2 like that. It all revolves around money and commitment to
'\

L3 doing an excellent -- having an excellent facility.

4 Q Will you describe the wall that got built to, I

5 guess, prevent the radiation -- It sounds like you were

6 saying it prevented the radiation from actually getting out
i7 into the world at large. '

8 A That particular wall --
1

l
9 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. This is concerning

10 the design of the facility and the cobalt pool in

11 particular which is not relevant.

12 MS. CARROLL: Excuse me.
1

13 -BY MS. CARROLL:
i

' ' ' 14 Q The management had a wall-built. Can you

15 describe this wall?

16 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection. I have the same

17 objection. This is not about management. It is about the

18 construction of a wall.

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That objection -- We will

20 sustain that objection. The description of the wall is not

21 particularly relevant.

22 MS. CARROLL: You won't know until you hear the

23 description, I don't think.

24 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't think the

~'
25 description would be. The witness can state whether he
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.

1 . recommended something different or whether management
~

>~ . 2 overruled that. I don't think you need a formal description

3 of what was done to bring out any management aspects we're

4 looking at.

5 BY MS, CARROLL:'

,

; 6 Q Were you involved in the decision surrounding

; 7 the construction of the wall?

'
8 A Yes.

9 Q Did you approve of the design of the wall?*

10 A No, with the exception of only if they would

11 put some cross beams in there of steel and put cement to |

: I

: 12 hold the wall. It's just a block wall. It goes 12 foot in

,
13 the air without cement. ],.ss

Nsh \
I

14 Q Stacked blocks without cement?

j. 15 A (Affirmative nod.)

16 MS WOODHEAD: Objection to testimony by GANE.
.

i 17 MR. EVANS: What relevance could this possibly
.,

18 have?

i 19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The relevance is, if
(
'

management is putting in less than adequate safeguards when20
i

21 recommended by the --2

"

22 MR. EVANS: Okay. If that is so, it is a

i

j 23 safeguard respecting the cobalt, which again, we're getting

24 into an entirely different matter. What is a safeguard for
3

,

' ' 25 cobalt, which, as I understand it, is not within the scope

:
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1 of this proceeding.

'

/~T. 2 MS. CARROLL: Excuse me. Mr. Boyd has
!U

3 ' testified, and.let me remind you of this, but that hot cell

4 was originally built to handle nuclear fuel. It'was used to

5 handle nuclear fuel. Nuclear fuel was in that hot cell

6 periodically. Safeguards were required for that as well.

| 7 MR. EVANS: I would still talk about relevance,

8 ancient history. What does this have to do with anything

9 since the reorganization, for example, in 1988 or since

10 everything that's happened since the witness was no longer

11 on the scene.

12 MS. CARROLL: May I note for the court that you
|
1

13 haven't heard a thing about Cadmium-115 this whole morning?fs
( \r

14 I'm sorry, our witness has the time period he
|

15 has, and we want to bring out the testimony that he can |
|

|16 contribute, and I'm sorry if you -- |

17 MR. TVANS: But this has nothing to do with

18 Cadmium 115.

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think we will sustain

20 the last objection as well, on grounds of relevance.

21 BY MS. CARROLL:

22 Q You've talked about the temperament of some

23 operations folks earlier when Mr. Johnson was asking

24 questions. Is temperament an important aspect for a-

V
25 manager of a reactor facility in your opinion?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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j, 1 A Definitely.

v

2 Q We've had-testimony from other witnesses where

O
.

;

j- 3 they state that Dr. Karam is, in their opinion, very safety

I 4 conscious. Do you have an opinion about if Dr. Karam is >

? 1

5 very safety conscious? Would you subscribe to that?
'

)
6 A Yes, but I do think that he operates more like i3

f

7 a dictator and he is the ultimate safety decider. He,

,

| 8 doesn't listen to his manager of radiation safety or
..

,-

| 9- anybody else. As a matter of fact, I have never known Dr.
,

10 Karam to admit'he was wrong on anything, and I'm afraid
i
a

j 11 that this is.where the' serious difference of opinion of

i 12 managing the radiation safety program comes-in and one of
!

: 13 the reasons why I think the organizational structure is

i 14 bad. It's even worse under Dr. Karam than it'would be

- 15 under'somebody else possibly because Dr. Karam, I'm afraid,

j 16 has' vindictiveness in his heart when somebody disagrees. :

{ 17 with his views on safety, radiation safety. And that

i
18 definitely is not proper in accordance with the

i

) 19 temperaments that the NRC wants in a person like that.
!

) 20 He's great at some things, but that's one area where I

21 think he has a weakness, and that worries me that he can

22 overrule Dr. Ice and he can overrule anybody, and he ought
;

|- 23 to listen to these people on matters. I do think he is

.I
24 concerned with radiation safety, but he just sometimes

O 25 reacts and then has to follow-up his reaction. That's the
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1 dif f eren::e, I guess, between the way I would a radiation

2 safety program and the way I think the new organization

U j
3 allows it to be run.

4 Q Thank you. I'm trying to remember -- because

5 it was a specific situation you were talking about, and

6 maybe you can help me here, but Mr. Boyd said that they

7 tried to blame him, and I feel like this might have been 'f

8 while you were in Florida and your daughter called and said

9 that the health physics people had been fired and --

10 MS. WOODHEAD: Objection to the testimony.

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Wait a minute. Wait a

12 minute. You can't testify.

13 MS. CARROLL: I'm trying to reconstruct this.

14 BY MS. CARROLL:

1

15 Q Maybe you can remember, Mr. Boyd. You

16 testified not too long ago that they tried to blame you,

17 and I just can't remember off the top of my head what the

18 circumstances were surrounding that statement. Do you

19 remember?

20 A Well, it was my definite feeling that it was

21 health physics' fault for what Bill Downs did, and that our

22 procedures weren't proper enough to keep Bill Downs from

23 doing what he did do. Regardless of whether we had any

24 procedures at all, Bill Downs was a licensed reactor

25 operator. He ought to have known better to do the things
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1 like the-way he did, see. If that answers what you are

2 -talking about. I

-3 Q We'll see. - We'll see how this goes if you can

4 relate to this next question. Do you feel that you had

5 responsibility that would be commensurate with the amount

6 of blame you thought you received?
|

7 A I felt that the president, Dr. Crecine, Dr. j

8 Karam, others in the vicinity, even some of the Nuclear

9 Regulatory Commission hierarchy felt that it was the root

10 mean cause after all of the investigation was the health
1

11 physics people, and I fail to see how that can be. It

12 wasn't the health physics person that caused the problem to I

13 start with. That always disturbed me as to why this

0
14 evolved that way.

15 Q At that time was Dr. Karam your boss?

16 A Yes. j

17_ Q Thank you. We talked about the management

18 change that occurred while you were there and we looked at

19 these two charts, which are numbered for reference as GANE

20 42 and GANE 43. In your opinion did that management change,

21 is it connected in any way to the Cadmium-115 accident that

22 happened after that?

23 A Yes.

24 Q Could you please explain why you say yes.

25 A I don't know if I can do it in 25 words or

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 less.

rs 2 Q I don't think you have to.
; \~,]

3 A Okay. Actually I have put in my little notes !

4 here that actually it started -- pardon the expression --
,

. 5 with cobalt and the shake down of the hot cell a little bit
'

|
i6 earlier and the concern of Dr. Karam and some of the
|
1

7 dissention between health physicists and operations, which

8 I won't deny that there was some. But, yes, I think that
|,

|

9 kind of started the ball rolling. When we didn't inform |

!

10 the NRC that that happened by telephone or making a note in
l

11 the logbook or something that that happened. That probably |

12 started the whole thing really and ultimately got these two

13 guys fired and me reassigned. The press got involved. The
f

- 14' president made statements, "They going to the press now."
|

15 Well, how could you escape the building when you had all

16 the channels coming around there after George Kuzo promised |
|

17 that the reactor director could not fire health physicists

18 for talking to him and shouldn't as far as that's j
i

19 concerned. I mean, you ought to be able to talk to anybody

|
20 about anything on that matter. I mean, that's a right that

21 you should have without fear of reprisal.

22 Q Did you talk --

23 A But fear of reprisal was definitely there and

24 we all felt it.
''

25 Q Who talked to the NRC?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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:1 A I don't know. I still don't know. Dr. Karam

, - - 2 grilled me over and over again. Even called me at home,

3- accusing somebody in my office of telling the NRC about the

4 ~ cadmium spill and all this. Ildon't know. As far as I.'m

5 concerned, I don't care. I mean, that shouldn't be a

6 health physics problem. Who did this, who did that. They

7 ought to have the right to do it. You ought to have your

8 rights just like you have right here now. But once again,

9 I've told you many times, I'm pro-nuclear, not anti-

10 nuclear, but on this particular issue I have kind of

i

11 mission to try to see if.they can't get it reorganized like |

12 it ought to be done, is the:way I look at it, and that's

13 why -- Well, I didn't volunteer to come, but why I'm ;

O .14. talking like this.-

15 MS. CARROLL: I'm very near finished, but I am

16 noting that I'm hungry and it is starting to affect my

-17 thinking process, and I don't know how the witness feels,

18 and I don't know how the judges feel, and I don't care how

19 anybody else feels -- Do you want me to go for it or should

20 we eat so everybody is receptive?

21 Are you hungry, Bob? Are you okay?

22 THE WITNESS: I'm fine. I'm sure I'm just one

23 in the crowd though.

24 (Pause)

O 25 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that is probably

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 correct, we should take our lunch break. You still have a
,

e 2 lot of documents to introduce.
'

3 14S . CARROLL: That's right.

: 4 CRAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You've had them
.

| 5 identified, haven't you?
!

_
6 MS. CARROLL: I mean, I am very near closed,

7 but I don't think anybody wants to go through the documents

8 process, and I do have a couple of more questions, and I'm

9 not sure -- If you are too weary to hear the answers that

:

10 wouldn't be right, so...
'

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Why, don't we break for

12 lunch now and come back in an hour and fifteen minutes.

13 (Whereupon, a luncheon recess was taken.). ,, s

(
^

14
>

15
i
i 16

17
i

183

|
'

19

20;

21

22
.

i 23
i

24,~

25
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

w 2 CHAIRMAN-BECHHOEFER: Back on the record.

V
3 MS. CARROLL: Ready, Mr. Boyd?

j 4 THE WITNESS: Yes, ma'am.

!
1

5 MS. CARROLL: I have just a very few more

6 questions.

7 Whereupon,

8 ROBERT BOYD

9 RESUME his status as a witness herein and was examined and

10 testified further as follows:

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION (cont)
1

12 BY MS CARROLL:

|

.13 Q Did Georgia Tech use.the thermoluminescent |

O 14 dosimeter, the DLD, system for environmental monitoring

15 when you were there?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Are these TLDs affected by heat and rain?

18 A Not as much as film.

19 Q But they are affected a little bit?

20 A A little bit but not near as much as film. The

21 temperature has to be pretty high. So moisture doesn't

22 affect them too much unless they are wet when you read

23 them, but temperature affects them if you heat them. Maybe
l

i 24 over 140 degrees centigrade or something you could knock

O'

25 out some little ole traps or something, but most of the

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 thermoluminiscent dosimeters are not affected by heat

fs 2 unless it gets on up, the lithium, gets up to around 200
t

'
3 degrees centigrade. Then you dump a lot of them -- not a

4 lot ---

5 Q Are you qualified to answer whether the

6 temperature has ever gotten to 200 degrees centigrade in

7 Atlanta in the time you've lived here?

8 A Well, yeah, I am.

9 (Laughter)

10 Q I mean, it's common sense we can all agree that

11 it has never got that hot?

12 A Yeah, I'm qualified for that. I learned that

- 13 at Florida State.

'-)f

14 Q I can't even relate to that because under |
!
'15 Fahrenheit it would be even higher.
!

16 A But see, you could have TLDs in an enclosure

17 that could get hotter than the ordinary ambient

|18 temperature. I don't think even in an enclosure it'd get

i
19 quite that hot. Even in a closed car, I think the hottest j

;

20 they get on these hot days is about 150 degrees Fahrenheit. |
1
;

21 Q Well, now, the TLDs, were they in the little |
1

22 black baskets in your day? f

23 A Well, in my day we put them in a little ole
,

24 tiny black basket to shield the ultraviolet light which j

25 somewhat influences them too. Certain TLD materials comes ;

i
,

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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'l out in different --

2 Q But that's not the type of enclosure -- Is that-s
/

i
,

3 the type of enclosure that would increase the heat
;

4 surrounding the TLD?
i

'

5 A Not much. It'd increase a little bit but not

6 that kind of temperature. I understand that they use a
i

7 different TLD system now that I haven't observed, and they

8 don't read them themselves. They have them sent out to a |
'

9 lab, and have them lab certified, if they are using TLDs.

1

| 10 I don't know what they're using now. ;
i 1

!

11 Q Well, a different TLD -- I mean, do you know )
i

12 enough about TLD technology to say whether it would be j
!

13 affected? |

(1) !' 14 A I know enough to be a good technician. ]

15 Q Because I understand film would'be. effected
; q

'
16 possibly by heat or moisture.

17 A Probably would be if you would get moisture and j

i<

18 temperature affects. That is more sensitive to that than ;

i

19 the thermoluminiscent dosimeters. And even the -- All the '!

20 TLDs are basically the same way. They are affected not as

21 much by temperature as film. !

|

22 Q I know you described -- |

23 A We used both when I was there. We used film

24 and TLD.

'# 25 Q But you are satisfied with the extremities that

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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} 1 you have described that would effect the TLDs -- would run j

i
'

|

: 12 -with TIa technology as far as you know?
_ ;

J: .s
.

j :I A Uh-huh (affirmative). Yes. )
:

4 Q. Thank you~. Now, you answered questions -- You-j-

f. 5. _'gave some testimony in response to Mr. Johnson's questions
i

! 6- about a' move'of some Cobalt-60 from.Crenshaw's Mountain to' J

'

L -

p 7 the cobalt pool last week, and I have one clarifying

8 question on that. 'You said you made some follow-up calls,
'

i ,

9 I forget the fellow's name, but it was.to establish what

- 10 type of regulations that move would be under. Did you
:

,
11 convey what you learned about the regulations -- it was a

| . .

I believe. 02f|| 12 contact at the Department-of Transportation,
.

a

4- - 13 was the NRC? i

O-

14 A Department of' Transportation.,

~

15 Q Did you convey what you learned back to Les
; s

'

1 46 Petherick?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Thank you.
1
1

19 A At his request. I did all this at his request.

20

21 Q Oh, okay. So you did end up giving him all the
s

'22 information you had. Was the back security gate at the

23 reactor facility ever left open?

24 A Yes.
1

- ,

25 Q Was'this a regular occurrence?

Noal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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,

. l! 1 A .It happened a Ic, more than I would have likede
t

2 for it'to have happened. It was pretty often at times.

3 Q Did you do what you could -- Did you do

4 r.nything?

j 5 A I reported'it to the director, the then |
!

|
6 director, even before Dr. Karam was there and after Dr. |

,

| 7 Karam I would report it as often as I saw it. i
| !

| 8 Q 'Was this a safety concern in your mind?
!.

'

l

9 A. Sometimes I would close the gate. Pardon? I

10 Q Was this a safety concern in your mind?

11 A Security. Yeah, it would be a safety concern,

| 12 and it war a violation to our text specs too, I think. A
|

131 violation to 10 CFR 20 and the text specs.

! 14 Q 'I believe you have testified to this, but I

15 think it would be pretty simple to just ask you again. I

16 hope this isn't redundant. Did you have any disagreements

17 with Dr. Karam when you were there about safety-related.--
|

18 A Yes.

19 Q Could you give any examples, and I think, you

20 know, a couple of examples might suffice, but please, say

21 what is important to you.

22 A Most of my disagreement was strictly over *

! 23 managing radiation safety and trying~to run a radiation

24 safety program the way I think the Nuclear Regulatory

O
| 25 Commission wants it done on account of -- Everybody has a

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 right to their opinion. Everybody has a right to freedom

2 of speech and all this without fear of reprisal, and I was

3 always afraid, and I think it has been documented by me and ;
i

4 others that Dr. Karam would hold it against you if you !

5 crossed him. Otherwise, he was a great guy, but you had to )

6 be careful about disagreeing with him on some things and

7 specifically one time in his office he grilled me about

1

8 Susie Selman writing that article to the Georgia Tech ;

9 Whistle newspaper kind of condemning the reorganization. I

10 forgot what the article is about, but it was something to

11 do -- It made Dr. Karam look bad, I guess, and made the

12 organization look bad. He grilled me and tried to tell me

13 that I had read the article beforehand and had encouraged

14 her to write it, and I didn't do any of that, but even if I

15 had, it shouldn't have been a concern for radiation safety I
l

16 because that is not the kind of thing that you want to

|
17 harass people about. He actually -- i

18 MR. EVANS: Excuse me. But I would suggest if
4

19 it has nothing to do with radiation safety, I don't see

20 where it has any relevance to this proceeding. What does

21 it have to do with? It's critical of a letter to the

22 editor. That has nothing to do with management and it has
4

23 nothing to do with anything. It has to do with him

24 exercising his first amendment rights to speak out and
'

25 criticize something.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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2

1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board will not strike

| 2 that. It has, perhaps, tangential value in certain

i
3 management styles or management practices. So we're going

,

i |

| 4 to leave that in.

] 5 BY.MS. CARROLL:
:

6 Q Mr. Boyd, I'd like to -- ;

|

7 A May I continue?

8 Q Oh. ]

| 9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I thought you were 1

1 !

: 10 finished. I

11 THE WITNESS: I hadn't finished.
!

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Okay.

13 THE WITNESS: I just shut-up because I'was told

14 to.

15 MS. CARROLL: You did the right thing.

l

16 THE WITNESS: I think the implication here is, ;

17 what really happened was that Dr. Karam. asked me to rewrite

18 the article and submit an article more or less saying that

19 Susie wasn't correct, and I told him that everybody has
i

20 their opinion, I'm not going to rewrite this article, this

21 is improper. Totally improper. So I didn't. Another time

22 the Nuclear Safeguards Committee after we were reorganized

23 asked me as the manager of radiation safety to locate and

24 write down all the places at Georgia Tech where we have

25 radioactive contamination, fixed or otherwise, by

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 buildings. I did this. And of course everything I did

, ' 2 after we reorganized, I went through Dr. Karam on because i

(
3 that's the way he wanted it, and he didn't like some of the

.

4 numbers I had put down for the reactor showing more
,

5 contamination here and there than I guess he liked and he

6 asked me to change these numbers and sign it, and I told |

7 him, no, if you want to change the numbers, you sign it,

8 then it's your report, not my report. So, whether it was

9 Dr. Karam causing coercion on the radiation safety or the |

10 manager of radiation safety or whoever is in charge of,

11 that, that is one of the reasons why I am against the
i

12 organizational structure like that because the manager of

13 radiation safety feels obligated to do that even when he !

l ['') |
'

14 knows it's not right because he's afraid he's going to get-

4

15 his salary cut or he's going to get fired or laid off or 1
,

16 moved out or whatever, which is just what had happened in

17 many cases. My case is one. Steve and Paul are others.

18 I'm sure there are others.

19 MS. CARROLL: Thank you.
|

;

i 20 BY MS. CARROLL:

21 Q There is a letter I have distributed to

# 22 everybody. It's number GANE Number 52 already, and Bob,

23 yours may not have a number on it. It's August 19, 1988,
.

24 and it's to Dr. Grace at the NRC, and it's from John
j,s

'' 25 Crecine, president. And actually you told me you hadn't
;
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1 seen it until I handed it to you today. Have you had time

2 to review it?

'

3 A I've read it.

4 Q This document fits into the record -- it was a

J 5 requirement the NRC had -- It was one of the requirements

; 6 the NRC had with Georgia Tech prior to restart that the

7 president himself had to write and say what was being done

8 to answer the NRC's concerns and that's what this letter is.,

i

,

for characterization purposes. Is it your professional9
1

i
10 opinion that what is outlined in this letter is sufficient

11 to ensure the safe operations of the reactor when it

12 restarted?

- 13 MR. EVANS: This is the -- probably the sort of

'd
14 thing I was concerned about in talking of the distinction

;

15 between health physics and a technician responsible for

'
16 conducting surveys and so forth. This letter has to do

'

17 with training. It has to do with a new team of specialists |

18 headed by Betty Revsin. It also is a letter which was

19 written on August 19, 1988, which is after the witness was

20 no longer at the center. I really don't see how he can be

21 questioned about a letter which is dated after the time he

22 departed.

23 MS. CARROLL: We cite his work experience, his
I

24 employment by the University System of Georgia stands as
O,

25 sanctioning that he is a professional and is entitled to

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 give professional opinion.

2 MR. EVANS: I might point out, the letter is),

3 replete with things that apparently occurred possibly after

4 he left. For example, "A harmonious and professional.

5 working. relationship now exists between," now as of August

6 1988, " exists between the radiation protection group and
-,

7 the operations group." I suspect if the witness was asked

t 8 directly he would say that when he was there, or at least

9 prior to the removal of the old staff, there was not a
,

10 harmonious working relationship. I think he would in

11 candor admit that. This all has to do with things after he
,
i

12 was there. I don't think he can properly testify about it.
J

13 I have no objection, actually, to the admission of the,

i
s

i 14 document as a -- as far as authenticity.
.

I

15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Ms. Carroll, are there -

-

16 any -- Do you have any limited purpose for asking Mr. Boyd

j 17 to comment on this document or do you believe that he has

18 knowledge or experience on which he could comment on any of
I

', 19 the statements in here?

20 MS. CARROLL: I didn't seek for him to comment

4 21 on every single point in here. I thought that --

t

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, are there any

23 particular points that you --
.-

24 MS. CARROLL: Point number 4, I think he

O
25 could -- I'd like to hear his comments on. Point number 5.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 I expect he'll say that many of these moves were good

j-~ 2 moves. Some of them he may, you know, think are a good,

U
3 start and not strong enough. I don't know. I think that

4 point number 7 contains information that he could comment

5 on: ano point number 9, and any other points he may feel he

6 should' comment on.

7 MR. EVANS: Please. This is a letter from the
4

8 president of Georgia Tech to Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional

9 Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. As to

'
10 its adequacy or inadequacy it would seem to me the person

11 who would be directly -- who should have been questioned

12 about this or should be questioned would be Dr. Grace.

13 That's who the letter is addressed to. It's addressed to,_
4

\ 14 NRC and set out things that are in motion. There's no

15 evidence it was not acceptable or satisfactory to NRC, and

16 frankly, I do happen to question the competency of the

17 witness to answer whether something is adequate which has

18 been accepted by NRC, particularly where he is basically

19 more in the technical area -- or more of a technician than

20 a person who has an advanced education in health physics

21 itself. And events after he has departed.

22 MS. WOODHEAD: Judge Bechhoefer?

23 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.

24 MS. WOODHEAD: I would point out that the
A,
t'-) 25 record shows that Georgia Tech was not allowed to restart
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1 until November of 1988, and this document -- The opinion
1

2 about this document, whether it was adequate or not for
\''

3 restart, is irrelevant since there were additional actions

| 4 taken.

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: It may be relevant to
,

Je

6 address whether a particular named corrective actions were
I

,1

7 sufficient to improve or correct what Mr. Boyd felt were ;

i
8 deficiencies while he was there. That's the purpose we

9 would let it --

|10 MS. WOODHEAD: I believe the question though j
|

11 was, in Mr. Boyd's opinion were these sufficient to

12 establish safe operation and this was an interim letter.
1

13 It was only in November of '88.

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Right. Well, that's not

15 the proper question.

16 MS. WOODHEAD: Right.

17 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Why don't you ask him

18 whether the matters stated here were sufficient and went

19 toward correcting the deficiencies that he perceived at the

20 time he was there and when he left because that would be-

21 relevant.

22 MS. CARROLL: Can you answer Judge Bechhoofer's
.

|

23 question? |

|
24 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: It would have nothing to i

'

25 do with whether NRC authorized restart on the basis of it'

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 or not.

fw 2 MR. EVANS: I would say I have no objection at ]
4

(''') 1

3 all to the introduction of the document, to let it speak
!

4 for itself, into evidence. I have no objection to the )I

l
5 document, but I object to giving opinions on matters which j

6 transpired after he departed.
!

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The question would be
;

i 8 whether he thinks that these matters as stated here were
#

l

9 sufficient or not sufficient to correct some of the

10 problems he saw when he was there. This was shortly after

11 he left. I

l

12 MR. EVANS: I'm not sure which one we are

; 13 talking about.,s

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, let him do it one

15 by one or all of them.
1

16 MR. EVANS: Fine, let's do it that way then. )
I

17 MS. CARROLL: Actually, in my bumbling learn as

18 I go lawyering over here, I really want to get the document

19 in the record, and I thought I needed somebody to testify

20 about it to do that, and -- I mean, that was my main

21 purpose and I felt I had to link it to some comment from I

22 the witness, and I perhaps could forego this.

23 MR. EVANS: We don't object to it in the

24 record.

O 25 MS. WOODHEAD: We have no objection to its

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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~

1 admission into the record.

r 2 MR. EVANS: .Let it speak for itself.. ~ ',

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Okay. The Board will
;

.
4 admit GANE Exhibit 52.

5 (The document heretofore marked as;

6 GANE Exhibit No. 52 was admitted into-;.

|

7 evidence.)

8 . CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: When I get to my share of
.

| .9 questions I'm going to ask him just to outline --
i

10: ~BY MS. CARROLL:

11 Q Mr. Boyd, if you feel, you know, a burning need

12 to comment on any of this, I would ask you to, but I don't

13 want you to if you think that it stands on its own.

14 A I will comment on anything I'm asked to, but

15 I've got to be officially asked.

16 Q Yes, sir.

17 A And the court has to approve it.

18 Q Actually, this follows something that I have

19 been dancing around, and Mr. Boyd, I'll give you a little

20 background. We've had a lot of witnesses that cover early

21 times and one thing that is very important to our case is

22 what has happened lately, and, of course, except for the

23 Cobalt-60 move two weeks ago, you don't have a lot to

24 contribute on that. People have~ heard more than they want

.D.-

25 to hear about the Cadmium-115 spill. However, you are the
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1 only witness that was an employee there at the time, and

2 for that reason I would like to ask you for some comments

3 on that, for you to relate some of your experiences about

4 that, but I do want you to understand that a lot has been

5 said and there would be a strong desire in everybody

6 present to keep it to a minimum, but you occupy a unique
1

7 position in all of this hearing. So we would be remiss if

8 we didn't ask you about that.

9 One question I have comes from other testimony,'
|

10 most significantly from the panel of NRC inspectors that

11 spoke last week, that testified last week, and they said

12 that the spill -- and you know what I am referring to,

13 right? The Cadmium-115 spill?-~

h
14 A Uh-huh (affirmative).

15 Q Do you remember that?

16 A Uh-huh (af firmative) .

17 Q They said that it did not make the threshold

18 for meeting -- to be reported immediately. Now, my

19 question as a lay person is, there was possible

20 contamination of a MARTA bus involved, according to

21 investigations that were done well after the fact.

22 A Uh-huh (affirmative).

23 Q Was this known at the time to the staff there,

24 to you as health physics, that there was a MARTA bus

O
25 involved?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 A I found out about it I think probably the next

.

b(~T
2 day. I didn't know -- We didn't find out about it until

t

! 3 the day after it happened, and I think I found out about it

4 the next day after that, that Bill Downs had gone home on a

5 MARTA bus.- So I can't verify whether he took some

6 contamination or a lot of contamination with him or a
7 little, except speculate. I don't think anybody knows.

|

8 Q Did you at the time -- |

9 A Maybe he does.

10 Q At the time was it a concern to you that it be

11 found out if the MARTA bus had been contaminated?
|

12 A That's exactly the reason why I wanted Dr. |

13 Karam to notify the Nuclear Regulatory Commission so he

14 could get some advice from them as to what should be done

15 next, and so that also it wouldn't be brought up later as a

16 possible Watergate scandal type thing. That whole

17 situation could have been warded off immediately if Dr.

18 Karam had picked up the telephone and called the Nuclear

19 Regulatory Commission and said, this is what happened,

20 we're investigating, we don't know exactly everything, do

21 you want to come out and help us, we don't think it's a

22 reportable incident and so forth and so on. And made a log

23 note of that. That would have gone a long way in

24 preventing George Kuzo from finding what he did in December
'

25 and going crazy over what he found, see. That to me was a

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 management error.

2 Q Because of your unique position in this and

O
j 3 because I have along side everyone else in here hoard an

4- awful lot about the Cadmium-115 incident, could you please
,

5 state just very briefly the high points of it to you, just
T

6 relate it as quickly as you can, but do include everything

; that was important to you in your position as an employee7

j 8 there during this incident.

9 Q Well, first of all, I think the odds of the;

.

10 thing ever having happened would have been minimized had we
1
4 11 not had the reorganization two or so months prior to that.

j 12 Bill Downs with his attitude, already knew about, felt he

13 could do what he wanted to do on top of the reactor or

14 anywhere and monitor. We had procedures in place, although

I
; 13 some of the regulatory people say they weren't adequate

16 enough to keep Bill Downs from doing such a thing, but that
,
.

; 17 to me is not very good argument. It never would have ;

j 18 happened, I don't believe had it not been reorganized to

: 19 the point where Dr. Karam had ordered not to write things
|
"
.

; 20 in personal logbooks and so forth but to tell him or to

[ 21 write him memoranda on things so he could keep everything
;

i 22 up front and control it like he desired to know. And that
,

23 was a good policy to know about this thing, but he didn't

:
; 24 understand the fact that we had used logbooks to write up

25 surveys and write up things. This is part of our.

i

1
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1 requirem:nt as health physicists to do this. So it gave us

,--q 2 -- Now that we are in the same line of command as Bill
''

3 Downs and everybody else and here we are trying to minimize

4 any adversity between us all, naturally we just quit

5 writing things and just tell Dr. Karam and let him work

6 from there because he's in charge of radiation safety,

7 that's his decision to make, you know, and all we could do

8 is just tell him. Otherwise if we reacted or did anything

9 on our own, we might be fired, which should never have

10 happened. But the cadmium spill -- I'll try to

11 make it as short as possible. We had a -- Every year we

i
12 had to have an emergency run, create some kind of a

13 scenario with Grady Hospital to play like we had an jp. ,

| 1 |'' ' ' 114 emergency. I created a scenario for this person and we

15 hauled him off the Grady Hospital. This was, I guess, the |

16 19th -- I don't remember -- of August, and we went through

17 all of their procedures for receiving a radiation victim,

18 and they did their thing and we had a critique afterwards,

19 and I got back to my office about four or so and I was

20 informed that -- at that time I was informed that Susie

21 Selman had found a little contamination on her masselin

22 survey on the main floor, like 300 counts a minute on a

23 Geiger counter, which was a routine thing we did. Well,

- 24 that immediately implied to me that a bigger spill had,.s

( ')'- 25 occurred somewhere in the building, and I told Steve and
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1 Paul to go out and see if they couldn't find where the

- r-)' 2 spill was. I think possibly, shortly thereafter or by this
(_J

3 time maybe Dr. Karam knew about it. I don't remember.

4 They found this contamination on top of the reactor, a

5 little contamination spread out from various places in the

6 building, implying a little bit of it got airborne. Didn't

7 see very much on the air sample, which was not in the

8 breathing zone. It was down on the main floor, ran all the

9 time. And one thing led to another and we found out that

10 Bill Downs had opened up a sample on top of the reactor.

11 He didn't have a Geiger counter up there to monitor himself
1

12 when he came across the step off pad and blamed the health |

13 physicist for not having it there when he shouldn't have7-~

14 been across there without getting one ahead of time, and he

15 was contaminated and dropped this thing on the floor and

16 all this contamination -- 40 millirem per hour, as I i

17 recall.

18 Q Did you say he dropped it on the floor?

19 A He dropped -- apparently dropped the container

20 that had been removed from the reactor the day before,

21 monitored by a health physicist. Paul Sharpe monitored for

22 him to remove this thing that was wrapped in cadmium. I

23 think they were topaz. I think they were trying to turn

24 them blue, and they wrapped them in cadmium to minimize the
7_
V 25 neutron activation of the rock so that these cadmium things

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 could be given to somebody to sell or make nice blue rings

fs 2 and all. It was kind of an interesting process, you know,
I

(_ '

3 to change colors like that. Well, I think subsequent to

4 evaluation, we found out somehow or other that cadmium

5 sublimed or did something and loose contamination was

6 present. So when Bill Downs the next day -- and these

7 things read about 15 rem per hour at six or seven feet when

8 Paul Sharpe monitored for Bill Downs to remove them and put

9 them in a cast to let them cool off, the short list of them

10 the day before, but the next day Bill went up there without |
1
|

11 any monitoring at all except for his own saying that he-

12 used a cutie pie to monitor for himself as he tried to put
|

13 this stuff and segregate the gemstones from the cadmium, |7~.

14 and somehow either he dropped the thing on the floor or

15 some powder got on the floor. It was quite hot. We never

16 did really evaluate totally just how hot that thing was,

i

17 but came to the conclusion that Bill probably took maybe as |

18 much as several rem to his hands at the most. So we

19 weren't too concerned that he had hurt himself, other than

20 he had crapped up the place, and then didn't monitor

21 himself properly as he left the scene -- the first step-off

22 pad, and the he walked on down out of the control room to

23 the next point, and I don't know exactly -- knowing Bill

24 Downs, how fast he surveyed himself when he went through

O 25 the change room, he might have missed any contamination on
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i
: 1 him, because I have seen him walk right through that final

i 2 place and never even monitor himself at all, just go right

i 3 on through. And who am I to tell a 450 pound giant, you've
4

j 4 got.to survey yourself, man. He was liable to throw
,

,
5 .another rubber shoe _ cover at me.

i

6 But anyway, he apparently took MARTA home. And

7 I don't know how bad he was contaminated, but the next day
;

8 he was in his same clothing, as he frequently wore for
i

9 several weeks at a' time, so Dr. Karam and I checked him out |

; 10 as best we could with our crude whole body counter, multi-

)
11 channel analyzer and found a little -- a little bit of. I

,

;

12 indication that he might have some in.his lungs, Cadmium-

!;O 13 115 -- I forgot what the isotope was. Subsequently we had
i-
\/ 14 him remove his clothes and we found out the majority of

'

)
'15 that was on his clothing and not in his lungs when we

3

1

i. 16 counted again, But I reported-this as soon as I found out
a
i

[ 17 about it, the day before to Dr. Karam and gave him a little
i

; 18 memorandum on the subject, which was on that -- and also
'

.

; 19 told him that he ought to inform not only the NRC but the
l'
*

20 chairman of the radiation protection committee, who was Dr.
:

21 Kahn at the time, and I understand that the NRC was-never
,

; _22 informed of it.

23 I don't know exactly when Dr. Kahn was told

i
24 except what I wrote in my notes. I kept a chronologically

it
i 25 of events. On November 17, 1987, Dr. Kahn called me in my

,
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1

1 office and he wanted to talk about the Cadmium-115 spill. I

2 Let me just read it.to you, if I may. "Dr. Kahn called me i

3 about Cadmium-115 spill in containment. Wanted to know i

4 details because he hadn't been informed. Before talking to

5 him I asked Dr. Karam if.it was already for me to talk. )
I

6 When he said okay, I did, and informed him of a number of

7 things, cover-up or suppression by Dr. Karam." And I've

8 got a list of things here that don't necessarily have to do
|

|

9 with cadmium, but that I informed Dr. Karam that -- I had

10 informed him to inform you as soon as you could after that.
;
'11

12 If the organization had been like it was prior

13 to July 1, I would have immediately picked up the phone andO
'' 14 tried to find Dr. Kahn just to inform him and then I would |

15 have told him that I didn't think that this was really too

16 serious a situation, but if we document it now and talk to

17 the NRC and tell them about it, they are not going to give

18 us a lot of static about it when they found out about it in

19 somebody's logbook or something, which is proper for them

20 to investigate. It was exactly what they did find in

21 December, that this had happened. And it never was done as

22 far as I know, and I would have called -- If I couldn't

23 have gotten Dr. Kahn, I would have called another member of

24 the committee and said, I'm letting you know this, do you

O_ 25 think it's alright for me to notify the NRC, I think it's

.
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1 poscible, we ought to do that. And they would have i

|

2 probably said, yes, go ahead and do it because that's the

3 way I normally operate. Let them know. i

4 Q Before Dr. Kahn called you did you have any way

5 of knowing whether Dr. Karam had taken any recommendations

6 and notified others or not?

|

7 A Well, other than -- Nobody from the NRC or |

8 anybody ever inquired of me of the thing. I don't believe

1
9 the NRC was ever informed.

|
|

10 Q But once you passed it onto Dr. Karam then it )

11 was out of your hands? You had to trust him to --

12 A Well, I figured that because that's the way he

13 wanted to run the organization now because he's in charge
O 14 of all radiation safety at Georgia Tech and he wants

15 everything to go through him, you know, which I think is

16 improper.

17 Q Did I interrupt you?

18 A No. I wasn't totally through, but I can ramble

19 on forever. So I'll quit.

20 Q Well, I have a couple of questions that are

21 clarifying questions on what you said. You said that even

22 though -- Well, NRC did want the procedures to be improved.

23 That was one of their findings, but you say -- If I

24 understood you, you say there were procedures even if they

O 25 could have been better, and even they weren't adhered to?
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1 Did I hear you right?

2 A That's the way I felt about it. They were not

3 adhered to. One of the procedures states that any time you.

,

4 work'with contaminated things or radioactive things, you

.5 check yourself thoroughly when you leave the area, and Bill

'

6 Downs didn't do that until he got out of the reactor

i 7 control zone or at the edge of the reactor. control zone,

8 and he did have self-monitoring approval for some things,

9 but when you are changing the status of an area the
,

"

10 regulations -- our procedures state, you get health physics

11 to cover you, monitor for you. Bill Downs never done it.

12 He was changing the status of an area. He changed the

13 status of an area when he dropped that source. He neverO;i

.14 bothered to tell.anybody until it was brought to our
,

15 attention that something happened and then he had to take

16 the blame for it because that's the only thing that.could-
'

17 have happened. I don't think that it was a sheer accident
,

18 that he didn't know that he had contaminated the place. He>

19 just did and maybe planned to clean it up later.

4

20 Q But you feel he knew --
4

'
21 A Oh, by the cover-up --

4

! 22 Q -- he had caused contamination.

23 A I think he was trying to cover-up, possibly,

24 his mistake.

.O
25 Q Let's see now. With all this blaming going on

,

#
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1 back and forth between health physics and operations, I
<

2 would just like to get you to state what I think is the-

3 obvious. Whose responsibility was it ultimately?

4 A Dr. Karam.

5 MS. CARROLL: Okay. I have just a couple of |

6 more questions that I've saved because I think they are
1

7 nice closure, and thank you, I think the cadmium story was,

8 interesting and uniquely told, since you were in a role

9 nobody else shared during that. i

i

10 THE WITNESS: I hope we don't have another one.

11 MS. CARROLL: I hope so too, Mr. Boyd. We

; 12 probably all hope so. I don't want to put words in

13 anybody's mouth.
.

I
14 BY MS. CARROLL:

i

| 15 Q Do you think they should operate the reactor
i

'

16 for another 20 years?

'

17 A No , for more than management reasons, but

18 that's not part of this hearing.

19 Q Well, I mean, it's up to us to make the'
;

;

4 20 argument whether -- how the money gets spent or whatever.

]
21 If you would briefly state your reasons --

22 A I don't think it's needed any longer. It's not

23 operated enough. There's not enough need for it, even with

24 the down the road potential for this boron capture thing, I
'

'

25 think that's going to be a long way down. They are going

i
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!

1 to have to have lots of money. It's a heck of a lot

.,g 2 cheaper now to decommission that facility than it-will be
i

3 later. And nuclear power is on the wane in the United

4 States, unfortunately. I am pro-nuclear. The management

5 organization doesn't appear to be going to be changing the
1

6 way I would prefer it, and I think that most health

7 physicists think it is. Where you've got the manager of j
l

8 radiation safety reporting to the person responsible for |
! I

9 the largest amount of cobalt -- largest -- second largest I

10 reactor in the country, this is just not a way to do it, to

11 organize, and I don't see any change, and I don't see

12 anybody from the state level going to put any money in

I
13 there to help Dr. Karam foot the bill. I think they're j

)
14 going to have to go out i--

15 MR. EVANS: I think I have to -- Excuse me --

16 but I do believe I have to object about future speculation

17 as to the General Assembly of the State of Georgia. We do

18 know that they will never have enough money for any agency.

19 On the other hand, we don't know how much they are going to

| 20 put in next year for this, that or the other thing. And

| 21 that's purely speculation as to how much money will be in.
| 1

'22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yeah, I think that's a I

23 well taken objection. We shouldn't speculate on what the

. 24 Georgia legislature will or won't do.

* 25 THE WITNESS: Well, that's true, but I don't

i
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1 know how else to answer'the question other than to give my

-~s 2 opinion and that -- my opinion is I don't foresee based on
s

3 the past evidence of any change coming down the road.

4 MS. CARROLL: Thank you, very much, Mr. Boyd.

5 Now, if you will suffer some cross examination. I hope you

6 won't suffer.

7 THE WITNESS: I'd like to see the reactor -- j
|

8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Do you want to take care

9 of these documents? Do you want to have them put in?

10 MS. CARROLL: Documents.

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: There are a lot of them

12 that are identified.
|

13 MS. CARROLL: There are a lot of them.

14 MR. EVANS: 52 is already in.

15 MR. JOHNSON: Yes, 52 has already been entered

16 somewhat out of sequence.

17 MS. CARROLL: If you'll help me get this back

18 together, we'll whip through these. And actually, we may

19 have to pull Mr. Boyd in for people to understand the
i

i
!

20 relevance. Let's see. Number 37, we would enter as ;

21 evidence of part of Mr. Boyd's perspective on the way to

'

22 approach radiation safety. So we would move to enter

23 Exhibit Number 37 into the record. :

1
24 MR. EVANS: I think I would have to object to !

) i
25 it. I don't know what time period we're talking about. I

]

|
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1

4 1 don't recall -- If I'm wrong, maybe someone can correct me.

f- 2 I don't recall any testimony by Mr. Boyd about GANE 37 that
'N_)g

3 I can recall, and I don't know what it's about. I don't

4 know where it's from. It says Georgia -- looks like
,

i 5 Georgia Lie, but that can't be so.

! 6 MS. CARROLL: Life -- It's a page from a
i

7 document, the data that is 3/17/94, and it has to do with

8 Georgia requirements for radiation safety procedures --

9 MR. EVANS: If you can identify --
4

1

10 MS. CARROLL: -- for broad scope licenses.
|'

11 MS. WOODHEAD: The Staff objects because -- |
l

12 MS. CARROLL: And actually the point -- I think
1

'

2 13 it carried through on your copies as a dark mark. It's a
^

'' 14 highlighted mark on our original. It underscores the need
j
'

15 for independent surveys of labs. And I think that goes to |

16 the heart of his testimony that the Manager of Office of

17 Radiation Safety needs to be separate from the director.

18 MR. EVANS: Just sight unseen, I would assume

19 independent surveys of labs would be an outside agency. I

20 don't see any relevance or tie-in between this case and

21 whether you need an outside study group coming in to do an

22 independent survey of a lab. I don't know what the

23 document is from, there's been no testimony about it. I ;

|

24 think at least at this time it hasn't been authenticated of
7_(;)
'- 25 record. I don't know a thing about it. So I'll object to
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1

1 it.

'

2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: This is not purely aO
| 3 Georgia requirement?
i

|
4 MS. CARROLL: This is, I believe, drawn from a

'
I

5 Georgia -- )
6 THE WITNESS: This kind of material is handed i

7 out from the Georgia -- and from all agreement states which
.

8 are approved by the NRC, by the way -- to all people when
l

l9 they are filling out their license application.
i
i

10 MR. EVANS: Could I know when?

11 THE WITNESS: And I would say the NRC is the

12 producer of this thing.

13 MR. EVANS: I'm advised it is not an NRC

O> 14 document.

15 I don't know the time period. I think it is just

16 irrelevant unless it can be shown that it is.

17 MS. WHITE: The Staff objects. It's

18 irrelevant. It's a Georgia requirentent, not NRC.

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think we will sustain

20 the objection. This document is not relevant to this

21 proceeding. It's a Georgia document and we don't have

22 jurisdiction over Georgia.

23 Off the record -- On the record.

. 24 MS. CARROLL: Did you catch that? Off the

\- 25 record, on the record. We're on the record again.
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1- Okay, GANE Number 38, and Mr. Boyd, jump in any

2 time if I express this badly. Mr. Boyd shared this with |

3 us. There are three names highlighted, one on the first

4 page and two on the second page and these are all people

5 who have been associated with the radiation program at

6 Georgia Tech over the years and this illustrated to me when

7 Mr. Boyd gave it to us what an illustrious program Georgia

8- Tech has had, how many people that are important in the

9 entire field of health. physics had been associated with the

10 Georgia Tech program in the past.

11 MR. EVANS: If I may ask, Board of Directors --
|
1
'

12 I see the title. Board of Directors of what? A

13 corporation? Georgia Tech doesn't have one. i

14 MS. CARROLL: This is just the Health Physics I

l

15 Society of the United States. |

16 MS. WOODHEAD: Staff objects because it is not

17 relevant to this proceeding.

18 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE KLINE: Does Mr. j

I
19 Boyd's name appear on this thing anywhere? I

20 MS. CARROLL: No. It's Carl Morgan, Mel Carter.

21 and John.Poston. And Carl Morgan is the father of health

22 physics and developed the program at Georgia Tech in

23 education in that field. Mel Carter was chair of the

24 radiation protection committee and a health physics

25 professor at Georgia Tech and John Poston was the director
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1 of the facility, was he not? I

- 2 THE WITNESS: No. He's the head of the nuclear
(

3 engineering department at Texas A&M now, but he was at

4 Georgia Tech. He got his Ph.D there. All these people

5 agreed with me about the organizational structure.

6 MS. CARROLL: Oh , there would be the relevance.

7 Did you catch that testimony?c

8 MR. EVANS: I object and move to strike the

9 testimony that all these people agree with Mr. Boyd on what

10 is the best organization of the alternatives. His

1

11 testimony was, which I-move be stricken, is that all these

12 people agree with him. They are not here testifying. I

13 don't know what their views are. So even that purpose, it

14 has no legitimate purpose for its introduction. It appears |

15 to be irrelevant. I mean, really who cares who was the

16 Board of Directors of somebody -- some organization back in

17 1955 and '56 has no relevance in this proceeding

18 whatsoever. No probative value as to anything.

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board will reject the

20 exhibit. I don't think we will take action on the

21 testimony itself for lack of relevance.

22 MS. CARROLL: You'll notice I don't assume much

23 in this process. GANE Number 39 was shared with us by Mr.

24 Boyd, and I think it speaks for itself, Typical Health

O 25 Physics, Things Inspectors Look for During an Inspection.
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1 And this has been one of the philosophies that's guided Mr.4

2 Boyd and his practice of health physics.

3 MR. EVANS: I would like to ask a question of,

4 counsel before -- I don't know whether I object or not,
1 1

5 f rankly, but I don' t know who -generated the docuraent. I |
1

6 don't know when it was generated. If Mr. Boyd wants to |,

! 7 testify, I don't recall he did, but if he wants to testify

8 that each item on here was something that he thought

9 important, I wouldn't have any objection to that, but I4

10 don't see where it is tied up to anything at this point.

11 MS. WOODHEAD: The Staff objects to this
i

!

12 document because Mr. Boyd is not competent to speak to the i
l

13 requirements and the perspective --
/~'N
\ s|

,

|^

14 MR. EVANS: That's true too. l
1

15 MS. WOODHEAD: -- of NRC inspectors, and it's
,

i I
16 totally irrelevant to the proceeding anyway.

f

: 17 MS. CARROLL: Mr. Boyd created this document.

18 Do you think it would be more expedient to ask him about

19 this and if you would review this list quickly and say is

20 this still your current practice, was it then, is it now?

21 MR. TURK: What's the purpose of the offer?

22 Why is this relevant?

23 MS. CARROLL: Beats me, I'm just bumbling

24 around in thic legal proceeding. I think we all know that.

O 25 To me it's relevant. It's interesting to me.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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{
1 MR. TURK: You can ask NRC inspectors what they

-s 2 look for. This is just Mr. Boyd's impression. What does
%k

3 it show?
I

4 MS. CARROLL: It shows his attitude towards, I I

5 think, the practice of health physics in my mind and some

6 of the areas that are important for him to cover, the high

7 points. l

8 Would you care to comment?

I
9 THE WITNESS: Can I speak?

10 MS. CARROLL: Yeah. l
i

11 THE WITNESS: I created this document to use in

12 training sessions to show people the kinds of things that I

13 have been grilled on over the past years by NRC inspectors.

14 These are just some of the things they look at and to 1

l
;

- 15 advise budding RSOs that they are the kinds of things you |
|
!

16 want to try to keep good records of so that the inspectors

17 can see. There are other things besides this. As a matter

18 of fact I had an overhead thing where I talked about each

19 one of them, air sample logs and dose rate measurements and

20 all this kind of stuff are things that -- That's the only

21 reason I did this was just to help educate the people,

22 train them.

23 MS. WOODHEAD: Staff repeats its objection.

24 This proceeding does not encompass the practices of NRC
7

25 inspectors. This is about Georgia Tech management.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1

1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Boyd, let me ask you, i

gS do you know about the period of time when you created this2

V
3 document or prepared it?

4 THE WITNESS: It was probably around 1986 or '7

5 or somewhere in there. |
|

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: And did you use that from
|
,

7 that period of time until you left the facility? |
1

8 THE WITNESS: Well, I used this philosophy long

9 before that, I just put it on a piece of paper.
l

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: And are these the matters

11 that you prepared the health physics people with whom you

12 worked to be alert to when an NRC inspection was --

|
13 THE WITNESS: Yes. And other people in my I

p_

14 short courses that we had at Georgia Tech and Georgia State'"

15 and Emory and other places that we conducted 40-hour

16 radiation safety officer's course. This is just to help

17 them try to keep their act together so that they can

18 respond more properly to NRC and state inspectors.

19 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: And I want to ask

20 GANE, what is your purpose of introducing this piece of

21 paper into our record? What do you want us to do with it?

' 22 MS. CARROLL: I just think it's one tangible

23 way of showing Mr. Boyd's attitude and approach to

_ 24 radiation safety.

\'''/ 25 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Does it tend to

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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i

i show anything about present day management of the reactor
4

3 2 in your view?

V i

J 3 MS. CARROLL: Well, since Mr. Boyd is no longer
!

4 associated with this program, I would say not. It might be |

5 -- you know, someone might use it to contrast with current
i

| 6 management but I'm n to prepared to do that right now.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board will reject.

i

8 this because there's been no showing of why it is needed in

9 the record and what it will add to the record.
10 MS. CARROLL: Well, one thing I've learned,

11 don't argue with the Board. Thank you for your
;

:

12 deliberation over that. I'm not sure how important it is. I

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I might say it's

14 based on the fact that we're -- if we were to be shown that

15 current health physics people carry out -- have a lesser

16 scope to their activities than was the case earlier, then

17 it might be relevant. But you haven't made any proffer

18 that you're about to show that.

19 MS. CARROLL: Well, I will make this comment

20 that I'm fairly certain off the top of my head without

21 taking the time to laboriously establish this and link them

22 up, that there's been violations cited throughout the years

23 since Mr. Boyd's time relating to many of these items. And

24 I guess I want this in the record so I can do that good7-

('~'/
25 work of linking it up later.

Iieel h. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 I don't guess -- that's why I want it.in the
|

'2 record.

3 MS. WOODHEAD: This is testimony from the GANE

4 representative,-it's not testimony from a witness.

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That's'not testimony, -

6 that's an argument why it should or-shouldn't be in ---
_

7 that's not testimony.

8 MR. TURK: There were violations.under Mr.' '

9 Boyd's management as well against'some of'these things.

10 MS. CARROLL: Maybe so. That's up to you.to !

|

11 point that out.

12- MR.-TURK: I think what you really should look ]
i

13 at are the NRC inspection reports, they lay out what-the ~I,

l l'
14' standard is that's being: held up to the reactor facility

'

i

15 and where the reactor failed to meet the standard. You

| 16 don't need Mr. Boyd's list of items to get that.
|'
) 17 MS. CARROLL: I don't think'our case. lives and

f 18 breathes on this document.
j.

19 MR. EVANS: I hope not.

!

| 20 MS. CARROLL: It is possibly helpful if we
;

j- 21 need to have it handy if it turned out it would be helpful.
I

j- 22 LWe can probably live without it. I'm sure we will all live

I
! 23 through this. Let me testify to that,
i

; 24 MS. WOODHEAD: So it stands rejected as the
,

I .

25 Board previously ruled?

i. . -

1 Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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.1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.

2 (The document, heretofore marked as
.

3 GANE Exhibit Number 39, was

4 REJECTED.)

5 MS. WOODHEAD: So are we going on<to the next ,

I
6 one? I

l

7 MS. CARROLL: Yes, ma'am, and that-would be- I
l

8 HGANE Number 40 and this is ---I think if you.need help

i
9 characterizing it, I'll characterize'it for you. It's the

10 ~ July 17, 1986 memo from Robert Boyd to the Office'of

11 Radiological Safety Staff.

12 MR. EVANS: Your Honor, I would object and to

13 save a little time, since they're-really tied together, I,,y

"' ~

14 object to GANE 40 and 41. These have to do with a

15 commendation because apparently Mr. Boyd managed to get

16 through one' inspection -- both. involve one inspection --

17 and-he managed to get through without a violation. And

18 maybe this was so extraordinary it got a letter from the
,i

19 , president, but the point is, this is July 17, 1986. I,

!

! 20 think the record will show that there have been inspections
!

j- : before and after where no violations have been found, as21

1-
22 well as inspections where violations were found before and

,

!

] 23 after. It contributes absolutely nothing other than a
!

! 24 commendation for not having. violations on one given

25 inspection. Both documents refer to this and they're both i
;_

1

i

i Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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- 1 dated 1986. How far back do we go?

2 MS. CARROLL: I will point out that Mr. Evans-

LJ
3 is not factual in the July 23, 1986, there is the reference

4 to passed another inspection with no items of non-

5 compliance, so that these two small pieces of paper just

6 serve as one evidence from Georgia Tech of good-work being
,

7 done by Mr. Boyd and his staff.

; 8 MS. WOODHEAD: The staff objects simply because

9 it seems to have no probative value for the record.,

10 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: Does GANE intend to

11 use GANE Number 40 and 41 to add to Mr. Boyd's credibility?

12 What is your purpose?
.

13 MS. CARROLL: I guess evidence of -- I don't I

(~
\- 14 think it needs to be added to, I think it's evidence of.

15 He's referred to it in his testimony and -- you know, we;

!

16 all know I'm a novice at this. I've read Dr. Karam's

17 testimony and I'm concerned that there are some attacks

: 18 going on and right or wrong thought I'd provide a little

19 evidentiary support for the witness' testimony. I mean I

20 think it's pretty obvious if he held the job for 25 years

,

21 he must have been doing a good job.
;

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, the Board has
;

23 decided we will allow 40 and 41 both to be put into

24 evidence.
()a

\- 25 (The documents, heretofore narked as

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 GANE Exhibits Number 40 and 41, were

f~ 2 received in evidence.)
(

3 MS. CARROLL: I think 42 and 43 are sort of a

4 set and should go together. And they're factual

5 representations of an organizational change that Mr. Boyd

6 went through and testified to.

7 We acknowledge that 7/1/87 is not the current

8 structure, but it was the structural change that Mr. Boyd

9 experienced as an employee there and has testified about.

10 MR. EVANS: You're talking of GANE 42?

11 MR. JOHNSON: Well, 42 would be -- )
12. CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: 42 and 43.

;

13 MR. EVANS: Which document are you tendering I
(''\ |

(_) 1. .

14 into evidence?

15 MS. CARROLL: Well, both.

16 MR. EVANS: I have no problems with 42. I do

17 object to 43 because I do not believe this is the final

18 version. I believe this is one of the proposals that were

19 aired about, but I notice, for example, that under this,

20 there is no line whereby the manager of the office of

21 radiation safety can report either -- to the Nuclear

22 Safeguards Committee or to the president, yet my

23 understanding is Mr. Boyd was at liberty to report problems

24 both to the committee after the reorganization and to the

25 office of the president.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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i 1 THE WITNESS: 'Not true.
! I

- '~g 2 MS. CARROLL: I notice this figure 1, it looks- ):: t)
| 3 official, like it-was part of another document at one time.

4 4 Did you get this from the safety analysis report? j

|

| 5 THE WITNESS: If you look at the date on this,- |
i i

.6 this is-7/1/87, .not what it is today. I don't know what it-

2 I
7 is today. But this was the document that I received from '

|

8 Dr. Karam as.to how it's going to be, and Dr. Stelson j.

_

9 wanted it to be this way. Now I think it was altered by

[ 10 the president a little bit later, a few months later, that

V
; 11 showed a dotted line from the manager of radiation safety
e

12 or from the radiation safety' officer, then Vern Kahn, to a

13 dotted line maybe.

O
14 MS. CARROLL: Actually jumping ahead, GANE

15 Exhibit Number 46 --

16 THE WITNESS: They changed a lot right in that

17 period of time.

:18 MS. CARROLL: -- and this actually followed the

19 accident and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission finding out

20 about the accident and that did bring about management

21 changes and there's another chart appended to that.

22 MS, WOODHEAD: Could you please explain the

23 handwritten notes on both GANE 42 and 43?

24 MS, CARROLL: Would you do the honors?

25 THE WITNESS: I wrote that on there for their

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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|

1 purposa, they asked me to give them a before and after and

2 this'was a before.

O
3 MS. WOODHEAD: So they're Mr. Boyd's

4 handwritten notes to explain the charts. !

l

5 THE WITNESS: That's correct. |
1

i
6 MS.'WOODHEAD: Staff has no objection to these l

l

7 two documents, having been clarified. |

8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Are you saying that you

9 actually performed your functions for awhile under the

10 organization set forth in GANE 43?
1

11 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. I did it under both

l

12 conditions.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, I know that, but I

14 was wondering about this --

15 THE WITNESS: Yes, for a short period of time -

16 - of course, I wasn't there long anyway, but for a short

17 -period of time, this was the way I was informed the

18 management would be.

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board will admit both

20 42 and 43.

21 (The documents, heretofore marked as

22 GANE Exhibits Number 42 and 43, were

23 received in evidence.)

24 MS. CARROLL: Now GANE 44 will come later.

25 I feel inclined to move that GANE Number 46 go

heal R. Cross & Co., Inc.
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1

1 into the record simply because it does relate to the chart, l

- 2 it's a later document and it's a letter from President
13 Crecine to pretty much the radiation safety program j
.

4 stressing let's understand this organization and he j

5 attached this chart.

6 MS. WOODHEAD: Staff has no objections.
!

7 MR. EVANS: No, we have no objection at all to

8 46.

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: GANE 46 is admitted.

10 (tua document, heretofore marked as

11 GANE Exhibit Number 46, was received

| 12 in evidence.)

13 MS. CARROLL: Well, I don't think ---
,

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: What about 45?
|

15 MS. CARROLL: 45 -- Bob, would you characterize
'

16 this for us, please? |
L i

17 THE WITNESS: What is'45? l

18 MS. CARROLL: It was To File from Bob Boyd

19 dated 2/18/88, subject: Meeting with President Crecine on

20 2/18/88. |

L 21 THE WITNESS: Well, I didn't have a recorder
|

22 with me, but under the time this happened, I was under fear !
I
|

23 of losing my job, so I decided to document as much as I

24 could because of things like this that might come up later.

O 25 And I wanted to document my frustrations with Dr. Crecine

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 . when ha invited me up there and then was so uncourteous to

$gs 2 me as not to listen to my opinions and comments, while I
:.

3 sat there very patiently for 45 minutes listening to his
.

4 opinions and he didn't even know me from Jack Adams, you7

5 know, and promised me that I was going to get to -- I don't
.

6 like anybody like that, especially a person over me saying

7 I'm going to tell.you a few things, then I'm going to give
! 8 you the opportunity to talk. To me, that's not a very good

9 person. He gave me the opportunity to say one sentence and
.

1

10 then he left.
:

I 11 So I just wanted to document that this man

12 didn't know a thing about radiation safety, he admitted
.

'
. 13 that he learned more in the last two weeks after the

$
14 firings than he cared to know. That was a remark he made.

1

15 So I wanted to document things for my later book that I'm |

I
16 not going to write. I

17 MS. WOODHEAD: Staff objects to GANE 45 because

18 it's simply redundant to the testimony, it's not necessary, I

19 it's already on the record as Mr. Boyd's testimony.

20 MS. CARROLL: Do you concur with that? I've

21 got to admit I haven't re-read it here on the spot.

22 THE WITNESS: Concur with what? Yeah, I think

23 they've heard me comment about this.

24 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board would think

O 25 this should go in, just like if you had prepared testimony

Neal-R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 and comm nted on it. The Board will allow 45 to go in.

. 2 (The document, heretofore marked as'

3 GANE Exhibit Number 45, was received

4

4 in evidence.)

5 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: I must remind GANE
:

6 again that things that happened that long ago, whatever,

i

7 controversy existed at that time should not and not be re-
I

8 litigated here.3-

J I'

9 MS. CARROLL: I maybe just don't know when j
l

10 enough is enough. But this is our witness and this is his,

|
'

11 testimony. And I didn't want to limit it in a way that we

12 might regret later.3

13- GANE Number 47 is a similar type document.
: /'N

\-- 14 This is an address from President Crecine to the general

15 faculty and these are -- correct me if I'm wrong -- I
;

16 should let you characterize it, Mr Boyd.

17 THE WITNESS: This document?

18 MS. CARROLL: This is President Crecine's

19 address to general faculty 2/16/88, 1:00 p.m.

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: 2/26.

21 MS, CARROLL: 2/26/88.

22 THE WITNESS: Well, once again, we didn't have

23 any court recorder or anybody there to take notes, so my

24 daughter, who is fluent at writing as fast as anybody, sat

\-- 25 beside me on the front row and took notes of what Dr.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 Crecine said. She's almost as good as you as a court

. 2 , recorder, not quite. And so this is her writing of what
-

3 Dr. Crecine said. There was 300-400 people in that

4 meeting, so the thing that Bill' Downs created on top of the

5 reactor really got notoriety the next year, see. And the

6 firing of the two guys helped that notoriety along. And

7 Dr. Crecine had only been on the job four months, so he

8 didn't know rat squat about what was going on. And so he

9 made a lot of comments, I'm sure he may like to reject from

10 this now, like saying I learned more about radiation safety

11 than I care to know, and I was appalled that none of the

12 radiation safety people had any degrees that had anything
.

13 to do with health physics. He had no knowledge or concern7.s
! :
' \ 14 that the man-year experience was up to 50 to 60 years of |

15 man-years of health physics experience. You know, he just

j' 16 left that out and kind of just blamed health physics for

; 17 everything that was going on down there, which wasn't true.

18 And I wanted to document things that he said. And that'sj
1
|

19 what this is all about. And it's pretty true what he said. I

4

20 MS. WOODHEAD: Well, staff would object for the
,

21 same reason as stated for the previous document. Mr.i

22 Boyd's testimony has been recorded by the court reporter

23 and it summarizes the document and it's nothing more than

24 his notes about the subject he just related to us, so it's7-
V

25 not necessary to put a document in the record which repeats

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 his testimony.

2 MS. CARROLL: Although this is --gg
U

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board is about to

4 rule in favor of the document, so you'd better not say

5 anything.

6 MS. CARROLL: Okay.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: It having been prepared

8 back in the '88 time frame. If there should be

9 discrepancies between it and the testimony, this was an

10 earlier statement and sometimes af ter time people forget or

11 don't remember exactly, so I think it should go in and we

12 will admit it on that basis.

13 (The document, heretofore marked as,s

14 GANE Exhibit Number 47, was received-

I
15 in evidence.) i

16 MS. WOODHEAD: I'd like to point out to the
|

17 Board that it represents other people's ideas, reactions
'

18 and feelings and we have no idea whether this is true.

19 This is Mr. Boyd's daughter's recordation and perhaps

20 additions by Mr. Boyd. I think it's a piece of evidence

21 that's worthless.

22 MS. CARROLL: This is actually totally related

23 to-Crecine's address. Did he have any speculation on what

24 he was thinking? It's what he said to a gathering of 400

0 25 people.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 THE WITNESS: This is a paraphrase kind of, of |
!

2 what he said, she wrote it as he was saying it, sat right |O,
|

3 there on the front row and wrote it down kind of shorthand. |

| 4 MS. WOODHEAD: I beg to differ. On page 2, it
!
1

\
| 5 says reactions: It says the representatives of the '

| |

6 committee that was abolished were very upset. Isn't that

7 something that is the spoken word.

8 THE WITNESS: Dr. Crecine said that.

|
9 MS. CARROLL: So do you -- am I hearing you |

1

10 right, these notes are purely of Dr. Crecine's address, and )
11 if he said reactions, he's talking about the reaction of

12 the campus.

13 THE WITNESS: I distinctly remember him saying7_
U 14 that. He was upset himself because he didn't know it was

15 going to happen.

16 MS. CARROLL: I know some of our documents do

17 have to do with your views on stuff, but this is purely

18 Crecine's --

19 THE WITNESS: It just shows the management

20 commitment at the time wasn't too strong. You know, as a

21 matter of fact, the man didn't know anything about it, he

22 probably didn't even know there was a reactor there at the

23 time. But there was a lot of confusion about this time.

24 And that to me implies not a superior program, to have-

LJ 25 confusion any time.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 MS. CARROLL: Does your decision stand?

2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I have some questions

3 personally. Parts of this don't appear to be any part of

4 an address, that's what confuses me.

5 THE WITNESS: What parts?

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, there's a number of

7 things on the last two pages, question and answer section.

8 What is that, is that part of the address too?

9 THE WITNESS: Well, the address ended up there

10 where the questions and answers start and Dr. Crecine asked

11 for the audience, the faculty to participate and these are
i

12 the questions or some of the comments that the faculty made

13 following his talk. It really wasn't a formal address, he7-
V

14 just got up there and started talking before the faculty,

15 it was kind of a faculty meeting, because we'd received so

16 much bad press over the firing and a lot of misinformation

17 and a lot of bad -- made Georgia Tech look bad.
;

18 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: A lot of the i

19 statements in here are not clear as to who made that
i

20 statement, who had said what to whom. For example, if you

21 go to page 4, I see nuclear engineering is involved. There j

22 are seamy faculty politics. His assessment is he doesn't

!
23 like it. Who is saying what to whom?

- 24 THE WITNESS: Where is this?

25 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: On page 4 of this

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 Prasident Crecina's address.

2 15U3 WITNESS: All right, read that again now.7g

i N_
3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Bottom line.

4 'ERE WITNESS : Nuclear Engineering is involved.
,

5 There are seamy faculty politics.

6 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: His assessment is he
;

7 doesn't like it. Who is saying what to whom?
a

8 THE WITNESS: His assessment is he doesn't like

9 it. Well, --

10 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: Is this part of his
,

11 address?
,

12 THE WITNESS: He's -- yeah, he's trying to tell

13 the faculty that people are dividing up sides in this2

* A
%s 14 matter, see, and he doesn't like it because everybody has

,

! 15 made a lot of mistakes on this thing, he says, there were a

16 lot of mistakes made on all points. And he's trying to tell
,

i

| 17 the faculty there that nuclear engineering is involved.
!

18 There are seemingly faculty politics -- he's saying that.

I 19 the sides is getting out of hand and it's getting to be

i

20 politics, see. And he's addressing these faculty members
;

,

21 that way. He said everybody can share some of the blame.
,

4

'

22 He admitted even himself.

23 MR. EVANS: I might point out that this is,

! 24 among other things, hearsay and it is not reliable hearsay
1

; 25 because it is apparently an address and someone, not

)

I
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1 President Crecine, giving an interpretation of what he
|

f- 2 said, and as far as I know -- did you prepare this? |

3 MS. WOODHEAD: His daughter.

|
'4 THE WITNESS: My daughter kind of put it

5 together.

|
6 MR. EVANS: This is double' hearsay. |

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Did you review this?

8 THE WITNESS: Yeah,.after she wrote it.

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: And as far as you know,

10 it's accurate? )
11 THE WITNESS: I didn't change it any.

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: But these were just what :

13 you would have written if you could write fast enough.

- O' 14 THE WITNESS: If I could have written fast

15 enough.

-16 MR. EVANS: But I'm pointing out that this is

17 his impressions of a transcriber who is transcribing from a

h-
18 speech of someone else. You have double hearsay. I just

19 think that's inherently unreliable.

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Forget the transcriber, j

21 Assuming that Mr. Boyd has reviewed this and it is accurate

22 as to what went on.

23 THE WITNESS: It is accurate as to what went

24 on.

O 25 MS. WOODHEAD: I would suggest that it's a very

.Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 biased interpretation of the address by President Crecine.

2 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Boyd --

3 MS. WOODHEAD: I think it's a biased

4 interpretation of the president's address.

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, Mr. Boyd is welcome

6 to have that.

7 MS. WOODHEAD: I don't think it's reliable as

8 evidence.

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I would say that many

10 statements the other way might themselves be biased. We're

11 supposed.to decide what's right, this is just one view

12 which isn't the staff's view and it's not Georgia Tech's

13 view.

(\ . 1

14 MS. WOODHEAD: No, I believe it's a question of I

|

15 reliable evidence. If it's not reliable, it shouldn't be

16 in the record.

17 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: But Mr. Boyd says it is

18 reliable. He testified that he has reviewed it and it's

19 accurate. So forget the fact that there was a transcriber

20 there.

21 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: I've got a question

22 for GANE. If there is a transcript of the President's

23 address, would you substitute it in place of this.

24 MS. CARROLL: It would be preferable to GANE ---

25 MR. JOHNSON: Absolutely.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 MS. CARROLL: -- to have a transcript of |

! 2 Crecine's address.gs |

1 3 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: So all you want to
'

1

4 introduce is an address of the President instead of Mr.
'

5 Boyd's impression of what was said.
|<

6 MS. CARROLL: We are very interested in the |
!7 attitude, even though he's not the current president, his
|
|

8 attitude towards -- you know, he's named on the license, I
t

9 think it's important such as it is, for its historical-

10 value.
i

11 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: Perhaps a transcript
|
1

.

12 exists and perhaps we should explore -- !

|.

13 MS. CARROLL: Mr. Boyd said he saw no court !.

h,

'''- 14 reporter there and that's why he put his wife -- his,

4

15 daughter to the task of writing it down as fast as she
. ,

16 could.1

;

'

17 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: Perhaps there was a

1

18 prepared written text to which he read from.
:
'

19 THE WITNESS: Dr. Crecine -- if he did, he
f
i

j 20 stood right up there without a podium and didn't have any

21 notes, because I was there watching him. He was just.

i

22 talking off the cuff.
<

23 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: If it the intent of
i

24 GANE is to introduce the President's address rather than

25 Mr. Boyd's impression, then this piece of paper does not,

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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i i serva your intent..
'

:.
k

2 MS. CARROLL': I.think that calling it Mr.

1.oe

[. 3n Boyd's impression is a little stronger. I mean I've
|
: .

. . .

j 4 noticed the colloquialism before, instead of saying, you
i

5 know, I don''t'like it,.which is maybe what Crecine.said,

6 his assessment is he doesn't like it. I noticed that, I
I

| 7 mean it -- I noticed that too, it arrested me too. And
j ..

j c yet, I have always felt that Mr. Boyd's intentions are

! ,

j. 9 honorable and he's attempting to be as factual as possible
!.
j 10 and this does not attempt to misrepresent what it is, it

|
j. 11 doesn't attempt to be the text of Crecine's address but it

- 12' attempts to document it. Not all of it may even be helpful
!

13 to.us, but Crecine's attitude toward all of that is..

LOj 14 important to note -- to know.

!'
] ~ 15 MR. JOHNSON: And this is, to our knowledge,
4

[ 16 the.most accurate, complete version of Mr. Crecine's
.

- 17 comments that exists. We don't know if he has a written.--
!
[ 18 and again, if there is a written text, if there is
!

| 19 something we can get access to through a public document

f 20 process or something, we probably would be willing to put

!
21 that in place of this.

'

,

I 22 MS. CARROLL: I'll go further and say that I
{
.

[ 23 suppose if Georgia Tech finds.this very damaging to them,
i
b

F 24 Dr. Karam or someone else that was present at the speech

i
1 '- 25 would probably be free to express their view, particularly
,

!

| Neal R.. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 if you admit this document.

2 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: But to go back to my
V

3. earlier comment, whatever controversy existed way back in

4 1987 '88- will not'be re-litigated here. : Assuming we let

5- ~this piece of-paper in, what are we going to do with it?

6 ADhINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: 'In my view, that

7 is the relevant question. How does it tend to-prove the

i8 contention related to management'in the present day?

9 That's'the only-criterion that we-have to decide. I mean

:10 that is the only issue, I should say, that we have to

.11 decide, is whether the current management is qualified to

12 run this reactor. Now what the president said in 1988 has

13- just no bearing that I'can see on it.

O 14 And so whether we let it in or not, I have said

-15 my piece yesterday on this sort of thing and I reaffirm it-

.16 now and point out that whether it goes in or not, it is

17 devoid of probative value to the contention before us.
<

: .

18 So, there is nothing here -- it does not pose+

;

| 19 any material fact to us to resolve.

,

20 MS. CARROLL: Maybe in my greenness, I don't.

l'

! 21' even know what I say sometimes, but we understand the
t

f 22 context of Mr. Boyd's testimony in this. It's very
:
1

j 23 relevant what the attitude of the president and the vice
:

{ 24 president and their level of concern. Mr. Boyd can only

| 25 testify to old time events, we're stuck there while he's on

i

!
;_ Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 the stand, and a pattern would be important to establish.

2 If we don't manage to get into the record a piece --

3 there's. testimony --

4 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE-KLINE: Cumulative

5 testimony,

6 MS. CARROLL: -- but it would,be important that

7 this would be there'to link upLwith the present day

8 evidence.
,

.9 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Something'that

1-0 would be the anchor point of past events has been

11 established adequately. Even if there are details yet to

12 be filled in, .they're cumulative to what we have to decide.

13 The additional details -- I mean we have an adequate view

14 of what happened ten years ago, eight years ago, nine years-

~15 ago. The issue of whether or not there's a pattern now

16 depends on what happened to up to date events. And'that's

17 the thing that will either establishLor not establish a

18' pattern, but if it turns out that there's even a hint of a

11 9 pattern anywhere, we know enough about these past events to

20 tie it down to that. So we're telling you anything else

-21 you add is cumulative when you take into consideration the

.22 decision we have to make. A couple of other little

23- detailed facts aren't going to help us any, we have a ,

.

.

24 comprehensive view already.

25 MS, CARROLL: Well, these are details, but they

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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i 1 .go to the upper management attitude and we don't have a lot

i fs 2 on that. We have a lot on the hostility and, you know, how
It
1 3 they operated at the facility. We don't have an enormous
:
.

j- 4 on the upper management. This is pretty small, there's

i
! 5- . testimony --.I think this goes to -- this is actually- j
!

| 6 closer linked to what Dr. Crecine said than his feelings
;

|. 7 about it, but --

I
~

I 8 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Well, a perfectly I
i
! 9' accurate account of what the president said does not remedy
:
j. 10 the problem I'm having. Even if it were accurate to the

1

i 11 very word, to the very last word, it would not be a remedy
,1
'

12 for the difficulty, which is that it's not probative of

13 what we have to decide.
!c ..

.
14 MR. EVANS: Also, this is President Crecinei

s

i
F 15 that's two presidents ago.
I
I 16 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Yeah. ,

i. J

}
I 17 MR. EVANS: What does it show about the current
i I

18 president?;

:

I 19 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Frankly --
:
i

| 20 MS. CARROLL: Well, it shows an inherent
i

; . problem in the system that presidents come and go and they21
;
~

22 have differing attitudes about their reactor and their

23 obligations to the NRC and Crecine is Crecine and '88 is
1

1

i 24 '88 and that's all we can offer here. We intend to offer

'O
t 25 more in more current time when that times rolls around and
;

i.
,

! Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 that witness rolls around.
,

2 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Then-I think we4

i O
3 should get on with that..

'
4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board will admit this

!
5 document but we will make sure it will be labeled Mr.,

!

i 6 Boyd's impressions of President Crecine's address to
|

7 general faculty, as taken by Mr. Boyd's daughter, as

!: 8 recorded by Mr. Boyd's daughter,
i

! 9 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: So the record will
i

10 clearly show this is Mr. Boyd's impression and also it will
:

11 clearly show the notes were taken by Mr. Boyd's daughter.

f 12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yeah, that in'any event.;

13 is in the record, but we will --,

\- 14 'MS. CARROLL: Well, how about adding this, and

15 reviewed and agreed upon by Mr. Boyd. I mean add that to'-

16 -

17 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That's in the record too,

18 we asked that already.

19 MS. CARROLL: Okay.

20 Your Honors and parties, John Galloway is here

21 and he will have to leave for a 5:00 appointment. This may

22 ' not be a tidy breaking point but it might be expedient to

23 go ahead and take advantage of Mr. Galloway's presence

24 and --

(
\-' 25 MR. EVANS: Excuse me, but it does seem to me

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 wa at least.ought to finish these documents before we go to-

2 Mr. Galloway. There are only about three more.
4

~

3 MS. CARROLL: -Well, who knows what will happen..

|

| 4 I mean Mr. Galloway is planning a trip across the country

5 and I guess unless the Court orders him not to, he may not
,

j 6 be available in June.
1

7 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Mr Turk, what are

! 8 your plans for Mr. Galloway?
4

9 MR. TURK: Approximately 20 minutes. I would

! 10 suggest, given Mr. Galloway's need to be out of here, let's

11 do him, maybe take a five minute break, use the facilities,

i 12 come back and do it as quickly as possible.

13 MS. CARROLL: I'm sorry if it's inconvenient,

O 14- but I think it'll be the best way to do it.-

15 MR. EVANS: I want to make sure that that Mr.
t

i
16 Boyd is available. We certainly won't finish --

17 THE WITNESS: I can come back.

18 MR. EVANS: You can be back tomorrow morning?.

!
19 I just want to make sure that's satisfactory.

! 20 THE WITNESS: That's fair,

i 21 MR. EVANS: Thank you, sir.
1

22 (A short recess was taken.)

; 23 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Galloway, welcome

4 24 back. You are still under oath.

#

25 Whereupon,

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 JOHN GALLOWAY

gg 2 was recalled as a witness herein, and having previously4

U/
| 3 been sworn, was examined and testified as follows:

4 MR. TURK: May I proceed? |,

'
-

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Turk, I guess this is |

6 your presentation..

7 MR. TURK: Thank you, Your Honor. Good,

i

8 afternoon, Mr. Galloway. I will try to be as brief as
4

9 possible. I know you have somewhere to go today. I don't |

|

10 know that we will be able to get you out of here in time to |

11 make a five o' clock appointment, but --

'

12 THE WITNESS: No problem. I've resigned to

1
13 being loose in my' schedules. I appreciate y'all

|14 accommodating me.
i

15 MR. TURK: Let me begin by asking you just a

16 few preliminary questions about your own training and |

17 background.
|

18 FURTHER CROSS EXAMINATION

19 BY MR. TURK:

20 Q It is correct that you are currently a junior

21 at Georgia Tech?

22 A Yes.

23 Q And you are studying electrical engineering?

24 A Yes.7s

25 Q You have never had any courses of health

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 physics?.

2 A No.
.

> a'

3 Q You have never had any courses in nuclear

4' engineering?
4

O 5 A No.
!

j 6 Q You have never had any courses in management?
!

! 7 A No, I have not.

8 Q That's all correct, the statements I've made?

i
9' A Yes.

10 Q In your testimony ---in your direct testimony

11 you make reference to what I perceive to be essentially

12 three items. One is the radiation suit incident, the

|
13 second is the drop in the water level of the pool and'the i

c) z''
14 ~ third is a statement by Mr. Vickery, Chief Vickery, that'he. )
15 has faith in Dr. Karam. Perhaps you can expand upon that

16 little bit and we'll explore that a little. Let me start

17 first of all by inquiring as to the radiation suit

18 incident.

19 A Okay.

20 Q As I understand your testimony, you were told

21 that a Georgia Tech police officer told you -- Now, this is

22 Mr. Kemp, Officer Kemp?

"

23 A Yes.

24 Q He told you about an event in which he was

- O 25 called to the Georgia Tech Research Reactor to investigate

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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; 1 an incident.

'

2 A He and another officer. I don't know if thatO,.r.' 3 was apparent in the written testimony. It was he and one

4 other officer.
.

5 Q You do not know what that incident was?,

.

6 A No , I was unable to find any record of such an

7 event.

8 Q All right. And then your testimony goes on to

9 state that when they came to the front door of the facility

10 they were greeted by two men wearing white radiation suits?
1

4 11 A Correct.

J

12 Q You do not know whether there was a need for

13 those men to be wearing the radiation suits, do you?
b)O 14 A No.i

*

15 Q And Office Kemp did not know whether there was

16 a need for them to be wearing radiation suits?

17 A As the two gentlemen did not tell him what was

18 going on, no, he did not.

19 Q So at this point we have no way of knowing

20 whether there was a need for him to wear a radiation suit

21 or not. Is that correct?

22 A Are you talking about Officer Kemp --

23 Q Yes.

24 A -- for him to wear one? No.
O

25 Q We don't know.-

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 A Wo don't know.

2- Q Is there anything about that incident that~

(,/
3 raises a concern regarding the management of the facility?

4 A About the management of the facility? The

5 question gets raised in my own mind, and this, you know,

6 this -- can construe this as speculative or opinion or
7 what-have-you, but that's where it generates is in my mind,

8 so obviously my opinion that if there is an alarm call at

9. the facility, officers are dispatched and those officers

10 are greeted in radiation suits, that would suggest to me a

11 situation in which, you know, those suits were called for.

12 That is, of course, an opinion, but I cannot imagine or

13 figure out or in any of my readings figure out why they
O 14 would be wearing suits unless there was -- unless there is

15 some, you know, caution or criticality within the facility.

16 |
l

17 Q That's your assumption?

18 A That's an assumption, but that's right now all
i
l19 I have to operate on. That's the basis for it.

20 Q All right. And essentially that's speculation I
i

21 on your part as to what may have happened there, correct?

22 A I'm not speculating as to what happened, no,

23 but I would put -- I would frame the event that something -

24 - you know, if somebody, you know, spilled a cup of coffee,

O 25 they wouldn't be wearing a radiation suit. I think that is

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 a precautionary measure that would surround an incident
.

l 2 that would involve radiation.- s
,f

3 Q What I would like to be clear about is, this is

4 your own assumption or speculation about something that

5 might have happened, but you don't know what might have3

i
i 6 happened that day?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Is that correct?

9 A Yes, that is correct. To finish answering your

10 . question, the fact that the gentlemen who greeted the

11 officer at the door informed the officers that they did not

12 need suits, the officers then turned around and basically

13 walked away and said, we're not ccming in. This is all If_

\~'l\

14 was able -- This was all that Sgt. Kemp -- excuse me,

15 Officer Kemp. I found out he is not a sergeant. That's

16 all, the extent of what he told me, but the fact that two

17 people inside the facility who know what's going on, are

18 wearing radiation, tell people who do not know what is

19 going on, but yet they are called in as security to handle

20 the event that they don't need suits, are not apprised of

21 the situation, that would raise some alarm for me. As an

22 officer -- I would have behaved the same way that Officer

23 Kemp did. I would not have gone in.

24 Q You don't know whether the men wearing the~s

' '/
\

25 radiation suits were there simply for purposes of carrying

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 out a drill or exercise, do you?

rw 2 A No , I do not.
,

V
3 Q You don't know whether they had come to the

4 facility and determined already that there was no radiation

: 5 hazard present?

6 A I do not.
.

7 Q You don't know, therefore, of any reason to
P

8 believe that they were incorrect in telling the officer,

9 that he did not need a radiation suit, do you?
s

10 A No.
.

11 Q You don't know whether the officers were

12 responding to an intrusion alarm as opposed to a

13 criticality alarm, do you?

'-
14 A No, that's what I went looking for in the

15 record and --

16 Q You do not know --

17 A At the present time, no.

18 Q For all you know the officers may have been

19 called there because a motion detector was triggered.

20 That's a possibility, correct?

21 A Anything is possible at this point.

22 Q You just don't know?

23 A No. But -- May I add to that, or is this a

24 yes, no format.

%.)
25 Q If you feel there is a need to expand upon your

,

|
!

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 answer you can do so, but if you feel that the question can |
|

2 fairly be answered with a yes or no, then your answer N

3 should be restricted to the yes or no.

4 A I understand. I would like to add into the
!

5 record though that Officer Kemp's demeanor in telling me j

6 this story would suggest that his impression of the

7 incident -- Like I said, this is, of course, my impression,
8 but his demeanor in telling me this was not -- you know, it

9 wasn't serious. It was an emotion alarm. He acted very )
l

10 concerned, and you know, I don't think he would have backed

11 off if he had been told -- He just said that they were not
.

1

'12 going to respond, you know, by going into the building and

13 at that point they left.

14 Q Do you have any reason to believe that it was

15 improper for him not to enter the building?

16 A Improper for him not to? I'm not aware of the

17 full police procedure, but I don't feel that it was

18 improper.

19 Q Let's move onto the next part of your

20 testimony.

21 A Okay.

22 Q At the bottom of the first page of your direct

23 testimony, you commenced discussing the drop in the water

24 level of the Cobalt-60 pool, and this goes onto the top of

25 the following page. With respect to the drop in the cobalt

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 pool level, as I understand your testimony you were told c f |

!

f- 2 this by'a female officer who was on duty at the campus
k_)3

3 police station, correct?
|

|

4 A Correct. 1

i
1

5 Q And she related to you that sometime earlier --
i

6 This was the March 23, 1995 event, correct?

7 A Correct.
'

l

|
8 Q The police officers received an alarm I

i
|9 indicating that the pool level had dropped. Is that i

1

10 correct? I
l

11 A Yes.
I

12 Q And one or more of the officers then called Dr.
I

13 Karam, correct?,_

TJ, - |
14 A Yes. ;

15 Q And according to the balance of your testimony

16 Dr. Karam then responded, he came to the center, is that

i
17 correct? i

i

18 A Yes.

19 Q And I believe we saw yesterday in a document
|

20 that is not part of the record, but in discussing'that !

21 document, it was indicated that Dr. Karam arrived 45 )

22 minutes after being notified of the events. Do you recall

23 that?

24 A Yes, that's correct.

O 25 Q You have never seen the procedures which are to

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1- be followed'by the police when they get an alarm from the

2 facility, is'that' correct?

.3 A By the police, no.

4 'Q You don't know whether there is a default

5 procedure in place,as to whom the police should call if

6 they cannot reach Dr. Karam?

7 A From my limited understanding from the reading

8 of the safety analysis report is that there are -- in the

9 event that the director is not reached, then other members

10 of the Office of Radiation Safety, the assistant facility
11 director, are to -- are in the know, are in the chain of

12 people to be contacted.

13 Q So there is this default mechanism which I
''' 14 would characterize this procedure as being, if'you can't

15 reach Dr Karam, call the next person on the list?.

16 A Yes. My understanding, it took.him 45 minutes;

17 to respond and after 45 minutes had he not responded, it is

18 not clear -- at least in my reading of the safety analysis,

| 19 report -- if at that point they are called or if people are

20 from the onset called. So something could happen in that
,

,
45 minutes and -- It's unclear.21

'
.

22 Q It's unclear to you?

i
| 23 A Yes. And from my limited conversations, it
4

. 24 would be unclear to other people who have also read the

-

|- 25 safety analysis report, .but that's their story.

!
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1 Q Do you know whether the police, the campus i

2 police, are unclear as to what they should do if they

3 cannot reach Dr. Karam?

4 A I do not know. I would hope they do, but I do

5 not know.

6 Q Now,-also Dr. Karam has been the facility

7 director since 1983. Are you aware of that?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Would you agree that Dr. Karam should be able

10 to discern, upon receiving a report from the police
4

11 station, he should be able to discern whether the matter is^

12 serious enough so that action must be taken before he can
4

13 arrive or whether action can wait until he arrives. Would,

{O.

14 you agree?

15 A Are you asking me to make an assumption or --

16 Q Well, do you know? ).

'

17 A Do I know that he would have that knowledge? I

18 have no idea.
.

19 Q But you don't know that he would be unable to
.

20 make that judgment, correct?

21 A No, I don't know that.

22 Q Also in your testimony you indicate that when

i 23 the police called Dr. Karam as a matter of course, you

24 state, quote, "Dr. Karam would make the judgment on how to
_

25 react, often just waiting until the following morning to

|
r
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1 fill out the paperwork, presumably file the incident

! -

. .

j -2- report." You have no way of knowing whether Dr. Karam
;-

-

'

[ 3 would be unable to exercise correct judgment in that
i i

|
'

4 regard, do you?-
i-
I' S A Could you rephrase?
'

|
! 6- Q Yes. Your testimony at the top of page 2
I
I 7 essentially states that'Dr. Karam would make a judgment, c

|

|i
8 and I assume would then advise the police on the proper -!

~

I

; 9 course to follow, including whether a matter could'be

}
! 10 deferred until-the following morning. That's what you

I
; 11 state'in your direct?

i
;- 12 A Yes.
!

'13 Q You have no way of knowing whether that

iO' 14 process, allowing Dr. Karam to make that judgment and
i

!- 15 sometimes waiting until the following morning, is an

i' .16 improper way to go about doing business? You don't know
E

| 17 that, do you? {
4

18 A Frightening, but no I don't. I don't know that

19 that's improper.

20 Q Moving on to the next paragraph, you indicate

21 that you had a conversation with Ms. Burris of the police

22 department, campus police department, in_which you inquired

23 about other incidents, she gave you a list or she recited

24 to you a list of items, and you noted that there was no

O 25 emergency drill for 1994.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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|
1 A Th:t is correct.

2 Q There was no emergency drill for 1994

O
3 enumerated to you by Ms. Burris?

4 A That is correct.

5 Q Do you know whether an emergency drill was

6 conducted in 1994?

7 A According to Ms. Burris one was not because she

8 did not have it on record. That is all I have to go by.

9 Q She didn't say a drill was not conducted, did

10 she?

11 A She said she had no record. I'm making the

12 equivocation that no record would mean that one was not

13 held. Q That's your assumption?p_s
(
\-- 14 A Yes.

15 Q Speculation. Your guess, correct?

16 A Yes. But as fact, she stated that was not on

17 record, or that she didn't have ti.'t in her records. So

18 take that, you know, that may be...

19 Q Going down to the last item on page 2, this

20 gets into the conversation you had with Chief Vickery at

21 the. time high enriched uranium was being removed from the

22 facility, and you indicate that Chief Vickery stated to you

23 that, "We all must have faith in their ability to run

24 things." And that's at the top of the third page of your

25 direct. That's correct?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 A Yes.

2 Q You would agree that Chief Vickery is not a

3 nuclear engineer?

4 A Agreed.

5 Q He does not hold an operator's license to your

6 knowledge?

7 A To my knowledge, no.

8 Q Or a senior reactor operator's license?

9 A No.

10 Q As far as you know he does not?

11 A As far as I know, yes.

12 Q And you would not expect hi.m to hold a license

13 to operate the reactor, would you?

14 A If it isn't his job, no. I don't know what his

15 qualifications are or need to be to sit'on the Nuclear |

16 Safeguards Committee, but as factual information for his

17 job, no. I don't know if I'm qualified to sit on the

18 Nuclear Safeguards Committee. It might be fun.

19 MR. TURK: May I have a moment.

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.

21 MS. CARROLL: What did you just say, Mr. Turk.

22 I couldn't quite hear.

23 MR. TURK: May we go off the record.

24 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Off the record.

25 (Off the record)

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 CHAIRMAN BENIHOEFER: Back on the record.

2 BY MR. TURK:

3 Q Mr. Galloway, I have allimited number of

| 4 questions for you in the way of just continuing the
i

5. previous lines of questions.

6 A Okay.

7 Q Is it correct that you have not reviewed the

8 campus police procedures-for responding to an emergency --

9 A No.

10 Q -- to an alarm? ,

11 A No, I have not read them.

12 Q You have not reviewed those procedures?

13 A No.

O 14 Q You do not know then whether the campus police

15 followed their own procedures cn did not follow their

16 procedures.

17 A To my knowledge they followed their own

18 procedures according to my conversation with Ms. Burris.

19 Q So nothing in your direct testimony then should
,

20 be interpreted as a statement that you believe they are not

21- following procedures?

22 A I am not 100 percent certain that their

23' procedures were followed. It's only conjecture.

24 Q You don't know.

O 25 A I don't know. I'm not going to say they did or

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1

1 did not.

l

2 Q Do you know how far Dr. Karam lives from the

3 facility?
i

l
4 A Somewhere on something his home address was :

.5 printed, but off the top of my head, I do not.

6 Q Do you know the travel time from his home to

|
7 the facility, normal travel time?

8 A No.

9 Q When you spoke with Chief Vickery, and this had

10 to do with his statement that we have to have faith in the

-11 management, do you recall him stating to you that he is not

12 a nuclear physicist?

13 A Give me a moment.

O 14 (Pause)

15 A I believe his words in our conversation were

16 nuclear expert, to the best of my-knowledge.

17 Q And then he stated that he has to have faith in

18 Dr. Karam and Dr. Ice, specifically, to run things

19 correctly?

20 A Yes. I believe Dr. Karam was the person he

21 named, but he also -- Yes. To answer your question, yes.

22 He also said the same about Dr. Ice and there were others,

23 but those are the only two that I know. I believe he

24 referred to them collectively as the members of the

O 25 committee, which would be referring to the Nuclear

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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.

1 Safeguards Committee.
4

! 2 Q You do not know whether-the Georgia Tech |

iO
3 procedures provide for Dr. Karam to be able to delegate ;1

.

1

4 someone else to respond to an emergency in the event that I

:
5 he is unable to respond? You do-not know that, do you? |

6 A I'm trying to piece it back from the safety )

7 analysis report, but I'll answer no.

8 MS. CARROLL: John?
|

|
9 THE WITNESS: Yes. .

I

10 MS. CARROLL: You can take time if you need to

11 reflect on something. You are allowed as much time as you
I

12 need. I

13 THE WITNESS: There's a page that's in my mind

O -14 from the safety analysis, which I didn't bring today. |

15 MS. CARROLL: I have our copy. j
1

16 THE WITNESS: If I may borrow that for a |

17 minute.

18 MR. TURK: Let me see if perhaps I can refresh

19 your recollection from your deposition.

20 THE WITNESS: Okay.

21 BY MR. TURK:

22 Q Do you recall that I took your deposition on

23 April 8, 1996?

24 A. Yes, indeed.

O 25 .Q And you were sworn at that time, do you recall?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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'

1 A- Yes.

2 Q Let me call your attention to page 52 of your

3 deposition transcript. The question posed is, "Do you know

4 whether the Georgia Tech procedures provide for any

5 individual other than Dr. Karam to respond in the event of

6 an accident?" Answer, "No."

7 A Yes.

8 Q That was your statement then?

9 A Yes. That statement at that time. I have read

10 further since then, which is why I --

11 Q Let me go on to the next question and answer.

12 "Do you know whether Dr. Karam is authorized to delegate to

- 13 anyone else the duty of responding in the event of an

V 14 accident?" Answer, "No, I don't." And that was the

15 question and answer you provided, correct?

16 A On April 8th.

17 Q And you've stated earlier today you have not

18 read the procedures.

19 A From the Georgia Tech police.

I20 Q You have not read the police procedures?

21 A The police procedures. I'm speaking of -- I

22 would assume you are asking about delegation, that would be

23 facility procedures and not police procedures.

24 Q All right.

25 (The witness reviews certain material.)
|
|

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 A This is arranged differently than what I am )
!g- g 2 familiar with, but my answer stands, no.

O
3 MR. TURK: 'I don't think I have anything else,

! 4 Your Honor. |
4

5 Thank you, Mr. Galloway.

6 MR- EVANS: I believe at this time it would be

j 7 in order to move to strike the entire direct testimony of
'

8 the gentleman because all I've heard is I don't know,
1 9 speculative or guess -- if you don't like the word

10 speculate, guess, surmise. He hasn't read the regulations.

11 He has admitted that he is not necessarily saying that Dr.

12 Karam -- There's no indication of any contention even that

13 management has done something wrong. There's speculationn
I
'~#

14 about a number of things, but I think his testimony. negates

15 any possibility of his written testimony having any

16 probative value whatsoever to any recognizable issue in the

17 case.
i

18 MS. CARROLL: Shall I speak?:

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.

20 MS. CARROLL: We had a couple of I guess

21 redirect questions.
4

22 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE KLINE: No, answer the

23 argument.

24 MS. CARROLL: Well, I just think it would

4 25 clarify it. I think that the -- Mr. Turk did not get a
4

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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( 1 clear answer to a very clear question and I think -- and it
1

: ;

'

2 lent to the management and I was going to seek to clarify

3 that. That might go to Mr. Evans' objections. It might |

| 4 not. I think the record can suffer a small amount of

5 factual testimony.

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board will defer

7 action on this motion until further questioning is

8 complete, both by way of a couple of questions that I have

9 and redirect, recross, etcetera. So we will defer, we will

10 not rule on it at this moment.

11 MR. EVANS: Thank you, Your Honor. I might
.

i

12 say, I think that's entirely appropriate.
'

13 MS. CARROLL: Did you have any cross or --
,,,

U 14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I have a couple of

15 questions first. These are mostly technical detail I
i

16 questions. The direct testimony, at least in two' places,

17 references deposition exhibits. Have we received those? |

l

18 MS. CARROLL: I never have. |
|

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't know what that

20 means. I can't tell what exhibit -- We don't get the l

21 depositions. |

22 MS. CARROLL: You did see the one exhibit

23 yesterday. You said you wouldn't be needing it, but you

24 did see -- that was one of the --,

i
'N 25 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Right.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 THE WITNESS: Maybe I can clear the air. The
~

other two deposition exhibits were taken strictly forf~ 2

3 information purposes. They are my own notes and probably

4 are not relevant to anything that you would need. The,

5 description from the notes is meted in the testimony. So I

6 wouldn't be concerned with those.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I was just needing some
,

8 clarification because as a routine we do not see
1

9 depositions or the exhibits.

10 THE WITNESS: Okay. I hadn't understood what

11 had already been entered into evidence. That's

; 12 understandable.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You were asked concerning

A'

14 how far away Dr. Karam's residence was, and I think you

15 said you didn't know or how much time it would take him.

16 In his direct testimony Dr. Karam lists an address. If I

i 17 give you this address perhaps you would -- I don't know

|
18 this area very well, and I don't know where this address I

|s

19 is, but it says 6133 King's Mountain Court, Stone Mountain,

i 20 Georgia 30087. If you had that knowledge would you answer

21 the other questions you were asked any differently? This
4

22 matter is not in evidence yet, but it has been filed as

23 prepared testimony. So...

24 THE WITNESS: My understanding is that that is

'' 25 a 404 area code. Is that correct?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 MR. JOHNSON: It isn' t anyniore.

f-~s 2 THE WITNESS: It isn't anymore. It's been

3 changed.

4 MS. CARROLL: Some of them are, some of them

5 aren't.

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't even know where

7 it is, so...

8 THE WITNESS: Okay. At that time of morning

9 under normal driving conditions, not running red lights or

10 not going really fast, I would not pen the arrival time at ;

1

11 45 minutes. My estimation would be 30 to 35 minutes.
)
1

12 MR. EVANS: He might have to get dressed at

13 2:00 a.m. in the morning.,,_

14 THE WITNESS: I guess my perspective if

15 different. I put on a tee shirt and some shorts and I'm

1

16 ready to go. So... |
|
|

17 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I just don't know |

18 where this address is even. So that's why I thought I'd --

19 MR. JOHNSON: It's practically due east of

20 here. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LAM: Mr.

21 Galloway, what do you know about the Georgia Tech reactor

22 management?

23 THE WITNESS: Just as a general overall? My

24 understanding of the structure is -- Well, first, from

O 25 reading the minutes, the management structure changed that

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 was proposed _that I'm making the assumption.has been

2 discussed already in this case. If not, hopefully it will

3 be gotten to. That structure -- There were-changes in

4 them. There were some discrepancies in them. From my

5 conversations, limited to my testimony, which I think is

6 appropriate, with both Chief Vickery and with Ms. Burris

'7 are, there is a single point of decision for everything

8 that goes on over there and I don't know if that does or

9 does not fit. Those -- you know, the structures that are

10 proposed as management, I don't know which one exactly was

11 correct from my reading of the minutes. You know, they can

12 structure it however they want to, but if you are asking

13 about problems in management, from what I understand, if_

- (_) 14 something goes on in the facility that needs to be |

|

15 reported, it's ultimately, before any action is taken, '

16 filtered through the director and I think the evidence may
)

17 or may not have been presented either from my own
'

18 knowledge, the knowledge of Ms. Carroll, or whomever, that

19 some incidences don't exit the facility, via the upper

20 management. They are quelled before outside action is

| 21 allowed to be taken. For instance, you know, events that
i

22 have gone unreported to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

23 .That would be the main problem I would see if there is a
.

!, 24 bottleneck for action to occur.

L 25 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LAM: So your
:

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 knowledge is based entirely on your own reading and your

2 own research?

O
3 THE WITNESS: I would assume that their

4 documents would be correct, the facility documents

5 themselves.

6 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LAM: How much effort I

7 was that in terms of man hours that you have devoted to

8 this research? |
l

9 THE WITNESS: I believe -- and Ms. Carroll may

10 could correct me on this -- there were two instances where
i

11 we actually sat in the facility reading the minutes and

12 collecting the minutes. I would estimate three -- on my

13 own part, four, five hours. Attempting to collect
6

- 14 documents and sort through them for this information was

15 even longer because I was not provided with the documents

16 in a timely fashion. Reading outside of that, I would

17 estimate that much -- an equal amount of time in just

18 thumbing through everything that I have and reading the

19 relevant portions. I couldn't put an exact figure on it

20 for you.

21 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LAM: Thank you.

22 MS. CARROLL: Judge Lam, were you asking John

23 Galloway how many man hours he had in it?

24 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE LAM: That's right.

-' 25 That was the actual question.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Now, that's all the

- 2 questions the Board has.

3 Redirect?

4 MS. CARROLL: Does Mr. Evans have any |

5 questions?

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well --

7 MS. CARROLL: I mean, isn't he entitled to his

8 cross or --

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: He did yesterday, I

1
10 think.

i
1

11 MS. CARROLL: Oh, that's right. That's_right. '1

;

12 I'm just a little -- |

13 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

14 BY MS. CARROLL: I
l

15 Q Mr. Turk asked you about the men in radiation

16 suits incident and asked you to link it to management and I

17 wasn't sure that your testimony actually contained that,

18 and I would like to ask a couple of questions of you with

19 that goal in mind.
.

1

20 You testified that the officers, the security

21 officers, responded to a call. And you testified that when

22 they got there they found these men in radiation suits, and

23 when they weren't given radiation suits, they declined to

24 persist. They left. Do you -- Is it your impression -- Do
/~b' 25 you have an impression of whether they completed their

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 mission? They were responding to a call. Do you have an

2 impression whether they completed their mission or not?

3 MR. TURK: Objection. Speculative, Your Honor.

4 MR. EVANS: It's also been asked and answered.

5 Mr. Turk I believe asked that question about the uniforms

6 and they didn't know why or what was going on or that there

7 was anything --

8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That was asked and
l

9 answered by Mr. Turk.

10 THE WITNESS: Well, it sounded to me like you

11 asked in a different context.

|
12 MS. CARROLL: I feel like it was a different j

13 context. I

14 MR. TURK: The question I heard is, what's your

i
15 impression of whether they completed their mission. I

16 mean, what knowledge does he have of what the mission was

17 in the first place? )
1

18 MS. CARROLL: Because they responded to a call.

19 MR. TURK: He says he doesn't even know what

20 the alarm was for. He doesn't know what they were called

|21 there for. How can he possibly contemplate whether they

22 completed a mission when he doesn't know what the mission

23 was?

24 THE WITNESS: They performed no action..

25 MR. TURK: Your Honor, it calls for speculation

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 and whatever Mr. Galloway's personnel opinion may be, it is

2 not evidence.

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that is too much

4 speculation, pure speculation. We'll uphold that |

5 objection.

6 BY MS. CARROLL:

7 Q I'll ask you again, because I felt that your I

8- answer didn't answer Mr. Turk's question. Does this

9 activity that was related to you by these officers, do you

i

10 see a relationship to management at the facility and will |

11 you describe that relationship? a

12 MR. EVANS: Your Honor, as to the form of the

13 question, I don't think it is of any relevance how he feels !g
'
' '

14 about something. He may have his subjective feeling. That 1
1

15 is not evidence.

16 MS. CARROLL: That's all we're asking for. I

l
17 want to hear his answer to Mr. Turk's question. Mr. Turk )

!

18 abandoned it without getting an answer, and I think it's -- j

|
19 MR. TURK: I thought I had an answer. "

|
20 MS. CARROLL: -- a cogent question. ;

21 MR. TURK: I thought I had an answer.

22 BY MS. CARROLL:

23 Q I just never did hear -- I didn't perceive

24 John's -- how he linked this to management at the facility,

z. )'~
25 the incident that the officers related to you. Does that

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 have an -- Is that a management issue to you? |

l~

- 2 A Yes, that was asked and answered but maybe in a |

)'
3 different context. Yes, in that -- in following the '

,

, 4 procedures of the facility to handle an incident and report
.

5 an alarm call, the police have to come respond to it in

1
6 some fashion. They can't just walk into the door and say,

7 gosh, there's an alarm going off, and then walk away. Some

8 action is needed at that point. So, I guess that had been
;

i 9 asked and answered. !

4

10 MR. TURK: I would object and move to strike, ;

11 Your Honor. Again, what Mr. Galloway has done is, he's
i

12 tried to answer the previous question as to whether action

13 was taken or needed. If he doesn't even know what the

14 alarm was, whether it was a motion detector or whether it
.

15 was a phone call, how can he possibly know whether action

16 was needed. The police officers made a judgment that they

17 did not have to pursue the matter further. Whether it was
,

' 18 because they didn't have the radiation suits because they

.

knew that whatever it was that they were responding to was19
1

20 of no consequence, whatever may have been their reasoning,

21 they made a decision not to do anything further. Mr.

22 Galloway cannot say whether that was right or wrong without

23 even knowing what it was that they were called there to do.

24 I would object and move to strike. It's speculative and it

O 25 doesn't even respond to the question that Ms. Carroll,

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 persisted in asking.

1

2 MR. EVANS: He said he's not even familiar with() i

3 what the procedures are.

4 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think that last

i
5 objection by Mr. Turk is well taken. I think that answer |

6 should be struck and will be.

7 THE WITNESS: Might I make an observation at

8 this point?

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes. i

10 THE WITNESS: Those questions would be best4

i
I

11 asked and answered by Officer James Kemp who can and will I

12 answer those questions, at least to me. You know,
,

13 depending on my finding from that, he would be the one to_s

' 14 ask. I think the point has been made and is stated in the

15 record that I don't have any knowledge of that.
e

'

16 MS. CARROLL: You said his name was James?

17 THE WITNESS: Yes. I would like to note that

18 in the testimony he is referred to as Sgt. Kemp. I made

i 19 the correction yesterday that it is Officer Kemp and I

20 would enter that his first name is James. I don't believe

21 I worded that anywhere.

22 MS. CARROLL: I have no further questions.

23 CHAIRMAN BECRHOEFER: Any further questions
4

24 before we turn to the motion?

O 25 MR. EVANS: No , sir.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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. 1- MR. TURK: Just one, Your Honor. In response
1

- 2 to Judge Lam's question, I believe Mr. Galloway stated his
"

'

opinion that some incidences don't exit the facility. They3

4 are quelled before going outside. He mentioned reports to

5 NRC. I'm not aware of any basis for this witness to have

6 knowledge of what is not reported.

7 RECROSS EXAMINATION

8 BY MR. TURK:

9 Q I would ask the witness, is this statement

10 based solely on your knowledge of the NSC minutes that you

11 read?

12 A Based on -- are you asking if that -- does that :

13 statement come from my reading of those minutes?()
14 Q Yes, Is that what you're basing the statement

15 on?

16 A Yes.

17 Q And you don't know what is not stated in the

18 minutes because you weren't at the meetings, correct?

19 A Of course, I was not at the meetings.

20 Q Can you point to any matter that was not

21 reported to the NRC that should have been?

22 A I guess I'm not going to make my five o' clock

-23 engagement. May we go off the record?

24 MS. CARROLL: I'm not sure it's proper here. I

O 25 took what he said totally different than Mr. Turk and Mr.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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l' Turk seems to have a facility for twisting things --

r s. 2 MR. TURK: Well, maybe that's what he said.
(]

3 MS. CARROLL: -- which I know he wants to keep |

1

4 John Galloway from doing too.

5 MR. TURK: If I misunderstood, I would --

6 MS. CARROLL: The management structure lent

7 itself to that, not that he knew of incidences. The

8 structure was designed to allow for that. That was my

9 interpretation of it.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Let's go off the record.

11 (Discussion off the record.)
i

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Back on the record. )
,

13 MR. TURK: It's been suggested to me while we

'
14 were off the record that perhaps my question needs to be

|15 restated and I willingly will do so. ;

l

16 BY MR. TURK:

17 Q Mr. Galloway, is it correct that you have never

18 attended a meeting of the Nuclear Safeguards Committee?

19 A That is correct.

20 MR. TURK: No further questions.
;

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Galloway, we have

22 this motion but I don't think you have to stay around for

23 it. .I think your testimony is now complete. So if you

24 need to make an appointment.

25 THE WITNESS: Whatever is needed.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1
1 MS. CARROLL: Well, now I'm confused. Now, I l

2 think John has started -- has set a task for himself in,q
1) I

s

3 response to a question that Mr. Turk may have actually

4 withdrawn. I didn't quite follow it myself.!

4

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I think the question has

6 been asked and answered --
, ,

'
i

7 THE WITNESS: Well, I don't know -- !

, 8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: -- so far as Mr. Turk |

| .|

9 restated it.

i 10 MS. WOODHEAD: Can we excuse the witness? I
i
4

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yeah, that's what I'm
1

12 saying. We can excuse the witness and he can leave prior

13 to our decision of the motion.
t
\' 14 THE WITNESS: Well first, before that, was the I.

i.
15 question withdrawn and then restated? I don't believe it

16 was withdrawn.
.

17 MR. TURK: Yes.

18 THE WITNESS: It was withdrawn?

19 MR. TURK: Whenever a question is restated the

20 prior question is automatically withdrawn.

21 THE WITNESS: Okay, then that concludes my

22 search.

23 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Thank you.

24 THE WITNESS: Thank you. Can I make the

O 25 assumption that I'm no further needed by this tribunal?

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.
*

2- THE WITNESS: Thank you. .

*

"

3 (Witness excused.)

4 MR. JOHNSON: I would like to say on Glenn's
,

5 behalf that John's testimony is meant to be his opinions,
; 6 his perceptions, his experience and nothing more or less,

i. 7 If you wish to strike on those grounds, so be it.
i'
! 8 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: Mr. Johnson, are
1

| 9 you proffering this testimony with the possible view that |

j 10 the Board would conduct a further investigation on
i

11 relatively incomplete stories and flush it out for you?
,

;

| 12 MR. JOHNSON: Well, sir, I don't feel like 1

13 need to stand here and lie about anything or try and make

O)\
'- 14 something up. To be perfectly honest, I don't really know

15 what the intent of Mr. Galloway's testimony was.

16 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: I mean, you

17 proffered it.

18 MR. JOHNSON: Again, I'm in somewhat of an

19 unfortunate situation in that all of these documents have

20 been prepared by Glenn and at the risk of incriminating our

21 case or myself

22 --

23 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: If you don't

24 know --
f~
'

25 MR. JOHNSON: -- I'm not always clear on the

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 reasons why she --

2 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE KLINE: If you don't know,0,
3 that's adequate.

4 1 01. JOHNSON: I don't know.

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We had better for Ms.

6 Carroll. Off the record.

'

7 (A short recess was taken.)

8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Back on the record.

9 Whereupon,

10 ROBERT M. BOYD

11 resumed his status as a witness herein, and was examined
1

12 and testified as further as follows:
I

13 We interrupted the argument on Mr. Evans' )O 14 motion with respect to Mr. Galloway's testimony. We will 1

I
15 take that up after we complete the document introduction )

16 through Mr. Boyd. Mr. Boyd is now back on the stand.

17 Mr. Johnson.

18 MR. JOHNSON: We had left off at Number 47, if

19 I'm correct. We will introduce GANE Nu='e - 48, which is

20 the memorandum to the Nuclear Safeguards Condttee from Mr.

21 Boyd concerning the hot cell storage pool operations, '7

22 will go ahead and say in anticipation of possible

23' objections that although this memo does mention cobalt, the

24 storage pool area, the hot cell area was something that was
,

25 not only under, you know, NRC jurisdiction but something

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 that was definitely part'of Mr. Boyd's purview as a manager
. 2 of the Office of Radiation Safety. .I think'this speaks to

3 his. concern 1for safety and his willingness to protect the

4 public, j

5 MR. EVANS: The anticipated objection is j
l

6 correct, there is an objection. I would say that it more |

7 .than-casually in passing, or in passant, it goes beyond R

8 that sort of a reference to cobalt. The entire memo is

9 about the cobalt pool. I don't really see what else is in
'

-
,

10 there other than the cobalt pool.

11 MR. JOHNSON: And my point would be that even
i

12 if it's about the cobalt pool, it is.not strictly |about the |
1

- :13 cobalt and if the cobalt pool does have NRC ramifications I

14 and jurisdiction to it, then that still could be -- |

15 MS WOODHEAD: The staff objects because it is ]

16 totally unrelated to the management at Georgia Tech

17 Research Reactor.

18 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board believes this

19 exhibit should not come in because it is primarily not

i
20 exclusively related to cobalt-60 as written. '

21 (The document heretofore marked for

22 identification as GANE Exhibit No. 48

23 was REJECTED.) |

.24 MR. JOHNSON: I guess at this point we will

O 25 move on to Number 49. This --

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER': I might add, all the j

2 documents we reject can be: subject to appeal. They travel

3 with the. record, all_ of those copies.

4 MR. JOHNSON: I was about to use that exact-

-5 same phrase, Your Honor. Thank you for reminding'us all.

6 (Ms. Carroll enters-hearing room.)

7 MS. CARROLL: 'What did we lose?

8 MR. JOHNSON: Exhibit 48.

9 MS. CARROLL: Okay.

10 MR. JOENSON: And moving on to Number 49. This

11 is the letter which Mr. Boyd testified about concerning Mr.

12 Puckett being appointed as the acting MORS. I would claim
I

13 that this has great relevance to management style. Again,

O 14 obviously within'the specific time frame that Mr. Boyd can

15 claim to have knowledge or expertise about management-at l
I

16 the facility. The way that this kind of action is

17 handled -- as someone who has had to hire and fire dozens

18 literally of people myself, I find that this speaks to the

19 very heart of management itself.

20 MS, WOODHEAD: Your Honor, the staff would

21 object simply because it's redundant to his testimony.

22 This is fully set out in his testimony and there's no need

23 for anLadditional document to repeat what he has already

24 testified. '

.

25 MR. EVANS: I agree it's redundant, but we

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 don't have any particular objection to GANE 49. It is

- 2- ' redundant.

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Exhibit 49'will be

~ dmitted.4 a

5 -(The document heretofore as GANE-

6 Exhibit No. 49, was received-in

7 evidence.)
,

1

8 (Pause.)

9 MR. JOHNSON: Are you ready to proceed?

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yeah, 49 is in. I

11 MR. JOHNSON: Okay. Sorry, I didn't.mean to

12 keep you waiting.

13 We would then enter GANE Number 50. Perhaps we

O 14 'should go ahead -- and even though one is handwritten and

15 one.is typed, we should probably go ahead and for purposes .)

16 of perhaps speeding up the process enter 50 and 51 because

17 they are both very much of the same cloth. These are Mr.

18 Boyd's notes and impressions at the time. As he said, you

19 know, he was keeping this record, documentation for reasons

20 that he's already testified to. He's already testified as

21 to why he was writing this down. I feel this is a'

22 supplement to his thought process and we would submit '

23 these.

24 MR. EVANS: I'm not sure they shouldn't be
7

\
~25 taken one at a time but I would object starting with 50.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 Among other things, frankly, I can't read all of it. It is

rx 2 very difficult to read. If they are simply notes he madeb
3 as to what he's testified, I think it's pointless. It is

4 redundant. -And that would also, I presume, be true -- he's

5 also testified, as have a number of other people, about the

6 cadmium spill. And his own notes, if they're just

7 duplicating what he's already put in the record by his

8 testimony, it's redundant and should be -- 50 and 51, we

9 will object to as being merely cumulative and repetitive of

10 what is already in the record on his testimony.

11 MS. WOODHEAD: The staff also objects for the

12 same reason.

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board will reject 50-

i14 but admit 51. Fifty is too cryptic to be understandable
|

15 and some parts we can't even read. We will admit 51.
|

16 (The document heretofore marked as

17 GANE Exhibit No. 50 was REJECTED.) I

18 MR. JOHNSON: And 52 has already been admitted.

19 MR. TURK: May I inquire, Your Honor, 51, when

20 Mr. Johnson was describing it described it as the notes and

21 impressions of Mr. Boyd. I don't think we have any problem

22 with it coming in with that understanding that these are

23 his own impressions --

24 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, that was our

O 25 understanding.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 MR. TURK: rather than being offered for the--

,

t /~N 2 truth of the contents.
(Q!

3 14R . EVANS: Well, there are a number of -- I

4 would say if it's beyond just argument, there are a number
,

5 of, I think, objectionable things. A figurehead RSO was

6 appointed. That's not that's not evidence, that's;
--

7 argument. That's pure argument. What is a figurehead? j

8 There are a number of comments in here. He refers to --
.

| 9 and some can be very misleading. The two fired employees

10 filed a lawsuit for defamation of character in violation of I

11 federal laws protecting workers' rights, so on and so on.

12 It's incomplete because, as I believe Mr. Boyd is aware,

13 the plaintiffs did not prevail in their lawsuit. They l

14 lost. So it's a misleading statement because it paints a
i

15 picture which is not really true. I would have no |

16 objection if it is admitted as argument. I do object to it

17 if it's admitted as facts because many of the things in |

18 here are not facts. It's purely argument. I don't think

19 argument frankly ought to be admitted as evidence.

20 I might say that once again we've started on

21 the first big paragraph. "The problem started when the

'22 radiation safety officer acting under the instructions of

23 the Radiation Protection Committee terminated several

24 research experiments at the Neely Research Center and at

''
25 the 7,000 curie hot cell complex. We're right because of

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 ungsfo conditions." I think that's very objectionable as

I
2 fact.

- We don't know what the so called unsafe conditions,

3 were. He has testified and I have no objection to his,

4 testimony --

5 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You have the right to I

6 cross examine. This is part of his testimony. You have a j

7 right to ask all of those questions. j

8 MR. EVANS: It appears to me it's an --

9 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You know there is --

'

10 MR. EVANS: It's argument.

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, it may be but it's i
.

12 the witness' argument. Ask him about it and then we'll

i' 13 know if the matters are true or not after we hear it --
('

,

\- 14 after we decide. That's part of his testimony. It's his |

15 opinion, he's an expert.

16 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE LAM: Mr. Evans, if this
|

|

17 piece of paper is labeled impressions and opinions and- !

|
18 arguments of Mr. Bob Boyd, dated 1988, would you still have |

19 any objections?

20 MR. EVANS: I have no objections -- normally,
;

21 one doesn't admit argument as evidence. I realize this is-

22 a very informal proceeding, but if it is admitted as

23 argument, no, I have no problem with it being admitted as

24 argument. I do have a problem with it being admitted as,

\- 25 evidence.

i Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 MS. CARROLL: I have a process question. If

eg 2 something got admitted as argument into the record, you
L).

3 could refer to it, but what we discern would be the amount

4 of weight we could expect the Judges to give argument would

5 not be as much as they would give evidence? |
'

|

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I'm not sure -- !

|
7 MS. CARROLL: I mean, if argument makes it

8 useless, then, you know, haven't we mooted the paper?
|

l
9 MR. EVANS: If I may, the few things that are

10 factual are in the record as testimony. Like, for example,

11 the health physics staff is informed not to document

12 incidents in their personal' log books but to basically tell
1

13 the director or inform in writing, or verbally inform the

- 14 director. That was testified to. The few things that are

15 factual in here -- and you would have to really go through

16 it with scissors to take out all words -- a year that

17 devastated. You know, you have all kinds of argumentative

18 language. A period of a year that devastated an excellent

19 radiation safety program. That is purely an argumentative

20 opinion. It is not evidence. It's his opinion that the

21 program was devastated.

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: He is an expert and he

23 'ran the program.

24 MR. EVANS: No , sir, he wasn't an expert infg

~' 25 health physics. That's part of the distinction.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't think he has to

2 be an expert in health physics to have answered that-s

V
3 question.

4 MS, WOODHEAD: If it could be submitted as Mr.
5 Boyd's written testimony --

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.

7 MS. WOODHEAD: -- I think it could.be accepted

8 as such but not as a documentary exhibit for the truth of

9 the matter. If it could be labeled written testimony of

10 Mr. Boyd, rather than a GANE exhibit --

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: We would have no

12 objection to dealing with it that way but it is subject to

13 cross examination.
i

14 MS. WOODHEAD: I wouldn't either.

15 MR. EVANS: No, if it is his -- if it is

16 testimony as opposed to a document, I have no problem with

17 it being his testimony. It will prolong the cross

18 examination.

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Would this be your

20 testimony, Mr. Boyd?

21 THE WITNESS: Yes.

22 MS. CARROLL: Well, it's added to it.

23 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: It's an addition to it.

24 MR. JOHNSON: For the record, I feel that we
[ -

- 25 should at least mention and revisit the fact that we at the

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 beginriing of today asked whether 'it might be' best to have

2 this put in as part of his testimony and we have heard that jq
.V

3 it might be better to'do it as an exhibit, so --

i

4 MS. CARROLL: We just want to show how' smart we
'

5 are.

|

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Okay, what is labeled as |
l

7 Exhibit 51 will actually be put in as Mr. Boyd's testimony. I

'8- You can bind.it in at this stage. |
4

9 MS. CARROLL: That means -- you have your

10 copies and they now become classified as evidence --

11 MR. EVANS: No , testimony.

12 MS. CARROLL: Will you be able to follow that?

. 13 I mean, I don't mean to --

1

14 MR. TURK: I'm curious, Your Honor, why don't )

-15 we just let it -- why don't you just let it be an exhibit?

16 It's part of the evidentiary record.

17 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Because we had objections

18 to that from your co-counsel.

19 MR. TURK: Objections to allowing it to be an

20 exhibit but no objection to being part of the testimony?

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That's correct. That's

22 what your co-counsel said.

23 MR. TURK: My back was turned.

24 MR. JOHNSON: See what happens every time you

O 25 do that.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 (Laughter.)

2 MR. TURK: May we confer for a moment? |

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes, please do. Off the |

4 record.
|
4

5 (Discussion off the record.)
1

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Back on the record. |

7 We'll accept Exhibit -- GANE Number 51. We

8 consider it to be the impressions of Mr. Boyd as set forth
;

!

9 in 1988, I believe. This document will be considered as j
i

10 testimony and will be subject-to cross examination
~

I
11 tomorrow. Just as the testimony itself was. It will be.

'

12 (The document heretofore marked as j

13 GANE Exhibit No. 51 was received in
i

14 evidence.)

15 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Ms. Carroll, I guess now

16 we should turn to the motion to strike Mr. Galloway's

17- testimony. We haven't heard from you yet. Mr. Johnson

18 didn't know all the facts or reasons why you wanted to.use

19 the testimony.

20 MS. CARROLL: Well, I'll say on the record that

21 I'm not immune to being moved by a student at Georgia Tech

22 taking interest and initiative in this, as small as it is,

23 and presenting his findings here. And I would say that

24 what's of meaning here -- and I'm not quite sure how it,

(
25 fits into the process. One, he's identified Officer Kemp.

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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1 I'm highly interested in hearing about his running into the

2 guys in radiation suits and without Mr. Galloway alertingfs

()''

3 us to Officer Kemp's story, we wouldn't know to ask Office

4 Kemp about it. I hope that we'll pursue that and bring

5 that in. Now, if his testimony needs to stand as a link to

6 bringing Officer Kemp in to testify about that, it's

7 important for that.

8 Also, as Sgt. Vickery does currently occupy a

9 position on the Nuclear Safeguards Committee -- and it's in

10 the record as reliable hearsay because it's in quotes that

11 these -- you know, the security office provides security as

12 requested by Dr. Karam and by inference the security office

_ 13 actually adds nothing to the equation in way of security

' ') 14 expertise but relies on the director -- a fellow with a

15 nuclear engineering background -- to say what the security

16 requirements might be, I believe that's meaningful. And

17 that they -- you know, that he said that they have faith in

18 the facility management's ability to run things, that might

19 be fine, except should it extend also to providing security

20 for a nuclear facility in the middle of downtown Atlanta.

21 So that, to me, is relevant and contributes. We might call

22 Sgt. Vickery to the stand to strengthen that testimony.

23 But, such as it is, reliable hearsay and all of the labels

_ 24 that have been attached here by the opposing parties, those

'
25 items to me are relevant and should stand.''
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1 MR. EVANS: The point, of course, it's not just-

)fS 2 hearsay. That's a minor point. The real point is, it is
;V

3 no probative value to anything. Nothing in here shows

4 anything to do with management. The witness testified that

5- he really didn't know -- his common words were, I don't

6 know, I surmise. He didn't like the word speculation but

7 that's all he's doing. He didn't know the police,

8 regulations. He doesn't know what -- I think the word was
.

9 default procedures or alternative procedures were in effect

10 one way or the other. He doesn't know anything about

; 11 anything; therefore, it's of no probative value.

12 MS. CARROLL: The line of questioning might

13 make it look like he doesn't know anything about anything,
i \ 14 but the fellow has been commended for national merit and is

; 15 on the dean's list. He goes to school there and he did

i
16 talk to security and he related faithfully those

t

i

17 experiences however weighty they may be.
4

18 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: The Board has decided to

19 strike this testimony as it stands.
!

20 MS. CARROLL: Does that remove our linkage to

i 21 Office Kemp? For instance, if we --

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You can make a later

23 motion --

- 24 MS. CARROLL: -- would like to call him as a

25 witness --
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1 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: You can make a later
'

.

2 motion and with proper justification, we could perhaps hear.

'
3 additional testimony.

4 MS. CARROLL: I'm just thinking about what our

f. 5 loss is here so I can speak to it before we move too far.

6 MR TURK: May I make an observation also

7 before we leave the subject?

: 8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.
1

9 MR. TURK: I have not addressed the motion to

4 10 strike.

! 11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Oh, I'm sorry.
;

12 MR. TURK: No , that's all right. I understand

13 your ruling and I don't quarrel with the ruling. I would_

V 14 make a further argument which I believe might explain why

15 it's a correct ruling. Coming back to the question of

16 relevance, there is nothing that I see in that testimony

17 that has a bearing on the adequacy or inadequacy of

18 management at the facility. There are three items that he

19 talked about. One was the radiation suit incident. He

20 didn't tie that into management at all.

21 The other two items, one was the fact that Dr.

22 Karam responded to the emergency. He was called and he

23 responded. That doesn't show you anything. His testimony

24 could provide you no insight one way or the other on

-

'25 whether the structuring of management or the duties called

!
<

|
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1 for by managem:nt are appropriate or inappropriate.

2 Third, Mr. Vickery said to him that we have to,-

i )
*~'

3 have faith in Dr. Karam and Dr. Ice and the witness agreed

4 that Mr. Vickery is the police chief. He doesn't hold

5 licenses. You wouldn't expect the police chief to hold a

6 reactor license. There's nothing in that testimony that

7 would point to the adequacy or inadequacy of Mr. Vickery's

8 thing. We have to rely on the people at the facility who

9 have knowledge. So for that reason, I agree that it's not

10 relevant to anything before you, even though there may have

11 been mention of Dr. Karam with regard to these two items,

12 Mr. Vickery's testimony and Dr. Karam's responding to the

13 incident. There is still nothing in there which under the-

i 1
N' 14 definition of relevance would make the existence of some'

15 fact a consequence to your decision more probable or less

16 probable.

17 MS. CARROLL: I need to interject that --

18 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I might add --

19 MS. CARROLL: -- Sgt. Vickery is on the Nuclear

20 Safeguards Committee which is part of the management

21 structure for the radiation program and is relevant in that

22 regard. I mean, he just didn't cover that phase.

23 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, I might say the

24 only thing that I saw of potential relevance -- and I

O)(
25 intend to ask Dr. Karam -- is whether under some'--

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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l' circumstancao'it might take 35 minutes or so to respond to

2 an incident that might be occurring. And when you get'onO
3 the stand, you can tell me that or you can tell me what

4 default provisions you have.

5 DR. KARAM: Well, I --

6 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I don't want you to do it

7 now. . That's going to be a question that I'm going to ask

8 you. With that, we have struck this other testimony.

9 MR. EVANS: Your Honor, he's quite prepared
.

10 already,

'11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Okay. Well, I mean,

12 that's the only -- that's the only interest I had and I'll

_
13 ask the question from somebody who should know.

\- 14 MR. TURK: The other thing I would note, Your

15 Honor,.is that Ms. Carroll indicated that she might want to

16 tie this in somehow to testimony by some other individual.

17 I suppose Mr. Vickery or Mr. Kemp. I'm not sure which one

18 she was referring to. But I would note that in terms of

19 timing, we still have not had a clear identification of who j

20 the additional witnesses might be. The deposition of Mr.

21 Galloway took place on April 8th. There's been ample time !
|

|22 since then for -- and even before then -- for Ms. Carroll 1

!

l
23 to speak with Mr. Galloway and put together other facts she j

.

24 may want to pursue, identify witnesses and give us ample )

25 time to be advised of that and to prepare the case 1

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
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'

1 accordingly. Indeed, Mr. Galloway indicated in the direct

2 testimony, which has now been stricken, that these events
O..

'

3 took place sometime ago, considerably before his deposition

4 in_ April of '96. I don't understand why at this late date

5 we would be hearing an argument from GANE about introduct-

6 ion of additional witnesses, where those witnesses could
,

7 and should have been identified identified sooner.

8 MS. CARROLL: I'm a little slow in getting

9 acclimated to the process. I see now that the principles

10 that apply to my testimony, having been excluded, would --

11 you know, can be applied here. It's just that having

12 Officer Kemp on the stand is the way to go with this, not
;

4
'

13 to -- I mean, I could tell you all day long about all the

|14 stuff all the former employees said. I know that's not
4

15 meaningful here. I figured that out. I just didn't make

i

16 the leap of applying it to Mr. Galloway's testimony until I

17 sort of got forced to put my attention on it.

18 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, anyway, if we --

19 MS. CARROLL: So, I acknowledge that.

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: If we get any request, we
1

21 will consider it when made and hear argument and that type !
!

22 of thing on it. With that, we will adjourn for the day and j

23 be back at nine o' clock tomorrow morning.

24 (Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 5:54

1

25 p.m., to resume at 9:00 a.m., Friday, May 31, 1996.)

Neal R. Gross & Co., Inc.
(202)234-4433 {
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